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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with the ex-post economic evaluation of

the

Inter'lake Manpower Corps, an institutional training program designed for

individuals of Indjan
porgram

and Metis

started operations i n

origin in the Province of Manitoba.

1967 as

part of the

that province and the Federal Government.
thesis

is to provide

measurements

of

FRED

The main

The

Agreement between

obiective of this

program success from

individual's"

government's and society's standpoints.
The thesis

commences

with a description of the characteristics

of trainees eny'olled in the program since 1968, in terms of age, education, labour status and racial status. It is shown that, as predicted
by models based or¿ the theory of human capital, trainees are less
educated and younger than the population

in the Interlake region,

and

their pre-training earnings are lower than the Manitoba provincial
average

The

theoretical rationale for government-sponsored manpower

training is discussed.

The theory

of

human

capital

is

introduc.ed

and

the efficiency and distributional implications of these types of programs
is examined. A new methodologica] framework for eva'luating the program

is presented. This framework consists in the calculation of marginal
benefits of an additional week of training, using earnings functions
estimated from information about former trainees (the experimental

group).

The value

of

week'ly allowances are also' inc'luded as individual

benefits. Qpportunity costs are defined as the average value of exptected earnings for those individuals without training (the norm group).
i

It is estjmated that the present value of individual benefits, in 1975
dollars,

exceeds the present value

of individual costs for alternative

rates of discount (persona'l time preference).
From

one are

a government's viewpoint, gaíns/outlay ratios larger than

obtained. Gains are estimated by simulating the value of trans-

fers savings and addítíonal tax collection induced by the
0ut1ay consists

in

program.

operating costs per capita during 1968-1975. These

in order to consider the fact that some of the projects withÍn the program not only provide training to Índividuals but
costs are adjusted

also produce a physical output (ladders, park furniture, housing).
Consequently, not

alì

government expenditures correspond

to training

proper. Learning curves estimated by foremen's reports are introduced

in order to approximate the proportion of total costs attributable

to

the training activity.
From

a social víewpoint, social earnings functions are estimated

for the experimental group in order to calcu'late productivity gains due
to training. These benefíts are reduced by mobility costs paid to
trainees, by the social opportunity cost of labour and by the value of
real resources diverted from other activities to the program. Social
net present values are positive but lower than individual net present
val ues

It is

concluded

that

to continue the program,
extended beyond

and

it is socjally

and

individually worthwhile

that the duration of training projects

the 1968-1975 average duration (13 weeks),

be

emphasizing

the general aspects of training instead of the specific aspects.
A pattern

of interoccupational mobiìÍty discovered in

thesis, and not exp'lainable by the

human

ii

the

capital framework,'is

discussed

and some of

the possible reasons for

its

existence are presented. In

addition, the issue of racial discrimination in

briefìy

examined,

wage determjnation is

with special reference to the evidence gathered from

program trai nees.

l'lì
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This study

is

concerned

with the economjc effects of the Inter-

lake Manpower Corps (IUC). The IMC is an investment program which is

to provide on-the-job tra'ining to low-income, low-education
people, especia'l1y of Indian and Metis origin,'in the Interlake Area of
Manitoba. This program is part of a public investment package in the
designed

area, the FRED-Interlake Agreement, financed by the Federal

of

Canada and

1977

Government

the Province of Manitoba for the period l4ay'1967 to

May

.

By January 1976,1307

different individuals

had been registered

in the various projects covered by the Manpower Corps sjnce its beginnings
in 1968. The total expenditure by the Provincial and Federal Governments
up to the fisca'l year 1975-1976 was close to 4.8 milljon dollars. The
Provjncial share of the total FRED expendjture is 56%, whi'le in the Manpower Corps Program it is l0%. The total estimated cost of the Program
for the ten year period is 5.6 million dollars.
The rest of this chapter discusses the nature of the problem
which frames the present evaluation, summarizes the obiectives of this
study and the methodology used jn order to achieve them. A brjef
presentatjon of the sources of information
overview

is made, and followed by an

of the thesìs.
A.

Nature

of the Problern

Public exPenditures ln a depressed area provide a higher level

of

demand i

n monetarY terms to the region, and folìowing Keynesian
1

_-,__::1i---r

'¡

i.

2

impl'ications, a possible cure for the prob'lem of unemployrnent.

These

of production in
the region, creating supply effects sometimes over'looked jn the literature. l,Jhen investments in human beings are included in regional
development programs, these supp'ly effects, namely, increases in the
productive capacity of the reg'ion, are significant.
Demand effects are usualìy studied in the context of the oroductjon structure existing in a region, by simu'latÍng the change in the
absorption of income by sectors which is created by the initial change
in investment in one particular activity.l It is assumed that each
productíve sector output reacts to changes in nominal demand, increasing
product and income, and also emp'loyment according to some static marginaì
expenditures may also increase the potential capacity

labour-output
change

at all

sectors might

ratio.

The key issue

when money demand

exist,

is

is that real product'ion

rises

because supply

might not

constraints

preventing output.from increasing. One

of

in some

these

in the labour market arising from
inequality between the structure of the demand for labour and the
structure of the suppìy of labour, together with a wage rigidity produced
constraints

an imperfectíon

by non-economic
and

factors.

Investments

in

human

beinqs, such as education

training, might correct this djstortjon by increasing total

demand and

monetary

by helping to increase real output through elÍmination of

labour market imperfection. The former effect v¡ould result with any

type of investment, while the
lFor^

latter

impact

is a characteristic of this

u study of this type in the area in which the present study
concentrate, see: Fu-Lai Tung, "A Dynamic Model for Simu'lating
Resource Development Impacts in the Interlake Area of Manitoba," unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, (l^linnipeg: Department of Agrìcultural
Economi cs, Uni versity of Mani toba, i975) .

wiII

3

particular type of investrnent. Th'is study wiì1 not djscuss ejther
the

demand impact

of training

programs

jn the area or the sp'illover

of training benefits to other regions of the country. It wiìl
concentrate on the ana'lysis of the effect of trajning on indjviduals'
earnings and employabiljty, on Government fjnance, and on the product-

ive capacity of the reg'ion.
study

The

is that manpower training

central hypothesis underlying this

has

significant positive

as measured by net social and individual

benefits.

effects result jn an improvement in both

economic

supp'ly effects

These positive

efficiency and

reg'iona1 I abour producti vi tY.

B.

Obiectives

of the StudY

Specific obiectives of the study are:

(l)

identify the relative importance of the yarjables
that determine the actual levels of earnings of trainees after

To examine and

trai

(2)

ni ng.

To analyze the extent

to which characteristics of the Manpower

Corps Program, such as duration

courses,

(3)

etc.,

of proiects, traìnee Success in

determine earnings

To develop a methodology

differentials

for evaluating

among

trainees.

program effectiveness taking

into consideration not only the characteristics of trainees, but
also the timing of projects and the distrjbution of benefits and
costs through time.

(4)

To introduce

in the evaluation of training programs the differentia-

tjon

production costs and human development costs. Usual'ly

between

t¡ese two elernents are separated

in the appraisal of manpower training.

4

(5)

To show the pattern

of occupational mobility of trainees and its

possible effects on the efficiency of Manpower Corps Program.

(6)

To examine the hypothesis

that racial discrimination exists in

determination of trainee's wages

the

after training

In the process of developing these points, the Manpower Corps

in a manner which has not been attempted
before; that is, in terms of the characteristics of the individuals
vrho have attended any proiect. Three approaches will be taken in studying
the economic effects of the Program:
(l) the trainee's point of view, in which benefits received and
costs borne by direct participants in the Program are compared;
(Z) the Government's point of view, in which a simulation of the
effects of the Program on the Government's ledger is made, and finally'
Program

will

be described

(3)

the evaluation of the impact of the Program from a general

efficiency standPoint.
Contributions that can be derived from the present study include

the fol

1

owing

:

(l) Individual trainees

increase

their earnings

and employabi'lity

after attending any Manpower Corps proiect. These increaSes are related
to the 'length of the project and to the level of education prior to
training.

(Z) Training programs for the disadvantaged can be economically
efficient. Consequently, programming and pìanning of this kind of public
investment should empìoy

efficiency criteria for the determination of

the level of that investment.

5

(3)

The labour market information system

for the Manpower Corps

in order to include characterjstics of
trainees and their occupatÍonal mobjlity prior to training. This inclusion will facilitate the acquisition of reliable information about the
ìndividual labour market situation in the absence of training. The main
limitations of this thesjs are related to the poor qua'lity of information

Program should be modified

about pre-trai ning earnings.

(4)

The separation

of operating costs of the

Program

into pro-

duction costs and human development costs influences the measure of

this separation should
be attempted jn the evaluation of the effects of the program on the
government finance and on the general efficiency of the economy. A

efficiency of

manpower

training.

Consequentìy,

detajled methodo'logy devised to consider this dichotomy is not proposed,

but considerations based on technical reports from the project supervisors
are used to illustrate this dichotomy and

its

impact on program effects

measurements.

C. Methodology and Data
Methodol ogy

in this study for assessing the economic
'impact of the manpower training proiect is benefit-cost analysis. Its
foundations lie in the theory of welfare economics, and a'lthough some of
The basic method used

its postulates are widely accepted by most economists, some other are
still the subject of dispute. Specifically, controversy exists over the
of any investment
such as training for the dísadvantaged

separation of efficiency and distributional effects

project, particular'ly in

programs

6

jn which equity cons'ideratjons are usually assigned a high priority.2
Some of the proponents for jncluding redistributional effects
vis-a-vis efficiency considerations
ment are

Arthur

when regard'ing any pub'lic invest-

Maas3 and Stephen Marglin4

they should be included especial]y in

while Burton l,leisbrods feels

manpower

training program-

The

of thejr argument is that efficiency-oriented evaluations
are not relevant for pub'lic decisions, and that this is the reason why
eocnomists have been unab'le in the past to predict political behaviour
basic tenet

and develop normative rules.

of the two effects Ín this study is the result of
two considerations. First, investment under the FRED Agreement, although
'leakages to more
direcúed towards backward regions produces monetary
The separation

to the nature of the mult'ip'le effect.6 If a correct
of the redistribution of money income is to be done, these

developed areas due
appra'isa1

ZTh. non-separability of these two components in the prov'is i on
of public goods has'been demonstrated-by M.C. McGuire and H. Aaron,
and Equity in the Optional gupply of a Public Good , "
"Efîicienc!-Econom'¡is
a-n¿ Statistìcs, LI (February, t969), pp.3l-39.
Review of

3Arthry Maas, "Benefit-Cost Ana'lysis: Its Relevance to Public
.1966'
Investment Decisjons," Quarterl.v Journal of Economics, S0:208, May
4stephen

Massachusetts¡

A. Marg'lin,

M.

I.T. Þresi ,

!gÞl!@,

(Cambridge,

SBurton rlleisbrod, "Concepts of Costs and Benefits," in ProÞlems
in Publjc Expenditure Anal.ysis, ed. S.B. Chase, Jr. (l'lashington: The
. 257-292; and "Benefits of Manpower
Þ"og.u*t: Theoreticál and'Methodologica1 Issues.,." in gost;Benelit
LonrerAmerlcan
can Conferngs of a North Ameri
Proceedings
, Proceedi
Analysis of Manpower Polici,e.s.,
Industrial
(Kingston,0ntario:
. O. t'loo¿
Relations Centre, 1969).

A. Macgillan, Chang-Mei Lu and Charles F. Framingham,
Manitoba interlake Àiea: A Begigñql Dgvelopmen! Evaluation, (Ames:
6James

ffiTTurai

an

-s7

7

secondary

effects should be taken into account. The information avail-

is not suffjcjent to
províde a complete measurement of this effect. 0n the other hand,
unless we have a specification of the uti'lity functjon of the Government
or a social welfare function, there is little room for weighíng the
able for the

Manpower Corps Program, however,

efficiency and distributional effects of the Program so as to provide
a unique index to rank the projects. Raìph E. Smith suggested evaluating the efficiency of the

Program

for several

income groups and exp'lain-

ing differences in rates of return between high-income and lor\,-income

in terms of the exp'licii intention of Government to sacrifice
efficient allocation of resources in return for a better income distribugroups

tion.7

tl¡s assumption implies that the Government, ín deciding the

scale, timing, and the ratio of disadvantaged to total

of trainees
accepted in the Program, knows beforehand the rates of returns for both
groups for several combinations of the aforementioned elements. Apart
from the questionable va'lidity

information

number

of the assumption that rate of

return

is known beforehand, the trade-off cannot be measured vrhere

on'ly disadvantaged are receiving training.
The estimation

point requjres the

of benefits and costs from an individual

comparison

of earnings

and employability

of

viewtvro

groups; the norm group, formed by individuals without any previous expe-

rience

in jnstitutional training

programs, and the experimental group,

formed by individuals who have previously
Corps

Project.
TRulph

The

U.

participated in a Manpower

characteristics of these groups are shown in

Smi

th, "An Ana'lysis of the Efficiency and Equity of

Manpower Programs," unpub'lished Ph.D. Dissertation (tlJashington:
Department of Economics, Georgetown University, 1970), pp. 120-121.

I
Appendix

B.

The appropriate comparison between these two groups

is

on

a

it is demonstrated in Chapter 3.
However, a variation of a before-after training basis is used here for

with-and-wíthout-trajning basis as

reasons

of limited

data.

Regression anaìysis

from the effect

of other

is

used

to separate the effect of training

variab1es such as deduction, experience

or

age

earnings. Opportunity costs of the traÍnee's participatìon in the
Program are calculated utilizing data from the norm group. Discounting
procedures are used to compare benefits and costs for the year ì975.
The impact of the Program on Government finance is estimated by
simulating the increase in direct taxes due to higher average wages
on

after train'ing,

and

the reduction Ín

a higher empÏoyment rate induced by

unemployment payment produced by

training.

These gains

are

compared

to the money resources invested in the Program by all levels of

Govern-

ment.

From

a social poinü of view, a benefit function

the experimenta'l group which determines the increase
associated with additional

training.

These

is

estímated for

in productivity

benefits are reduced by the

social opportun'ity cost of the labour moving to the

Program and by the

cost of operating the Program. Transfer payments are not included in

this analysis, because ohly real resource costs affect the efficiency
of the economy.

9

Data

Information regarding the 396 trainees

in the norm group u/as

obtained from Interlake Manpower Corps Forms A03FBI-526J.8 These are
computer

printouts of demographic and economjc characterÍstícs of

trainees before starting any project based on infonnation recorded in
the app'lication forms. Each individual has a different entry

printouts for every project he has participated

in.

in

these

No information

exists in the forms, however, wíth regard to earnings and

empìoyment:

of traÍnees for the month prior to entrance. Only the labour
situation at the time he or she applies is recorded. This lack of
hÍstorical information limits the comparability between the experimental
and norm group. This limitation is partially overcome by using regreschanges

sion analysis.

for l.16 trainees in the experimental group (8.9% of the
1967-75 total 1307 trainee population) was obtained from questionnaires
prepared and distributed by Manpower Corps during the summer of 1976.
Data

Questionnaires receÍved by September

this thesis.

(See Appendix

l,

the sample used in

B). Information obtained from foreman in

traíníng plants and from officials at
used

1976 formed

Manpower Corps

in estimating the production cost

component

of

in

l,linnipeg

allowances vis-a-vis

the trajning component. The separation of these components
ìmportant,

o

was

is

very

in determiníng the efficiency effect of the Program.

'The norm group earnings and employment characteristics are
calculated from data on individuals who applied to the Program in
1967-75 but who had no previous training. Rejections are included.

r0

D.

Overview

Chapter 2 describes the

of the Study

peculiarjties of the

Manpower Corps

jn terms of the nature of the projects and basic socio-economic
characteristics of the traínees who have attended djfferent projects.
The program and the characteristics of trainees are described and a
revjew of some studies in the area is presented.
Program

Chapter 3 discusses

ín detail the theoretical

present evaluation. The human capital approach
relevance and shortcomings

is

of

introduced and

in relation to training is

macroeconomic and microeconomic imp'lications

framework

its

emphasized.

of manpower traíníng

the

The

are

is divided into allocative
and distributional effects of manpower traíning. Allocative effects
refer to the impact of training on the jmprovement in the genera'l
also discussed. The mícroeconomic analys'is

efficiency of the economy. Distributionaì effects deal with the change

in real private

income between groups caused by

The macroeconomíc

implications of

manpo!{er

the trainÍng program.

training are analyzed in

context of the trade-off between unemployment and

inflatíon.

the

Final'ly,

is done of the results of previous evaluations of training
programs in other parts of the wor'ld and in the area.
Chapter 4 presents the methodology foìlowed in this study to
a review

compare

real training benefits and costs from the indívidual,

and societa'l

government

vievrpoints. A review of critical issues of benefit-cost

in relation to manpower training is presented. Special reference is made to the particular features of the information available
for this study.
anìaysis

ll
In Chapter 5 the eva'luation of the Program from an jndividual
v'iewpoint

is

made, emphas'iz'ing

the nature of benefits and costs not onìy

after but also during the project. Chapter 6 presents the evaluation
from a Government's viewpoint and Chapter 7 from an economy-wide perspec-

tive. In Chapter 8, the principa'l limitations of the study are discussed.
These

límitations are of two types; those rejating to the data deficien-

cies and those related to the methodology used. Chapter 9 presents the
conclusions

of the study

and suggestions

for further

research.

This thesis contains five appendixes. Appendix A shows the

characteristics of trainees enrolled in the Program since

ìts

creation.

Age, education, earnings, racial status and occupational structure are

described. Appendix B presents the characteristics of
norm and

members

of

the

the experimental group used in thís study. Statistical tests

on djfferences between these two groups and trainees
performed

Ín order to assess the val'idity of generalizing the sample

results to the total trainee popu'lation. Appendix
thesis that racial djscrimjnation in
discussion

in general are

is

C discusses

wage determjnation

the hypo-

exists.

The

based on evidence provided by questionnaires prepared

for

of intersectorial
mobility of trainees and suggests some possible effects this pattern may
Carl hJall's practicum.9 Appendix D shows the pattern

have on the program's

impact.

Appendix E anaìyzes

production costs and training costs
power

Corps. Finaliy,

the dichotomy between

in the case of the Interlake Man-

Appendix F presents a model

to calculate the .

-

9Carl L. l,'lall, "The Socio.Economic Evaluation of Training Benefits
to Trainees of the Manpower Corps Training P'lant--Selkirk," A Practicum
submitted to the Natural Resource Institute for the Degree Masters of
Natural Resource Management, (l,'linnipeg: Natural Resource Institute,
University of Manitoba, 1974).
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optimal duratjon of trainjng from
perspective based

on

an

individual

the findings of thi s thesis

and
.

from a social

CHAPTER 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERLAKE
MANPOWER CORPS PROGRAM

This chapter contains a brief history of the

Manpower Corps

of the training proiects. A presentation of the objectives of the program ís also made. Characteristics
of trainee in terms of age, educatíon' sex' race' earnings and'labour
status before training are discussed. Finally' a review of previous

Program, emphasizing the nature

studies of economic effects

Interlake area of Manitoba

A.

of several

is

investment proiects

a

the

presented.

Descriptíon of the

0n May 16, 1967'. the Government
Manítoba signed

in

'1O-year agreement

for

Program

of

Canada and

the Province of

developing the Interlake Area

in that province. Resources for the p'lan have been provided under the
Fund for Rural Economic Development (FRED), created in May''1967 by
the Federal Government. A total of $85,124.10 is allocated to the plan,
with 56 percent provided by the Government of Canada and 44 percent by
the Province of Manitoba

of the total cost and 10.6% of
the Federal participation in the FRED Agreement for the ten year period.
The Federal Government share in each program varies considerab'ly,
ranging from 10.8% in education to 95.6% in manpower services such as
Manpower Corps represent 6.6%

community

affairs,

resource management, trajning-in-industry, etc-

(See Tab'le 2.'l ).

l3

TABLE 2. I
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES UNDER
FOR

THE FRED AGREEMENT

THE INTERLAKE AREA OF MANITOBA

1967-1968

to

1976-1977

($ooo ¡

Type

of

Educati

Expendi

ture

on

Interlake

27

Manpower Corps

Other Manpower Services
Agri

cu

1

Total Expenditure

ture

563.0

20,712.5

900. 5

4

Fi sheri es

Recreati

on

Total

7

4,834.7

568. 0

,868.

Federal Share
i

n the Program

3,000.0

10.

5,067.

0

90. 0

2. 0

95. 6

.l9,81
.l

ture

0,034.

0

67.5

142.0

426.0

75.0

3

,540. 0

5,31 0. 0

60.0

4,260,0

1,704.0

2,556.0

60. 0

800. 0

400.0

400.0

50.0

57.0

66.7

1,734,9
85

,124,1

.9

I

,362.1

47

577
37

,1

,762.0

Source: Manitoba Department of Agriculture, Progress Report for year Nine, 1976.

56.

%

B

g,850.0

Industri a'l Park
Research and Administration

,630.

Federal
Expendi

24,700.0

0

5

1

Roads

,700.0

Provi nci al
txpendi ture

1

{Þ

l5

requisite for development progra¡n approvaì

The

is

target area

a rural

is that the

zone

rr

where roots of economic and social stagnation go so deep
programs of government for rural areas and rur4'l
people cannot be expected to bring about a rapid improvement."'

that the normal

objective of the FRED Agreement is
,, .
ìiving of the people presently residing

The main

in the area."¿
Implicit in the agreement is the objective of income redistribution. In fact, any public investment in the Interlake Area is likely
to produce a redlistributive effect. If the funds for financing that
investment come from a budget mainly based on taxes

with a progressive

rate structure, the transfer from that budget to a relative

will

depressed

redistribution. The Government of the
Province of l.lanitoba has included this objective as one of the most
important principles of its economic policy:
zone

cause an income

(it is necessary to achieve) a greater equa'lity of
condition for all Manitobans thrqugh a more equitab'le distribution of the benefits of development.""
the

".

human

With respect

the

to

how

same document

".

through

a manpower policy may heìp

in achieving this

goal,

states:

Greater equality of the human condition will be achieved
to bring the disadyantaged into self-supporting

effo4ts

employment.

"-

lCanada

Department of Forestry and Rural Devetopment, Federal
Provincrìal Rurqì Aqreement, Interlake Area of Manitoba. (Ottawã: lueen's

tlbid., p. zs.
Province of Manitoba, Guidqlines

(ldinnipeg: Information

4tui¿., p.

33.

Canada,W

for tlp--æveni[i-gf, Vol . l

T6

Several programs were created under the Agreement. One of them,
Manpower Corps, was devised

to

advance on-the-job

training projects in

in order to enroll disadvantaged individua'ls and people with
difficulties in prevíous jobs, especia'l1y of Indian and Metis origin.
The target group for Manpower Corps actjvitjes numbers about 30,000
people located'in over 100 communities in the rural regions of Manitoba.5
Members of this target group do not qualify for regular manpower training programs under the auspices of Canada Manpower because of their'low
educational 'leveï and their unsteady history of participation in the
the Area

labour market.
The

specific obiective of the

Manpower Corps Program

is:

"To provide training and work orientation to low income
high-rjsk but employab'le people, particularly people of Indian
ancestry in order to improve their-opportunity for meaningfui
empìoyment and i ncreased i ncomes . "þ

to achieve this objective is the creation of
iects in which trainees have the opportunity to receive classroom
The mechanism

instruction

combined

with on-the-job occupational

skills.

pro-

These proiects

are of two types, temporary and permanent. Temporary projects vary in
duration and nature according to the
work by

different pubìic

and community

construction materials, tools,
labour

input.

Skating

demand

etc.,

for short-term construction

groups. These groups provide

and Manpower Corps provides the

rinks, community centres

and housing construction

5Ian B. Anderson,
"Location of a Park Equipment Manufacturing
Plant in the Parkland Region of Manitoba," Practicum submitted to the
Natural Resource Institute for the Degree of Masters of Natural Resource
Management, (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba, 1976), p. 3.

6lnterlake

p.

17.

FRED

Pian, Performance Report for Year Eight,

1975,

17

are exanples of the kjnds of projects undertaken.
There have been only two permanent projects under the Program.
These

are the Furniture

Manpower Corps

Plant at Selkirk and the Louis Riel

ladder factory at St. Laurent, Manitoba. The Selkirk Plant
biggest training project

year (see Table

2.2).

in terms of the total

Park benches and

number

is

the

of trainees per

furniture for Manitoba provincial

at the Plant, where trainees are initiated in metal
and woodwork crafts. Construction of the plant began on September.l5,
parks are produced

1968 and was comp'leted on May 30, 1969. Production cornmenced in June of
.l969
and the plant was officially opened in October of 1969. Expansion

of facilities occurred during 1g73.

The

St. Laurent factory

produces

ladders of diverse types which compete

in the market with ladders produced
by private firms. Table 2.2 summarizes the characteristics of projects
undertaken during the fiscal year 1975-76.

B.

Characteristics of Trainees

In this study the characterization of the Program is

done by

of trainees, not the peculiarities
of projects. The main reason for this is that information on specific
analyzing the socio-economic structure

projects, aìthough available, does not throw'light on why people decide

to enter the Program. 0n the

one hand, very few projects are in

operation at a given time, so there
between

projects. 0n the other,

between groups entering one

no

is little

choice

significant difference

was found

project or another in a giyen year. There-

fore, it wilì be assumed that the efficiency of the
depend on

for the indiyidual

Program does not

the project selected by the trainee, but on his or her

Table 2.2
Progress Summary--Manpower Corps Program
1

975- 1 976

Total

Project
MPC

Locati on

Name

Plant Housing

hlork Description
Associated with Training

Painting (Exterjor)

l0

Lake Manitoba
Lake Ì.lani toba
Lake Manitoba

Store Construction
Store Cabinet-Makìng

34

Anama Bay
'Fisher Branch

Sel ki

rk

Painting
Reserve Projects

Youth Projects

Selkirk
Credit

Union
Ma nagement

5t.

Management Trainìng

Livestock Facììity
Cons truct i on
Louis Riel

Vari ous

Livestock Faci ì'ity Construction

St. Laurent

Ladder & Furniture

illJri.õäã"iär..1
Laurent

of

rk

Carpentry Training

Hecla Island

Construction
& Structures

t,,linnipeg Beach Towers

I.linnipeg

rant
Friendship Centre

Sel ki

Community Projects

Vogar

Beach

Restaurant

s

r,250.49

J

22,522.85

3

12

ities
ities

5

Manufacturing

of Bu'i ldings

15,444.45

9

I ,450.

22

Metal & Woodwork Manufacture

Sel ki

Training Plant

Total

1975-1976

$

17

39

33

,7?3.86
.69't

0ngoing

307 967

Ongoing 74

261,135.13

'

ng

Manpower Corps

Res

No.

6

Laundromat Constructi on

Recreation Hal I
Rec"eation Facil
Recreation Facil

l'lanuracturi

Length

in Weeks Trainees

3t

ì0

30 ,206 . 90

?.4,09?..58

Work

tau

rk

ConstructÍon

of Bui lding

Parks t{ashroom Buiìdings

5iglunes Community Ha'lì
Fairford Reserve Construction of Service Station

Vogar

Fairford Band Service
Ashern Housing

l6

17

38. 075 . 90

t6

48,0'13.36
2,264 .75

I,699.50

Land scap i ng

242

TOTAL

$793 ,847

.79*
J

*

The

central office administration costs are not included.

Source: Interlake

FRED

Plan, Performance Report for Year Nine, ì976.
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characteristics before entering the

Program and on

the length of the

Prog ram.

From

the obiectjves of the FRED Agreement and of the

Program

it

is clear that Manpower training in the area has been designed with the
djsadvantaged in mind. Disadvantaged in thís study is a static concept.
It reflects the sÍtuation of trainees in terms of their education,
labour status and income. In a few cases the information available
permitted a fol'low-down of trainees several years before entering the
Program. Unfortunately,

to do so.

in the major'îty of

cases,

ít

was

not possible

A.l to A. 12 in Appendix A summarize the most important
characteristics of trainees who had enrolled in the Manpower Corps
Program

Tab'les

since

its

beginnings in.1967-1968

for which information

was available

group"

January 1976, the

at the time this thesis

taken. This information is contained in
l4anpower

to

last

date

was under-

computer forms produced by

Corps. Trainees who had enrolled in the Program form the "basic

of this

study.

Based on Manpower Corps

about 24% of the

services.

Some

total

number

records, Interlake Area has recruited

of participants in al'l provincial

trainees had received several

manpower

manpourer

services provided

by the Province, such as farm management courses, training-in-industry,
resource management or manpower on-the-job

training outs'ide the Inter-

lake Are.a in places like The Pas and Churchill.

0f

5,380 individuals

that participated in any service by January 1976,.l,307 had been registered at least once in

Manpower

Corps. In 49 cases the information

was

not sufficient to include them in the present analysis., 0f the 1,258
remaining, 290 individuals took more than one course, raising the number

20

of registration to 1,705.

Out

of

1,258

jndividuals, 968 (76.9%)

na¿

taken onìy one course. (See Table A.l).
A distinction

is

made between

Treaty Indians and non-treaty

Indians Ín the presentation of the ínformation jn Appendix
some concern about

A.

There is

the effect of racial status on the performance of

in the labour market. Kuo has shown that the differentiation of Metis, Indians and Whites in relation to the variables that
determine future earnings ìs important.T Information exists about the
indíviduals

racial status of

Manpower Corps

trainees name'ly, registered or Treaty

Indians and non-registered IndÍans.8
A non-Treaty Indian

of Indian origin
numbers which

separation

of

who does

identify

in this

study may be a Metis

not have a registration number. Indians

them as members

these groups may be more

a racial difference

or an individual

in itself.

this study for descríptive

and

The

of a band. Consequently

have

the

of a ìegislative feature than

division is maintained throughout

analytical purposes.

Some

of the import-

ant characteristics of the trainees formjng the basic group are discussed
bel ow.

(1)

Female

participation in

Manpower Corps Program

is

a recent

phenomenon. Ma'in'ly young women (students and non-participants) have

registered in the Program since 1970. Sex dÍfference, however,
TChun-Yan

Kuo, "The Effect

is

not

of Education to the Earnings of Indian,

ki mo, Metis and White Workers in the MacKenzie Dístrict of Northern
Canadao" Economi c Development and Cul tural Change, 242287 -398 (January
Es

lszo¡.
fu¡'o
to be considered Indian jn Canada, and by the same token
study, is a matter of administrative procedure as well as ethnic
ori gi n. For a detailed defÍnition, see Indian Act, R.S.C. 1970, C.I-6,
5.2.

in this

i,

?1

statistically significant reason for comp'leting or faili.ng to complete
the courses or projects. This can be seen from the fact that the pera

failing the program, 9.5% and B%
respectively, very closeìy reflects the 9% female particripation in the
grogram. (Tables 4.2, A.6,4.7, A.8).
(2) The average education attained just before entering a
centage

of

women

graduating from and

course must be considered

years for women.

to be very'low: 7.2 years for

men and 8.4

If functional iìliteracy is defined as an education

level below grade two, 8 percent of

men and

.16.7

percent of women be'long

in this category. This is one of the indicators of the disadvantaged
condition of the trainees population. (Table 4.4).

(3) Sixty percent of the ma'le population and 30 percent

of

just before entering the Program (Table 4.6). It
was not possible in all cases to separate the "unempìoyed" category into
"seeking job for the first time" and "ceased working." This separation
wou'ld have given a better descriptÍon of labour status structure. 0nthe-job experience, immediate involvement in the industrial sector,
especially in carpentry and construction related activities, are important
labor status variables. However, approximately one third of the employed
trainees came from the agricuìture sector where, in 45 percent of the
cases, they were receiving income beìow the minimum wage in the cities
vúomen

were unemployed

(laUle

4.5).

InformatÍon about in-kind income was not available,

ever, making compartlsons

difficult.

The

rest of the trainees vrÍth

experience came mainìy from the primary sector (31.9 percent),
few coming from the

how-

tertiary sector (5.2 percent).

with

a

2?

These proport'ions contrast

wjth the occupat'ional structure for

the Interlake region as a r,{hole, as estimated by MacMillan and Lu.9
They conclude
were engaged

that 33.4 percent of the total labour force in the

in primary sector actjvities

and 22.8 percent

area

in secondary

in 1970.10 This djvergence between trainees and the regional
labour force is expected. Also, l,lacMillan and Lu d'id not include in
their work the labour force in Indian Reserves and unorganized areas.

sectors

The

reg'istration forms do not permit an unambiguous separation between.

Indians 1ivÍng on reserves or out of the reserves. However, even

of Indian people, 48.4 percent were engaged in
structural work and 2?.2 percent in agricultural occupations. This
difference may provide a good argument for not considering trainees a
representatíve group of the target population in the area. It seems
the Program receives more urban-oriented people instead of ruraloriented and this fact should be taken into account when generalizatíons
to the Interlake Area about the efficiency of the Manpower Corps Prograrn
consjdering occupations

are

made.

(5)

of the trainees differs, as expected, from
the area's total population. A total of 2l.l percent of Interlake male
inhabitants not attend'ing school were under 2l years of age and 45.2 percent were under 29 in 1968.ll In the Program, in that particular year'
The age structure

9Jut", A.

Macmil'lan and Chang-mei

Lu, "Projection and

Impact

in the Interlake Region, Manitoba,"
Research Bulletin No. 72-5 (WinnÍpeg: Department of Agricultural
Economi cs , The Uni versi ty of Mani toba , 1972) .
loru'¡d., Table .l6, p. 73.

Models: Area

Manpower Planning

llChu.les F. Framingham, James A. MacMillan and David J. Sandell,
The Interlake Fact. (Illinnipeg: Hignell Printing Ltd., 1970), PP. 645-693.
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year, 36.2 percent were under 2l
(Table
human

4.3).

and 61.7 percent under 29 years

of

age

Thjs distribution reflects the fact that investment in

capÍtaì, such as educatÍon

and on-the-job

trainjng (institutional)

or otherwise), tend to be concentrated at the beginning of the active

life cycle. This ís because the benefits of these investments declines
as the pay-off period is reduced and, as Mincer puts it, "because
opportunity costs are 'likely to rise with experÍence."l2

(6)
group than

Educational levels, however, are lower

for the Interlake

Area as a

for the trainee

whole. Considering only the out

of school male population again, the average education in the Interlake
Area in 1968 was close to 8 years, while for the same period the average
educatíon for trainees was just above 7 years (Table 4.4). This difference míght reflect the fact that education and experíence on-the-job are
somewhat

substitutes, but also reflects the disadvantaged condition of

those attending the program.

(7)

Income

patterns, as shown in Tables

A.ll

and

4.12,

as predÍcted by some human capital modeìs. For a given level

tion,
due

male non-agricu'ltural íncome tends

educa-

experience

to additional acquisition of income.l3 Agricultural

income was consistent'ly lower than

noted before

of

to nise with age, presumabìy

to on-the-iob experience, up to a point where additional

does not contribute

behave

in-kind

income

is

non-agricu'ltural income, but

as

not registered.

l2Ju.ob Mincer, Sçhooling, Experience and EarnÍngs (New York:
National Bureau of Economic Research, 1974), p. 129.
l3Ju.ob Mincer, op. cit., p. 67
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Average hour'ly earnings reported by trainees before the

initiatjon of the program v{ere cons'istently lower than average hourly
earnings'in the province of Manitoba for the period 1968-1973 for the
construction sector as well as for the manufacturjng sector (Table A.l2).
Average earnings before

training for

male would-be trainees engaged in

non-agrìcultural activities were between 63 percent and 82 percent of

in the rnanufacturing sector and on'ly between 48 percent and 59 percent for the construction sector during that period.
The reason for this difference may be that agricultural activities, in
contrast with urban-oriented activities, are not subiect to direct
average earnings

labour union influences.

C.

Previous Studíes and Evaluations

Basic data

for

most

of the studies

in

the Area

dealing with the Interlake

in the "Inter'lake Fact", a compendum of geographical
and socio-economic information presented in a census-like sty'le.l4 A
demographic analysis of the area, is in "Projection and Impact Models:
Area Manpower Planning in the Inter'lake Regíon, l'lanitoba."l5
A framework for evaluating the impact on demand of FRED expenditures appears in "Manitoba Interlake Area: A Regionaì Development

Area are recorded

l4Fruringham,
ISMacMi

et al., op. cit.

I 'l an and Lu

,

op

.

ci

t.
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Evaluation."l6 In this study changes in nominaì income and employment

for the Area are estimated using a l7 sector input-output matrix.

FRED

expenditures on selected programs, Irlanpower Corps included, during the

fiscal year

.l968-1969

were allocated

to every sector and the direct,

indirect and induced effects on other sector's
vrere

calculated. It

was estimated

that

one

trainees provides the region with $1.57 of
secondary

effects.lT This figure

does

demand and employment

dollar in allowances paid to

money demand, including

not reflect the fact that

trainees previous'ly unemployed enter the Program,
are

not received.

and the

true

Consequently, the

demand impact

level of

once

transfers

unemployment

monetary demand

is

reduced,

is likely to be much lower.

The long-run impacts

of agricultural resource deyelopment programs

of the region are estimated by TunglS usÍng
mode'l to símulate the economic inputs. Manpower Corps' invest-

on the economic structure

a dynamic

ments were

not included in the anaìysis, but another training

farm management training,

is included.

program,

The farm management program impact

to be $582.7 thousand per one million
dollar Ínvestment during the period 1969-1977. The impact of this
program was found to be second to the drainage program impact. In jobon area household income was found

creation terms, farm

management ranked

jects with 195.3 man-years of
l6l,'lacMillan,

l7t¡i¿.,

among

the agriculture pro-

empìoyment created per

Framingham and

Table

first

6.3, p. 8r.

lSFu-lui Tung, op. cit.

Lu, op.

cit.

year per milJion
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dollars of expenditures during the period.
James

A. MacMillan, Leo A. Bernat and John J. Fìager estimated

benefjt-cost ratios for
negative figures

for

services

Manpower Corps

in the Area.

They found

(-4.71) completions, and figures

non-completions which were positive but less than one (0.76)]9

The negative

fits

for

manpower

benefit-cost ratio'is produced by the defínition of

bene-

in the study. Benefits were divided into two categories:
l. those due to change in employment weeks, and
2. those due to change in weekly income.
In both categories, based on a sample of 5l trainees, it was
found that after training wages and hours worked were lower than the
norm group levels. The present study w'iì1 not deal with participation
(hours worked), but as far as earníngs are concerned, benefits defined
here, based on a sample of ll6 trainees (8.9% of the total 1967-1976
Manpower Corps trainees), differ from MacMillan, Bernat and Flager's
used

results which were based on different

of their

norm and experimental groups.

to calculate income improvement from
training expenditures relative to the target population who did not
receive train'ing. The norm group in their study covered individuals

The objective

study was

'living in the area, but without any reìatíon to the program, while in
the present study the norm group includes indivjduals who applied to
the program. Another source of divergence in the results

is

the inc'lu-

sion in the present study of training a1'lowances as individual benefits
from the program.20

tnoo.

cit.,

2oIuid.,
trai

ni ng.

p.

lt is demonstrated in this thesis that training
Col umn ( 8)

, Tabl e 37, p. ì I 6.

74, presents the definition of benefits from
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of the most important varjab'les in
j ndi vi dua'l benefi ts from trai ni ng.

al'lowances are one

determining

MacMjllan, Nickel and Clark proposed a different framework for

for the disadvantaged, which p'laced
greater emphasis on social indjcators.2l Carl Wa'I1,?2 ,sing¡ the
MacMillan, Bernat and Flager framework concluded that traÍnees at the
evaluating on-the-job training

Manpower Corps

Selkirk Plant increased their earnings and standarrd of

'living after the training period. This study, which

was based on

a

size of 24 included no treatment" however, of labour status
changes for trainees, and no consideratÍon of jndividual characterjs-

sample

tics in the calculation of economíc benefits.
Program was

not considered, and the basic

The cost side

emphasis u¡as

of

the

put on four

socjo-economic indicators: materjal possessions, income effects,
housing standards and trajnee

satisfactjon.

The conclusions, never-

theless, are very general and of a descrjptive nature.

21Ju*., A. MacMillan, P. E. NÍckel and L.J. C'lark, A New
roach for Eva'lu tinq Northern Training Pro rams: the Churchi I I Prenq

ITan

ement

22wu1l, op.

êS,

cit.

CHAPTIR 3

THEORETICAL RATIONALE FOR

TRAINING

MANPOWER

PROGRAMS

of this chapter is to review some of the most
relevant theoretical issues in relation to the evaluation of manpower
training programs. The chapter Ís divided into five sections. In the
first, a brief presentation of the human capita'l approach in relation
to training is made. Sections two and three extend this approach to
The objective

include allocative and distributional effects of institutional training

for the disadvantaged. Section four discusses the macroeconomic
importance of manpower training as a policy to eliminate labour market
distortions and, consequent'ly, as a way to ease the trade-off between
unempìoyment and inflation. Finally, section five presents a review of
the results of other. evaluations of training programs in the U.S.A.,
England and Canada. Findings of previous studies of manpower training for
programs

the disadvantaged show that training improves individual earnings

well as the general efficiency of the

A.

as

economy.

The Human Capitaì Approach

this thesis rests may be termed
the hunan capital approach. A'lthough this approach has been prominent in
recent economic 'literature, it has its roots in early economists. Around
1691 l,Iilliam Petty recognized that individuals gener,ate a fJow of proThe

theoretical basis

upon which

ductive services similar to those produced by physical capital, and that

in this particular

sense human beings could be treated as
28

capital.

hlalras
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in the concept of capital w'tth the value of their
services being determined in a manner similar to that of any other
t
capital good.' The analysis of human capital declined, however, after
included human beings

the famous quotation by Alfred ltiarshall in which he denigrated Irvin

Fisher

suggestion2

of

:

capi ta1

".

thut

human

beings be included

(Prof. Fisher)

the
necessity for keeping'rea'listic.discussions
'language

of ihe market-pîace

.

"'

in the definition

in

with the

touch

This reference to a methodological shortcoming might not
been

the cause of the declining interest in

shift

from what

determination

is

it

of relative prices,

ffiilY have been
human

Instead

the heading of

Economics

of

responsible.

a

the

It is not

capita'l î'eappeared after

when macroeconomics gained momentum

appeared under

capital.

today called macroeconomics to the theory

surprising then, that the discussion of

the 1950's,

human

have

again. At that time'

of Education' a reference

that proved to be too narrow Ín vÍew of actual

developments.

of renewed interest in the field was the need for
explaining movements in aggregate magnitudes for the U.S. economy,
especia'lly its capital-output ratio. This ratio decreased during the
one source

lFot^ u more extensive review of the treatment of individuals as
ph.ysical capital up to the first third of this century' see: B. F. Kiker,
l'The Historical nobts of the Concept of Human Capital," Journal of
Political Economy, 74: 4Bl-499 (0òt. 1966)
2rrvlng Fischer, The Nature of Capital and Income. (London:
MacMillan & Co., 1927), p. 5 and p. 17.

3Alfre¿
and Co.

Marshalì, Principles of Economics. (London: Macl,'lillan

, 8th edi ti on ,

I 968)

, p. 649 .
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period 1929-1957, provided that the value of
included

in the nunlerator of the fraction.

human

capita'l was not

However,

if it

were included,

the argument followed, capital and national income each showed a steady
growth

of 3 percent during the period, leaving the re'lation fairly

con-

stant through time.4

In addition to this, estimates of aggregate data for the u.s.A.
challenged the traditiona'l interpretation of the stab'le Keynesian-type
consumption function in whÍch positive autonomous consumption produces
a difference between average and marginal propensities
long

run.

needed

versions had the

why

this difference

common

was not

significant.5

The

of

permanent income and

life-cycle

earnings as the "independent" variable
Any theory

the

uras

new

feature of relating currently obseryab'le con-

not only to current income, but also to future or past

The concepts

in

consume

A new hypothesis about aggregate consumption behaviour

to explain

sumption

to

income consider

incomes.6

lifetime

in explaining real consumption.

intending to consider these earnings as a "dependent" variable

was wejcomed and

the

human

capital

approach

satisfied th'îs requirement.

Explaining earnings differences t,hroughout the lifetime

of

an

individual requires the basic assumption that individuals knowing'ly
invest in themseìves by improving their educationa'l level and quality,
4Theodore

l,.I. Schul

tz,

,,Human

Capi

of Sociaj Sciences (1968), 2, Z7B-297.'
SMilton
Friedman, A Theory
National Bureau of Economi

6rui¿., p.

26.

tal ,,

of lhe Consumption Function, (princeton,
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their working skills, health conditions, and by migrating to a place
where higher economic opportunities are available. This is the basic
assumption
sense

of the

human

capital approach.T

that individuals sacrifice

These

income and time

are investments in the

to

enhance

their

opportunities in the hope of adding to:their future productand future earnings, and thereby to add to the availability of

emp'loyment

ivity

their own utility function.S In this sense, the
decision of an individual to enter a training program cou'ld be considered
as an investment, made by him or by somebody else on his beha'lf. If the
commodities entering

rate of return to the investment in training from an individual's standpoint is lower than for a sjmilar risk-class investment, the decision

in training is not privately profitable.
Individual decisions do affect others through changes in real as
well as in monetary magnitudes' In real terms' for examp'le' individuals
to

spend time and income

with a high level of investment in

human

capital

may

displace others with

of those in the latter group
of the first grouP. The result,

low levels; and thus the unemp'loyment rate
may

rise due to the additional investment

however, may be the opposite

if

the iobs are comp'lementary,

investment by one group can increase the absorption

of

i.ê., â larger

manpower from

another group.
The

point is that individuals, in deciding on their

in training,
7Fot^

do not include

in the list of benefits

investment

and costs external

u compilation of articles about the effect of these activities
the accumulation of human capital, see a supplement of the JournaJ
of Political Econ_omy, 70: No. 5' October 1962.
8cu.y Becker,
"A Theory of Allocation of Time," Economic Journa'l ,
LXXV (september t965), p. 495.
upon
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effects that their decÍsíons

produce on

society.

The

social rate of

return might be ìarger or sma'ller than the individual rate of return,
and the incìusion
between

of

individual

these external effects creates a divergence

and

social profitability, causing a non-optimal level

of social investment. Figure 3.t

the level of inyestment when
onìy individual benefits and costs are taken into account (Lo), and the
level

when

compares

all benefits and costs are incìuded (fl). L, may be larger

or smal'ler than Lo, however, depending on how socia:l.benefits differ
from private ones.9
Margi naì

Social Cost
Margi

I

Pri vate Costs

r4inal Social Benefits

;

Lt

Lo

Individual and Social 0ptimal

of

gi na'l Pri vate Benefi ts

Level of Traíning

(in weeks)

Level s

Traí ni ng

Figure 3. I
9The

nature of differences between social and private costs ts
Ralph Turvey, "0n Divergences between Sociaì Costs and
Private Costs," Economica, r.S.r XXX (August ì963), pp.309-313.

discussed

in
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In rnonetary terms, relatiye pri.ces of cornmodities and of different

9f labour skills do change, affecting di.fferent groups according
to the structure of production [substitutabitity of factors) and the
nature of consumption of the commodities affected (consumption shares and
price elasticities of the demands). These changes in relative prices,
however, do not affect the efficient allocation of resources, but on'ly
create pecuniary effects, narnely, a shift of purchasing power between
groups, influencing the distribution of income.l0
types

The human capitaì approach, however, has some important short-

in relation to investments in training which are of particular
interest for the present evaluation:
l. Human capital models fail to include non-monetary benefits
of alternative occupations. This thesis presents evidence that individuals
with before-training experience in fishíng and farming tend to return to
comings

activities after the industrial oriented training is over. This
pattern tends to reduce the numerical value of the rate of return to
these

in these activities are lower than earnings
in industriaì activities. However, if the pattern is produced by
individual choice, then the individual welfare is not reduced, but
rather increased when it is followed. This impìication should be kept
the program because earnings

in

mind when

2.

the results of this thesis are interpreted.

The human capital treatment

of on-the-iob traini.ng

assumes

that individuals invest in themselves ín order to improve their skills.

mch,

Penguin Modern Economic

Anâìytic;l weìfare Ecönomics, (Harmondsworth:
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jndividuals

However,

may aìso acquire

jn trajning programs,

jnformatjon

of the labour ma,rket, or about
working cond1tions they had not experienced before.ll This is especially true for institutional training for disadvantaged ljke the Manpower
Corps. As an official of the program put it, some of the trajnees
I earn that they do not I i ke the work'i ng routi ne at al I . The separati on
of training benefits into those due to new skills and those due to new
information is difficult to assess and wjll not be attempted in this
about the operation

of

some segments

study. Calculated benefits in this study, therefore, include

both

components.

early caveat is required at thís point. If the "displacement
effect" is not zeros the social rate of return to training would be
lower than the one estimated here. The rate of return can be zero or
An

even negative

achieved

at

if

the employrnent increase induced by the program is

someone

else's expense. Several explanations for this

possib'i'lity appear in the lÍterature.
known as

One

of the most important is

the "screening hypothesis."l2

this hypothesis, the Inter'lake Manpower corps
program acts as a screening device that labels individuals as "more
productive" than those without tra'ining, ceteris paribus. The observed
According to

social return to the investment in training would present a return to
the obtainment of scarce 'information rather than a return to the

dence

llMacgillan, Bernat and Flager, op. cit., p1 116 provide evi-benefìts to trainee non-completions
to support ihis-óbt"ruution:

were higher than

for

comPletions.

l2Th" economic effects of investment in the obtainment of
scree
information is presented in Joseph E. stigljtz, "The Theory of ScreenECOnOmiç9
AmefiCan
ina
Frtrr¡efinn
en¿
thp
Dist-ribution
Of
ÍnCOme,"
Income'
of
Distribution
ing, Education, and the
nãiíew, No. 3,'J;;; iôis, p.283. He argues that screênlng has positive
returns but tends to increase 'inequality-
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obtainment

of

scarce

skills.

The

allocative effects of the findjngs of

these thesis wou'ld not be altered by

this consideration.

tions for the future operation of the

program are more

The ímplica-

important.

The

optimal composition of general and specific trainíng (measured, for
examp'le, as

the ratio of classroom time to on-the-iob trainjng),'would

be larger the more important the acquisitíon

of information is,

with

respect to the acquisitíon of skills.

In terms of the distributional impact of the program,

the

"screen'ing" cost represents a hídden subsídy paid by taxpayers to

hiring firms in the form of

costs. Although the
Corps are not studied in detail

reduced recruitment

distributional effects of the Manpovrer

in thjs thesis, the abovementioned consideration should be borne in
mind in the discussion of the economic effects of the program.

B.

Allocative Aspects

of Institutjonal

Training

for analyzing
effíciency implications of on-the-iob industrial traÍning. This framework, however, has to be expanded in order to include the characteristics of institutjonal training for the disadvantaged.
The human

capital

approach provides a framework

is defined as a process that raises future
productivity while r^rorking is performed. The trajning costs depend on
On-the-job training

direct outlays incurred in

moving from the

pre-training situation to

the training situation and on indirect costs determined by alternative
market opportunities

on-the-job training

for the would-be trainee.

may be

Two

distinct types of

conceived. One type may be considered general

training, for which individuals pay the cost of training by receiving

a
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their productivity in the hope of jncreasing their future
productivity and, consequently, their future earnings. 0n the other

wage below

of the specific variety if the hiring firm pays
for the training costs (not necessarily for a'|1 of them, but at least
for the indirect component) expecting to receive ìarger profits in the
future resulting from higher labour productivity.l3 The key issue in
this interpretation is the recognition,that these cases differ according
hand,

training

may be

to who pays for training costs. l¡lhether the training is general or
specific would

depend on how much

of these costs are paid by trainees

"third party."
The main reason for the existence of this division is to provide
a comprehensive framework for analyzing efficiency effects of investment
in training. Clearly, if it is recognized that trainees paying for
training, in conditions of competition, receive all the benefits of it'
and how much by

firms or

some

then a benefit-cost anaìysis including on'ly effects on trainees provides

a good index of

profitabiìity.

0n the other hand,

by the enterprise, publÍc or private, providing
anaìysis must include an accounting

benefits the firAm gets from

it,

if training is paid
the benefit-cost

of the cost to the firm and of

the

it.

Becker's dichotomy concentrates on what may be cal'led a one stage

training pattern in which both costs
the

same

and benefits

activity. Institution training

of training occur in

such as the type

in the Interlake

l3G.ry Becker,
"Investment in Human Capita'l: A Theoretical
Ana'lysis," .Journal of Political Economy. 70: 12-25, October 1962,

(SupplementF
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of Manitoba, is a two stage program. In the first stage, training,
considered to be a "black box" conVerts a "raw product" (unskilled labour)

Area

into a "final product" (skilled labour). The worker subject to training
does not pay directly for the training and firms willing to hire the
,,final product" do not pay directly for it either. In the second stage'
the graduated trainee having no relation whatsoever with any particular
firm, leaves the program and faces the labour market. From the social

is necessary to separate those who pay the costs of
training from those who receive its benefits.
point of view it

In the case of

I'lanpower Corps,

training costs are paid by trainees

(opportunity costs) and by taxpayers (financial resources to run the

program). Taxpayers include non-trainees as well as firms, whether or
not they benefit from training. BenefÍts are received by trainees (an
increase

of lower

in future earnings) and may be received by firms (in the form
recruitment or screening costs, for example). Therefore, it is

not possibte to identify institutional training programs with either
general or specific training. No attempt is made in this study to include

hiring firms in the

framework

of the evaluation.

Costs are calcu'lated

for the taxpayers, but benefits on'ly for trainees.
This limitation has to be taken into account when results are interpreted.
External effects of training are not considered in this study.
for the trainee

and

is no evidence that net external effects arising from training
exist.l4 Higher educational levels for children of l4anpower Corps trainees

There

l4Tr.u.rry

Board Secretariat and Department of Manpower and
Immigration, "A Model for the Benefit-Cost Evaluation of Canada l"'lanpower
Traiñing Program: Technical Report" (0ttawa: InformatÍon Canada, June,

1973),

p.

5

3B

are sometimes mentioned by program officials as Positive externalities
created by the program.

It

was

not possible to verify this hypothesis,
apPears, there

if this particular benefit

but even

is

no reason to

belieVe that some negative effect such as the "displacement effectr',

previously mentioned, mjght not

exist. Externalities, therefore'

are

analysis. l^Jithin this general framework' this
thesis will show that the Manpower Corps training program improves the
allocative efficiency of the economy.

excluded from the present

C. Distributional
The study
pays

of

income

Aspects

of Institutional

Training

distribution requires the analysis of who

(and how much) and who receives (and how much) the money payments

for

generated by investment

projects.

Manpower Corps

is financed by monìes

provided by the Federal and the Manitoba provincial government; that
by Canadian taxpayers (or by Canadians in general

of this financing are

accounted

Chapter 6 shows

if inflationary

is,

effects

for).

that trainees pay little,

if any' taxes given

levels before and during the program. They receive
training a'llowances, part of which, as will be discussed in Chapter 6'
represent transfer payments from taxpayers to them. From this information

their taxable

alone

it is not possibìe, however, to produce a complete picture of the

program's

distrtbutional effects

The

howeyer,

".

income

principal

problem

with a study such as the present

is that it is not possible to analyze what Kuznets

the demographic aspects of the size distribution of

one'

has called
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.
.;15
."'income

This statement refers mainly to two issues of particuJar

for this type of program. The first is the definition of the
recipient unit, whi'le the second is the phase in the unit's lifetime

importance

span

in which the analysis is
Kuznets suggests

done.

that the unit

used as basis

for distribution

analysis should be the family or the household rather than the person.

for a person' affected by the choice
between income earnings and non-earning activities in a given moment of
time, is influenced by decisions made by the family. Even if the unit
of analysis is clearly defined, a problem of comparison apPears due to
This

is

because the observed income

,ir.r.l6

differences in family

It is not reasonable to compare, for example, the effect of training on income distribution

when looking

at the earnings of a former

trainee aged 35 and the earnings of a non-trainee aged
decision to work (or not to work)

is

made

.l8,

because the

by an'l8-year old individual

influenced by the level of family earnings, family size'

etc'

Also'

the number of dependants the trainee has determines the level of family
income

per-capita for the individual with training, and this

is the

relevant income measure to be used for comparison.

lrlith respect to the phase of the family lifetime in which information

is collected,

there

seems

to exist, according to Kuznets,

a

l5^.
)lmon Kuznets, "Demographic Aspects of the Size Distribution
.,^'r ^--r^*..
r^^-.,
n^.,^1^^-^n.r- --¡ a,,l*,,-rl
of Income: An Expì
o1
Exp anatory
txplanaEory
Essay ir r^^.^^-:^
Essay,"
Ecqlo1q
(.l976), p. l.
Change, XXV, 1
I (.l9

16tuia., p.

7.
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relat'ion between age of household and size of the
fami'ly members rises

to decline.

until the age of the head is

Observed income per

Differentials in

family.

The number of

35-44 and then starts

family also changes in a similu. *uy.J7

income between groups

with different average ages may

not be lifetime income differentials at

all,

but just a reflection of

these phases. Therefore, no conclusive inference about changes
income induced by

in

money

the program can be made without reference to the

family structure of trainees and non-trainees and age differentials
between them.

In spite of these conceptual limitations, it is demonstrated in
thìs thesis that low-income people benefit from the Government transfer

of

to the program. Their money income level after training is
higher than before training, and it will be shown that part of this
increase can be attributed to the existence of Manpow.. corpr.lS
In addition to changes in money income, reìative prices of goods
resources

and

factors also

may be

altered, giving rise to variations in private

(the incidence of the program), Manpoler corps projects
produce a physical output, such as ladders at St. Laurent, and also

real

income

better workers who increase the supply of other products, such as tables,
after the project finishes. Relative prices of both ladders and tables
may decrease depending on

lTKuznets,

op.

the'share

cit.,

of labour costs relative to total

pp. 53-57.

l8'-It' is interesting to note that the problems mentioned by
Kuznets do not distort the interpretation of ihe results in this case.
Differences in average family members per household between non-trainees,

3.6, and non-trainees,3.3, was not significant at the l% level of confidence. Differences Ín age were signiticant between the two groups,
but age did not determine earnings differentials (see equation 5.3).
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costs. This change in relative prices incfeases the real
íncome of both ladder and table users. The direction of the real income
redistribution depends on the income level of those benefited by lower

production

relative prices.

The magnitude

of the redistribution is

determined

by the share of consumers'expenditures on the affected goods (including

substitutes goods) and by the prìce-elasticity of their
demands. No attempt wiì'l be made in this study to ana'lyze the issue of

comp'lementary and

in relative Prices' It
coverage
can be considered that this effect is negligibte due to the small
of the program in terms of total supply of goods
real

income

redistribution

caused by changes

Figure 3.2 shows how efficiency and incidence can be measured in
the context of manpower training. Solid lines describe real resource
monetary movements'
movements between activities and dotted lines describe

0f alt the alternatives presented, those which will be estimated in
this study together with the chapters in which the estimations appear'
are presented below;

(l) Opportunity costs and subsidies (Chapter 5)'
(2) Future employment and earnings (Chapter 5)'
(3) Reduction in unemployment insurance payments (Chapter 6),
(4) Capital and operating costs (Chapter 6) '
(5) Labour productivity after training (Chapter 7)'
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D.
gne

Macroeconomic

tffects of Training

Programs

of the reasons for the emergence of theoretical

studies of training programs

is the importance

and empirical

these programs may

haVe

in the solution of the trade-off between unemp'loyment and inflation.
This question has been the topic of recent discussionr,Tg and although
this thesis does not deal explicitly with the macroeconomics of training'
the implications are so important as to iustify a brief review of them'
The macroeconomic

effects of

be visualized better by making use
and the

rate of

change

manpower

training on inf'lation

of the relation

in prices first

between unemployment

observed by A.lll.

Great Britain, and identified as the Phi'llips

can

Phil'lips in

.uru..20 In its original

form, this curve depicts an inverse time series relation between the
percentage change in money wage rates and the unemp'loyment rate'

that the relation had been remarkably steady through time'
If a leap from money wages to prices is made, based on the evidence that
wages are a major component of tota'l costs and that the two tend to
suggesting

move

simultaneously,

it is deduced that a trade-off between the rate of

the rate of inflation exists and that the reduction of
one can only be achieved by increasing the other.

unemp'loyment and

l9Fo, a review of the main implications of the controversy, see:
Franco Modigliani, "The Monetarist Cohtroversy or, Should l'le Forsake
Stabilization Pol icies?" Amef:Sg! Economic Ri¡view, 67, No. 2, March 1977,
especialìy p. 3.
20
A.¡¡. Phi11ips, "The Relation Between unemploymgn! and the Rate
of Change of Money Wage Rates in the United Kingdom,186ì-1957,"
Economica,

n.s.,

XXV (November

i968)' p.

290.
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of this relation and its stability is'
however, one of the nost controversial topics of dtlscussion in the
present period when the existence of increasing unemp'loyment and inflation
provide evidence that the original version of the model is not valid.
gne of its shortcomings seems to be the specification of the true relation
The

between

theoretical

meaning

prices and unemp'loyment changes. In this regard two questions

havetobeanswered.First,whichvariab]eactsas''dependent''andrvhich
aS "independent"

in the chain of causation,

is the
is it through

and second, what

correct numerical magnitude of the relation and

how

stable

time?

In answering the first question' Iulilton Friedman contrasts
Irving Fisher's approach to the problem with Phillips'. F'isher. starts
his analysis with changes in prices and concludes it with changes in
unemployment, provided

a 1ag exists

in the reaction to unanticipated

inflation by producers and workers. Phillips starts fr"om the existence
of disequilibrium in the labour market and ends with its effect on prices

t^ut..2l Friedman
coffectly argues that the main error in Philiips' analysis is the confusion between a change in nominal wages and a change in real wages'

through increases or decreases

in

the money *ug.

Phillips follows the Keynesian assumption that prices are rather
slow in reacting, so that they might be considered as fixed. Friedman
concludes that a substitution of real wages for nominal wages leaves the

because

t",li', ton Friedman, Unemployment vqrsus Inflatigfr?
-An. lYaluatiol
London: The Instlfute oT
44.
0ccaiîonal
Paper
of the Phillips Curve,
.l975,
pp. 'll-16.
Ecoñõmîï Affairs,

45

Phillips relation with
,, .
not even any prima facie presumption that it has anybecalsä the real wage can remain constant with
thing to say
proor fai'ling
(nomínal waöe) and (prices) each rislqS .
v'i¿e¿ both óhánge at'the same rate."Z2
A skitlful way of reintroducing the "trade-off" formulation
between inflation and unemployment is by using as a deflator of wages
a price 'index which incorporates expectations about changes in price
levels. This link is provided by the use of the anticipated rate of

price change. Anticipated

means

that both workers and firms include in

their current claims a provision for expected changes in their purchasing
power so no monetary illusion could have any real effects in the'long-run.
Monetary

illusion could occur in the short-run,

however, where a 1ag in

information may induce tenporary empìoyment creation with a rate of

inflation

is

above the previous anticipated

level

and

vice versa.

If

this

So, the argument folìows, the only way of reducing temporary unemploy-

ment

is by accelerating

between

the rate of growth in prices so that the race

non-anticipation and full anticipation of inflation could

be won by

always

the former.

There,is, however, a proportion of the total unemp'loyment rate
that does not react to monetary changes, but is caused by various distortions in the labour market, the so-called "natural" unenployment rate.
What has been

left out in this classical

analysís

is that there are real

resource costs of the job search, additional informatiOn, location

22t¡¡d., pp. 15-.l6.
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etc.

changes,

necessary

sloped Philìíps curve

costs. In order to
dynamic theory
done

in this

to eliminate those distortions. A negatiVely

is

produced by

determine the

price increases induced by

these

real costs of these distortions'

of market frictions is

needed, but

very'litt'le

has

a

been

area thus far.23

in the specification of the relationship between inflation and unemployment is the stability of the relation
The second question posed

this case, the consensus points to the
differentiation between short-run and long-run Phillips curves. These
curves are less elastic in the'long-run than the short-run because money
illusions tend to disappear in the long-run. This is due to the fact
that any changes above the previous anticipated price levels tend to be
and

its

numerical magnitude. In

at least partially anticipated in the future.
The difference in diagnosis leads, of course, to

some

differences

in po'licy reconrnendations, but as will be shown, a basic common feature
exists in both cases. If the long-run trade-off between inflation and
unemployment is accepted, then the existence of both higher inflation
and higher unemployment is produced by an upwards shift of the Phillips
curve. A policy measure to avoid.this displacement, or better yet, to

shift it

downwards

23Churles

instead,

is

proposed by James Tobin:

C. Holt, et al.,
A Manpower Solution (t^lashington, D.

p.

29.

mpl ovment

Inflation

nsti tute,

Di
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(strategy) is to try to shift the
down--so that less inflation is associated with
low unemployment. This strategy has both long-run and short-run
The

first

Phillips curve

aspects. One fairly uncontrovers'ial set of long-run measures
concerns the improvement of the labor market and of labor mobility.
The better the labor force is adapted Ín advance to geographical
and industrial shifts in the composition of demand, the smaller the
wage and price increases needed to accomplish such adaptions
By manpower and labor-market policies we need to reduce the number
of unfilled vacancies associated with any given rate of unemployment. 24

If the Phillips

curve

is

believed to be vertical (the "natural

rate" version of the problem) the policy
substantially from the previous
An unemp'loyment

recommendation does

not differ

one:

rate lower than the natural rate cannot

at intolerable cost, with orthoriox fisca'l and
monetary policy; but
the natural unemployment rate can be
lowered by removing the educational attainments of the labour
achieved, except

force,

be

and so 0n.25

Aìthough

differing on the importance of fisca'l

in reducing unemployment,

and monetary

in giving
manpower policies, including training, a major significance ìn reducing
po'licy

both approaches coincide

the magnitude of the trade-off between unempìoyment and inflation.26
24Jur., Tobin, "The Cruel DiIemma" in The Battle Aqainst
Unemplo.vment, êd.by Arthur M.0kun (New York:ffio.,

ïnc-l-l9zZ)' p.

50.'

Z5Duul:d

E.l^1. Laidler, "The End of 'Demand Management': How to
Reduce Unemployment in the 1970' s," addendum to Milton Friedman,
Unemployment Versus Infla_tion? An Evaluation of the Phi]Jips Curve, op.

cit., pp. 46-47.
265.. also: Martin Feldstein, "The Economics of the New
Unempl oyment, " The Publ i c Iilterest, No. 33, (Fal I 973) , pp. ?3-?5.
1
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E.

Reyiew

of Previous Studies

The passing by the U.S. Congress

Training Act

(I4DTA)

of the Manpower Development and

in 1962, which envis'ioned retraining unemp'loyed and

underemployed workers

all

over the country, has provided sufficient

for several studies on the
economic effects of manpower training. Some of the results based on this
information are presented below in order to'illustrate some of the general
conclusions obtained thus far. A discussion of some of the methodoìogicaì
pitfalls which lead to differences, sometimes very ìarge, in the results
time series and cross-section information

is

also presented at the end of the section.
Michael Borus, using a sample of

MDTA

trainees from Connecticut,

for individuals, government, and society as a
whole much larger than unity in every case. Specificaì1y, he found the
ratios to be between 3.2 and 6.2 for individuals, between 15.0 and 2.l.2
for the government and between 73.3 and 103.8 for the so.iuty.z7 He
used a similar approach to the one presented in this thesis, except for
the fact that he included a multipìier of trvo in the caìculation of
found benefit-cost ratios

social benefits which produced proportional'ly higher benefit-cost ratios
than would have been the case had no multipìier effects been included.2S
Hardin and Borus also calculated B-C ratios

at three levels: individuals, society,

for training

Programs

and government. They showed that

27Mi.hu.l E. Borus,
"A Benefit-Cost Analysis of the Economic
Effectiveness of Retraining t,he Unempìoyed, " Yale Economic Essays,
XIV, 4 (Winter 1974), p. 424.

multiplier effect is included in the present study for
reasons discussed in Chapter 7, Section C.
28No
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at all levels, w'ith the exception of

government, benefitS exceeded

costs, but that the empìoyment created had been substantia'l1y

1ow

in

20

in the country." Cain and
.l09
Stromsdorfer calculated social rates of return in the order of
.l962
within
percent for male trainees in West Virginia in 196l and
to the total

comparison

unemployment

the

30

of on'ly l3 months . D.0. Sewell estimated social
benefit-cost ratios of 3.3 for men and 6.8 for women in on-the-iob
training and 1.7 for institutional training for men under the Manpower
Improvement through Community Effort (UtfCf¡ Program in the period

pay-back peri od

I 965- I 966.

31

Ra'lph

E. Smith found that in

1967 classroom

training

programs

internal rate of return of 26 percent for those whose
income was considered above the "poverty'line," but only l2 percent for

under

MDTA

had an

the disadvantaged.32 page calculated a social net present value, computed at 10%, of $3,400 per trainee, using a sample of 907 retrainees

:

29Eìnu"

Hardin and Michael Borus, "An tconomic Evaluation of the
.Research,"
Retraining Progränr in Michigan: Methodoiogical Problems of (Washington:
Section_Meetings
Statistics
Social
lgO6
of-tñe
Þio.ð.äinés
American

5tatistical Association, 1966) ' pp. 133-137'

30Gl.n G. Cain and Ernest l^1. Stromsdorfer, I'An Economic Evaluation
of Government Retraining Programs in trlest Virginia," Retfainjnq tbe
Unemploved. ed. Gerald Somerõ (l'ladison: University of l^lisconsin Press,
Æ-

f968), pp. 320-324.

3l O.O. Sewell, Training the Poor--A Benefit-Cost Analysis of
Manpower Proqrams in ifre U.S. Ãntipoverty Program, Research Series No.
(Kihgston, oñtario: Industrial Reiations Centre, Queen's_University'
igZl), p.98 and the review of previous results in pp- 5-10.

32R. Smith, op.

ci!., p. lt4.
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assisted in l4ass.achusetts between 1958 and

.l961,

He assumed

that benefits

ife of trai nees.33 Hardi n
reviews: other evaluations rn the U.S.A. and presents the result in a
comparati

u.

*uy.34

The experience

in

England

with the

Government

Training Centres

(GTC) has

also been usefuì in providing information and several evalu-

ations of

manpower

training.

Ziderman and Driver found

individual benefit-cost ratio of participating in
during l968-197.l was between 1.4 and 4.7
was assumed

training in

Scotland

the duration of benefits

to be three years or ten years, respectively.3s Ziderman

of return of

calculated a social rate
when compared

for

if

GTC

that the

with the B% the

30%

for

GTC,

which

government required as

the

is

very high

minimum

return

national ized industri"r.36

In Canada, where

government expendìtures on

training per labour

force member and the number of individuals undergoing training in
proportion to the
33Oavi¿

total labour force are twice that in the U.S.4.,37.th.

A. Page, "Retraining under the MTDA: A Cost-Benefit

Analysis," Públic Policy,

XIII, 2 (1964) ,

p.ZGZ

34Einar Hardin, "Benefit-Cost Analyses of Occupational Training
Programs : A Comparjson of Recent Studies" in Cost-Benefit Analysis of

Pölicies, eds. Somers and Inlood, (Kings
Relation Centre, Queen's University, .l969).

Manpower

35Adrian ZÌderman and C.

Driver, "A Markov Chain Model of the
of Farticipating in Government Training Schemes, u The Manchester
School of Economic and Social Stùdíes, XIII, 2 (.l975), p. 4TT.
364¿rian Ziderman, "Costs and Benefits of Adult Retraining in
the United Kingdorn," Ecönomica, N.S., XXXVI (November 1969), p. 372.
Benefits

37E.ono*i

c

Counci

Information Canada, l97l

1 of

), p.

Canada,
103.

EÍght Annual Review, (0ttawa:

5l

evaluations of manpower training are very scarce. These evaluations are
mainly done by federal government divisions, such as the Department of
Manpower and Immigration33 und

the Treasury Board.'n

,.n.fit-cost ratios

of 6:l are calculated for institutional training sponsored by Canada
Manpower,40

br, in spite of

these high benefit-cost ratios, opinîon exists

that the economy as a whole loses efficiency

when

public investments in

training for the disadvantaged are undertaken. Burton Tnleisbrod suggests
that

".

any evaìuation of a manpovler program should begin, therefore, with the presumption that the program is not economical]y
efficient in the sense that benefits in the form of increased worker
productivity (q9 measured by earnings) exceed the real cost of the

program

. " 41

The dilemma

persists

unfortunately, are not

because

the resu'lts of different evaluations,

strictly comparable. Two of the most important

for the divergence in results are presented below.
The first reason lies in the selection of norm groupr.42 These
groups are used to assess the ìabour status of individuals without
reasons

3SCanada Department
Summary

Highliqhts, (0ttawa:

of

Manpower and Immigration, Manpower Trai ni ng

Queen's

Printer,

1975).

39cunudu, Treasury Board Secretariat, Benefit-Cost Analysis Guide,
(0ttawa : Queen 's Pri nter, 1976) .
40Repo.ted by Morley Gunderson, "Governmental-Industrial Training
in Canada,"
lTorontoì Centre for Industrial Relations, Uniyersity of
.l975)
Toronto,
Mimeograph, p. 33.

4'lBurton t^leisbrod, "Benefits of Manpower Programs: Theoretical
and l'lethodo'logical Issues," Cos!-Benefit Analysis of Mqnpowgr=Pg1!cìgs,
s
eds. G.G. Somers and l^1.0. Wo
Centre, Queen's University, 1969), p. 15.

42s.", Robert S. Goldfarb, "The Evaluation of Government
Programs: The Case of New Haven's Manpower Training Activities,"
Yale Economic Essays, IX, 2 (falt, 1969), p. 59.

:
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trainjng'in order to

compare

their status with the status of trainees.

Borus used as a norm group both those who entered
drew before complet'ion, plus workers who

ram, but chose not

grounds, the use

to .nt.r.43

of

the program but vrith-

qualified to enter the

prog-

Zjderman questíons, on methodologicaì

norm groups and proposes

a simulation of the labour

status of trainees had they not taken any training progru*.44
MacMillan, Bernat and Flager use a random sample from the Interlake
Manpower Corps

target cl'ientele to define a

norm

g"oup.45

Page's

of isolating thjs effect by considering individuals of simjlar
characteristics as trainees was not subject to statistical tests.46
The second source of difference in the results is the variation
in the length of benefÍts assumed by d'ifferent authors. The evaluation
of investment projects requires the knowledge of how long the benefits
attrjbuted to that investment will last. In engineering projects the

method

life is usually g'iven by technicaì considerations, and the
economist has little to argue about. In manpower training investments,
economic

there are no technical criterja to consider. A folìow-up of the

particular groups under consideration is required to establish
time-effect of this investment on human capital.

the

Sometimes because the

information available does not permit time-effect analysis, and sometimes because the follow-up period has been very

short, the analyst's

. ci t. , p . 37 4.
44Ziderman and Diver, op. cit., pp. 402-403.
45MacMi11an, Bernat and Flager, op. cit., p. 10.
46Pug", op. cit., p. 263.
41t'li

cf,ael E.

Borus

,

op

only
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ìs to assume the length of the period during which the differential in real income due to traÍning 'lasts.
recourse

Page and Sewell

for

MTDA

and MacMillan, Bernat and Flager

the l,lanpower Corps assumed that training benefits last

of the working life of the subject
From informatìon

decrease
shown

in

showed

maximum

being ten years.

program

in the third year after the completion of the program'
Appendix D, however,

this pattern

was affected by

of male agricultural and industrial workers, for which the
trends are compìetely

in this thesis is
whom

different.

is

on

As

the pooling
earnings

However, the trainee group descríbed

comprised mainìy

the period of benefits

and

,O' u three-year folìow-up
a tendency of wages differentials to

available on the

Selkirk Plant trainees

for the remainder

under consideration. Ziderman

Diver considered several time horizons, with the

for

of industrial

workers (fa¡le 4.5) for

longer than 3 years.

Goldstein concludes that the assumption about the length of
benefits is critical for the results. He shows that if the benefits

to last five rather than ten years, then the Sewel'l and
smith analyses would have produced unacceptably low rates of return,

were assumed

in the case of Hardin and Borus even a negatiu. ont'48
The review

of the results of evaluations of training

presented here demonstrates what economists are

47c. wall, op.

cit.,

familiar

programs

with:

that

analysis of questionnaires.

48Jon H. Goldstein, "The Effectiveness of Manpower Training
Programs: A Review of the InPact on the Poor, " Ee¡-qfiÈCos!- and
Pol ig¡ Analysi s, eds . l,li I I i am A. Nikkasen et
mEïsliînsTo.; le73), p. 342.

á1.@ine
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assumptions are

crucial in determining the results of any evaluation.

In order to determine the effects of the
results,

ìt

would be necessary

assumptions on

the final

to perform sensitìvity analysjs on the

of the parameters subject to these assumptions in order to determine ranges of variations in the results. However, given the limjtations of the individual evaluations of trajning programs for the
disadvantaged, Some conclusions can be extracted from the last five
value

years from the U.S.A., England and

l.

From

Canada:

a private indÍvidual point of view, training courses

to be profitable for the trainees, maìes in particular. Both the
level of wages and the rate of emp'loyment increase after trainÍng. In

seem

in the U.S.A. as well as in England, trajning allowances
are higher than the opportunity cost for the trajnee, which produces a
positive net present value even if future income is not substantiaìly

some cases,

i ncreased.

2.

From a

sociaj point of view, training for the disadvantaged

to be a sound investment, if benefits last more than 5 years.
The results of díverse eva'luations, although differing in terms of the
has proved

characteristjcs of trainees, norm groups, sample sizes and length of

benefits, are too consistent to overlook their implications.

3.

The

effect of the

programs on

the financial situation of

the government has not been studied extensively. The main reason is

that ín

some programs,

especial'ly

in the U.S.A., the financial transfer

different agenc'ies, with regard to the programs' are not clear
cut. The evidence suggests that the Government's potential to recover
the investment is small, part'icularly in long-term projects, but that

between
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the training'

receive
this potential ìncreaseswhen low income peop'le
confirm the findings of
The empiricaì results of this thesis
researchers

for different training

other

programs' a'lthough the characteristics

ofthetrainingprograminthelnter]akeArea,thequalityofdataand
the methodology used here,
reported

in the literature'

differ substancially from what has been

CHAPTER 4

METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND DATA SOURCTS

Improvernents

in

and detrimental

effects on trainees,

government

finance and the society as a whole, which are due to the existence of the
program are compared by means
approach used

of benefit-cost analysis.

to calculate benefits

and costs

for

any

The genera'l

project is a subiect

l

of controversy,' as is the evaluation of crucial parameters involved in
the measurement of benefits and costs through time. These parameters
include the rate of discount, the length of time economic benefits accrue,

criteria used for comparing benefits and costs.
A discussion of the nature of benefits and costs due to manPower
training is presented in the first section of this chapter. Section Two
discusses the duration of training benefits assumed in this thesis.
Section Three concentrates on the anaìysis of differences between the time
preference of indivíduals and society. Emphasis is p'laced on the nature
of the clientele of the program and its possible effects on discount rates.
Section Four demonstrates that the net present value criteria is preferable to the internal rate of return or to the benefit-cost ratio criteria.
Section Five presents the specification of the regression models used to
estimate training benefits for individuals and society. Also, a derivation
of the present value formulae is presented. Finally, Section Six discusses
and the eva'luation

lSee
Arnold Harberger, "Three Basic Postulates for Applied þ{elfare
Economi cs, " Journal of Economi c Li tenature, IX, No. 3 (september ì971),
pp. 785-797.
56
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the sources of data for this studY and analyses their limitations.

A.

Benefits and Costs Profile

A genera'l consideration which should precede any attempt to

the benefits and costs of a program is to determine from whose
perspective the evaluation is made. That is, the grouP or grouPs to be

compute

of the benefits and costs of an investment should
be clearly defined. In the present case, three separate groups are
studied. These include trainees directly affected by the training
considered the subject

program,thegovernmentsinvolved(ProvincialandFederal),andthe
Interlake region. t^lhat affects one of these groups does not necessari.ly

affect the others, so a specification of the boundaries of the evaluation
is needed.
Another important consideration relates to the separation of real
benefits (and costs) from pecuniary benefits (and costs). Benefit-cost
for evaluating efficiency improvements, normaìly
considers only the first type of benefits and costs. For example' consider training programs where allowances are paid to trainees who would
othen¡rise receive welfare payments during the training period. If their
productivity increases above the previous level, a real benefit appears;
but the reduction in welfare payments due to the new labour force status
is just a pecuniary transfer from the new workers to the pocketbooks of
taxpayers with no efficiency effects whatsoever to the economy as a who'le.

ana'lysis, as a tool

Another probìem which needs to be resolved when completing

benefit-cost project profile

is

the treatment of

inflation.

a

The simplest

rule is to ayoid the probìem by considering constant dollars over the
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ofthe proiect for every jtem to be evaluated. Inflation, as an
jncrease jn the genera'l price index, must be removed in the evaluation,
length

due

to the

assumption

react to changes

prices.
this

that no money illusjon exjsts. Real forces

in relative prices, but not to

Adjustment should be made to

curent

change

wages,

in

absolute

then, to 'include

consideration.
Although from a personal point

of view, the benefit of larger

productivÍty are the additjonal net-of-taxes receipts, from a socjal

point of view, taxes represent just a monetary transfer from the worker

to the government

and should not be deducted. However, taxes may have

allocative effects, especiaì1y in relatjon to

how

the amount of labour

supplied can be modified by taxation and subsjdjes. This influence

ís not analyzed here.2
Figure 4.1 shows the pattern

of benefit

and costs from the

trajnee's point of view. In entering the program (to), the trainee
sacrifices any unemployment benefits he or she was getting or the vrage
previously earned were he or she working. During the rest
mic

ljfe of the investment,

transfer or the
I

training.r

wage he

or

the sacrifice

Income from

3thi, figure is
402.

in the absence of

0n the benefit side, the trainee expects to increase his or

in Taxation of

p.

any expected unemp'loyment

she would have obtained

2saa, M. Kosters, "Effect of an

Bai

is

of the econo-

Income Tax on Labour SupPlY",

Capital, eds. Arnold

adapted

Harberger and Martin

lnsti tutjon, 1969), pp.

from: Ziderman

and

301-324.

Driver, op.

cit.,
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her disposable
earned

i.

^

income

over and

the

above

¿mournL

thal: would have

beerr

in the abgence of trajning.4

ô.

Benefits and Costs Frofile
f rorn a tralnee poini of vlev¡

$Ë

!:{I

É.urnIP'i++Tl

lìI¡::ti3Ái
c?0tiP

*=-\cP0Ð?

ffi

uner¡ploJm

et'¡t ?9"

{,

t:
Time

Fi9. 4.ì

Irr order to c.alculate the
are

ein¡-r'lo.yecl

'

in this'llresis.

The

rnagnitude

first,

a

of these eletnelrts, t\'to grou[js
rìoirn group, is for'ttied by

'll'ro,,t a socjal vier,ipoint, the pattern cf evaiuatìott is sinrilar.
The dif'[erettces i¡rclucle the consideratiorr of '[he resource cost of
l utrninq the prograrn during its duration, and the exclusion of transfer
paj/tnen Ls f rom ihe eval uati ort.
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individuals living in the Interlake Area of Manitoba, vrho qualify for
train.ing under the Manpower corps, and who do not have any previous

institutional training experience. The second group, the expertlmental
group, is composed gf former Manpower corps trainees who answered a
.¡976. The questionnaire
questionnaire sent tó them in the sunrner of
The norm
provided information on their post-training earnings pattern'
31 years and
group comprises 396 male indiVidualS V¡hose average age was
group includes
whose average education was 6.8 years. The experimental
ll6 male trainees whose average age and education were 33 and 7'8 years
to be
Age difference between the two grouPs was found

respective'ly.

not significant at the l% level of confidence. Educational differences'

however,weresignificant,andthisfactwillp.layamajorroleinthe
B for
estimation of individual and social net benefits. (See Appendix
detailed descrìption of these groups)'

a

those
The experimental group, then, provides information about
have no training'
who have training, and the norm group about those who

of two ways of estimating individual
gaîns from tráining. The other is the "before-after" approach in which
entering
the'rabour status and earnings of a group tjf individuals before
they
a training program is compared with thei.r status and earnings after

The "with-without" approach

finish the

is

one

Program.

to estimating net benefits is
that it is possible that some of the

The "before-after" approach

criticized mainìy on the ground

observed differences between the

"after" and "before" situati.on are not

to the program, but rather to other circumstances' such as cyc'lical
variations in the labour market, or the contention that the impfovements

due

6l

(or impairments) could have happened anyway. The "with-wi.thout"
overcomes

this

problem by comparing the two groups

at the

approach

same period

of time.
The "with and without" method, however, has two najor weaknesses
which can be summarized as fol'lows:

l. It is very difficult to select two similar grouPs in the
sense

that every relevant characteristic of

one

is

matched

to the other.

the effects of variables such as age, education and experl'ence
can be adjusted by neans of an earnings function of the type used in this
Even though

study,

it

exp'lains

just a fraction of

the non-exp'lained variance is

assumed

th.e

variatton in earnings. Although

to be of a random nature, it is

in the specification of the
of these variables differ between the two

possible that some variables are not included
functi.on, and that the values
groups.

2.
aged people,

Especialìy

in

cases where

minority groups, etc.,

training

it

programs involve disadvant-

might be argued that those

register in the program have a special motivation or interest,
makes

the program more successful than

if it

were provided

to

who

which

unmotivated

of success of
program, but prevents these measures from bejng applied to the who'le

trainees.5 This fact
target

popu'l

ati

does

not invalidate the

measures

the

on .

In addition to the estimation of benefits

produced by

training,

the calculation of tndividual benefÍts during the training program is
5Job performance and retention depend predominantly on the work
envi.ronment, according to Frank Friedlander and Stuart Greenberg, "Effects
of Job Attidues, Training and Organization Climate on Performance of the
Hard Core Unemp'loyed," Journal of Applied Psychology, 5524287-4295, 1971.
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required.

These

benefits,

allowances and housÌng

whrlch are

of two types,

subsidies. Training

include training

a'llowances are calculated

from Manpower Corps forms on a week'ly basis and are paid,

in nost of

the

cases, directly by the program. HousÍng subsidies are not direct'ly

ìinked to the

Manpower

Corps.

However,

it

t,tas suggested by program

officials that the probabiìity of receivÍng the subsidy increases if

an

is accepted into the Program. The hypothesis that the amount
of subsidy, if granted, is very small is discussed in the next chapter.
individual

B.
In

Duration

Chapter Three

about the length

it

of the Benefits of the Program

was argued

of benefits

that differences in

have produced

assumptions

significant variations in

the results of previous studies. Although the results of this thesis
are also subject to this
were taken
were

into

same weakness some

empirical considerations

account when assumptions about the duration

of benefits

made

The ínfluence

of experience on earnings

has been shown

to

increase

at a decreasing rate.6 lt is reasonable to assume, then, that the additional earnings produced by on-the-job experience in the program will
not last indefinitely, but will disappear before the end of the active
ìife of trainees.
An

limit for the duration
6Jacob

is

in this thesis to be the lower
of benefits. This assumption is based on the

eight year period

Mincer, op.

assumed

cit., p.

67.
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fact that eight years

was

the longest experience period recorded for

of the experimental group in this study (.l868-1975)' and no
statist'ical evidence was found to jndjcate that additional earnings due
to experience disappeared during these eight years. In order to provide

members

a sensitivity analysis for the variation in the duration of benefits'
a ten-year period
does

not

change

is

also included jn the calculations. This inclusion

the nature of the

results. In addition, a "waiting

period" jn whích no effects of the program are realized was also intro-

duced. This period was selected to be six months after the program
.l974. ThÍs waitended based upon information provided by Carl l^lall in
ing períod is characterízed by a labour situation jdentical to the one

for the trainee

before his entrance into the program.

C.
The discount

The Discount Rate

rate

measures

the value individuals (or society)

of time to another.
Controversy exists as to what is the correct rate of discount for publìc
investment. A discussion of the details of the controversy and of the

place on the diversion

of

resources from one period

efficiency effects assocjated with the selection of

one

particular rate

is beyond the obiectives of this thesis.T Not on'ly
the effic'iency of the economy is affected by using an "incorrect" rate,
but also the composition of the projects tends to be biased in terms of
instead of another

7S..,

Richard A. Musgrave, "Cost-Benefit Analysis and the
Theory of Public Fjnance, " Journal of Economic Literature, VII, 3
(r969), pp.802-803.
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the time horizon of the projects selected. That
tend to be selected instead

ìs lower than the "true"

of short-life

is, long-life

ones when

projects

the rate of discount

one, and vice versa.

In the present study, no single rate of discount is chosen but
rather a sensitivity ana'lysìs'is performed to shoW how results are
affected when different rates are used. The values selected depend on
the perspective of the evaluation. From a personal point of view, it is
necessary

to recall that the target group in this study is not composed

in the tradition of monetary savings and appraisal
of the future, and that the values of white people in regard to these

of white

peop'le raised

matters do not necessarily coincide with those
erati

of the grouP

under consid-

on .

in view of th'is, it seems legi.timate to ask the questîon: is the
personal time preference of an Indian, registered or not, different from
the one of the average white man, and Ìf so, by
theory suggests

that, in

how much? Economic

generat equi'librium peop'le equate the marginal

rate of time preference with the net-of-taxes return to savings.

Any

will disappear in the
long-run. It is suggested here that this pattern is not true in the

d'ifference between these values

is

unstable and

of the group under study. Although there exists no evídence on
how much Indians or Metis save at different income leyels, it is
considered that they systematica'lly save less than the rest of economy
case

at the same interest rates. Consequentìy, discount rates of
18%,24%, and 30% which are

savings

rate, are used here.

6%,

in general higher than the net-of-tax

121",
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From
more

a social point of view, the selection of a discount rate is

complicated. Two lines of thought can be recognized

in

the

literature. Qne asserts that market indicators proyide enough information
for the calculation of a sociaì rate of discount. The other denies the
importance of these indicators and concludes that this rate lìs lower
than those shown by the market.
Those i.n

the first group interpret the government activity as

a

reduction of private investment, a reduction of private consumptton or

a combination of both. They conclude that the soci'al rate of dr'scount
depends on

the value which affected groups put on the reduction of

each

o

activîty.ö Those in favour of the second approach either conslìder that
it is ethically indefensible to discount future utilities, and that the
discounting process

arises merely from the weakness of the

".

imagination

"'9

of their
relatively short life compared to society's. The range of rates of
djscount used in this study tends to comply with the first approach, with
B percent being used as the lower limit and ì2 percent as the uPper limit
in the calculation of present values. No change in these rates through

of that individuals discount higher than society because

time

is

considered.lo
SRichard

A. Musgrave, oP.

9Frank

cit., p. 802.

P. Ramsey, "A Mathematical Theory of Savings," The Economic
Journal, XXXVII (December 1928), p. 543.
l0Ho*.u.r, the rates used here are somewhat lower than those
s.uggested for public inyestment in Canada (See: Canada, Treasury Board'
op. cit., p. 2ò). These lower rates reflect the iudgment of the author
tln regards

to these matters.
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D.
A great deal

Evaluation Criteria

of literature

has been devoted

to the topic of

selecting the best criterion for comparing benefits and costs throughout

the l'ifespan of a proiect.

It will not be attempted here to provide

just to establish the advantages of the net present
value (NpV) approach over two of the most common rreasurements of the
goodness of a project, the internal rate of return (IRR) and the benefitcost ratio (g/C). The important issue to note at the outset is that'
another review, but

in the quest for efficiency improvement, the analyst should look for
those projects in which the vajue of benefits exceeds the value of costs
by the largest amount. The discussion here concentrates on the extent

to which these three criteria satisfy this requirement.
Assuming that t = 0 is the period in which the first value of
benefits (B) or costs (C) appear, the foliowing definitions hold:
l. NPV is the figure obtained after all benefits (Bt)
and costs (Cr) are discounted
where

n
n

Npv

?.

n,

is the life of the Project.

=._r., Bt
L-U

at a rate r for t = 0 to

- ct

('t +

(4.1)

r)t

is the value of r, name'lY r*, for whì ch the I'IPV of a
project's profile is zero.
IRR

fìD
o=Ï ot-ct
t=o (l - .Ðt

(4.2)
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3.

ratio is the quotient of the present value of benefits
(B*) to the present value of costs (C*), E* , both discounted

B/C

c*

at rate r.
The decision

rules to be examined are two.

One

is

related to the

of the efficiency improvement of a given project in isolation,
and the other is related to the comparison of the efficiency improvement

measurement

of two mutually exclusive
I

.

investments.

Sing'le Project
Accept a given Project,

(i)
(ii)

NPV>

o

IRR>

r,

where

if:

r is the rate of discount

previously

di s cus sed

(iii)
2.

Ëå=,

Comparison

of Proiects.

AccePt Projects A over

B,

if:

(i) NPVA > NPVB
(ii¡ IRRA > IRRB
(iii) ( B* )n > (E: )R

Fñ

A criterion

for (l )

is

said to be consistent

if it

provides unambiguous selection

and (2).
NPV

is a consistent criterion,

the general efficiency of the
assures

c*

economy

because NPV¡ 0 guarantees that

is

improved, and

that project A adds to net benefits

cases, irrespective
IRR

more than

NPVA

>

NPVB

project B in aìl

of the nature of the project.

is not consistent

because

it

does not

satisfy [t )

and (2)
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rule. It satisfies (1) only if the profile of the project
is such that before a peri.od t = l, (Bt - ct) . 0, and thereafter,
(Bt Ct) > 0. These conditions are the only situations for which only
as a general

one

positive real root to equation (4.2) exists.

appear, or v¡hen only imaginary roots

exist,

for project selection. Additionally,

Ì^lhen

IRR does

IRR does

mu'ltiple roots

not provide a guide

not satisfy (2),

because,

r.
B/C ratio satisfies ('l), but does not satisfy (2). If B*/C*) l,
it necessariìy follows that the efficiency of the economy is improved,
although IRRA> IRRB, NPV, might be larger than

NPVO

discounted at

but if €å )O = €; ), it does not follow that A should be selected.
This is true for two reasons:

1.

$ ratío ranks projects according to
is increased per unit of cost, and not according to

is

The

how much

efficìency

how much

the absolute

increased (the issue that was emphasized

at the beginning of
this section). In general, it is the maximum difference of totals
(equaìity of marginals) which is sought in the proiect appraisals, not

value

the

maximum average magnitudes.

2. In addition

the ratio of benefits to costs changes according

to the way in which net benefits are calcul-ated. At least
cost ratios could be deduced from the very

same

profile.

two benefit-

One cou'ld be

obtained by subtracting each year's cost from the corresponding benefits,
and the other by discounting
done

in this thesis).

benefits and costs independently (as

Numerical values

any example rvouìd show, and so

in

the ranking of projects

the procedure of calculation. Condition
because

if

each case are

different,

as

is sensitive to

(i) is satisfied,

one method produces a benefit-cost

it is

however,

ratio larger than one, the
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other does also.
On'ly NPV satis.fj.es

Li)

and

fii)

and

Ít Ís the only criterion

in genera'l provides an unambiguos measurement of the increase ín
the efficiency in the
The alleged disadvantage cf NPV is that
".onoryl.
in its calculatíon a particular value for r must be seJected, making

which

the numerical result sensitive to this selection.ll This ís not, however,

a valid reason for usirga criterion other than

NPV.

l,lith B/C ratios,

a discount rate must also be used.In the IRR the discount rate has to
used as

be

a cut-off rate at the time of project selection. A calcuìation

of several

NPV's

with different rates can be made to provide a range of

in the value of r.
A greater than zero value for the NPV is necessary but not sufficient for the selection of a project, though. A different project
sensitivity to

changes

scale and timing may provide a greater

NPV

than the calculated one.

in the case of the Manpower Corps,scale and timing are not under
the control of the analysto because the present evaluation is made on an
ex-post basis. Consequently, changes in these two elements are not
However,

cons i dered

E.

Model Specification

In this section, a presentation of the model used to calculite
the effects
made.

of the program on individuals, government

and

society is

It is not based on any previous study, main'ly because the nature of

the information available prevents a simple comparison between individuals

with training

and wíthout

training.

llRulph Turvey,
"Present Value versus Internal Rate of Return-An Essay
in the Theory of the Third Best," The Economic Journal, LXXIII
(March .l963), p.
96.
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A general model which considers

all

possible links between the

sectors affected by manpower training, as suggested by Figure 3.1, is
impossible

to calculate with the limited amount of infornatÍon

training effects on private firms.

to trainees

The model assumes

From an

earnings. This

Individual Viewpoint

that individuals receiving training

assumption

behave as

of the stream of their future
enables the analyst to app'ly benefit-

they were trying to maximize the

money

specific models, restricted

and government finance are discussed below.

Trainins Benefits and Costs

if

More

concerning

NPV

cost criteria to information related to the economic status of individuals

with

and

without training and facilitates the explanation of the

observed

of the groups. A discussion of the validity of this assumption
is presented in Appendix D. In this Appendix an examination of the
pattern of intersectoral mobility of a sub-sample of trainees reveaìs a
tendency for some individuals to remain in their original occupations
in spite of the fact these iobs provide lower income but presumably,

behaviour

other non-economic satisfactions relative to other occupations.
The value

of money income for the experimenta'l group,

those individuals with experience

in

Manpower Corps,

different format than the income level for

is

narnêl):

obtained

in

a

of the norm group,
or those without training. For the first group, the income level is
expressed in 1975 dollars, the year for which the questionnaire (which

will

be discussed

ment and earnings

in

more

members

detail in the next section) required

information. For the

employ-

norm group, income was obtained

in dollars of the year in which each member asked for

admission

to

the

program. Members of the experimenta'l group reported the history of

a

.
complete year
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of participatìon in the labour force,

of the norm group, the labour situation registered
at

th

e time

If

of regi s trati

on

whereas

for

members

was the one exísting

.

comparable 'information exjsted

for both groupso â common way
of assessing the impact of training on earnings, would have been to pooì
them together and to add a dummy variable (or a set of dummy variables)
to jndjcate whether the individual belongs to the norm group or to the
experimenta'l

if it

group.

The regression

coefficient for this

dummy

variable,

statistjcally sÍgnificant, would have shown the increment
in the value of the dependent varjable, money earnings, due to the
indivídual's partic'ipation in the program.
Because the informatíon available for Manpower Corps trainees
is not strictìy comparabìe with the'one for the norm group, a different
methodology is required to calculate benefjts and costs. Thjs methodwere

o'logy requi res the fol

I owi

ng steps

:

Estimation of an earning function for the experimentai
group. This function must include as one of its arguments, a variable
cìosely related to the structure of the program.

l.

2. Adjustment of the norm group's reaì labour earnings in
order to include differences between averages of the relevant variables
whjch determine experimental group's earniñgs (according to step i) and
the norm group's averages for the same variables. The individua'l
opportunity costs of enterjng the program are made equal to the adiusted
norm group's average expected earnings.
Estimation of other benefits and costs incurred by 'individuals when entering the program. These include movement costs, training allowances and housing subsidies. A comparison of all benefits and
costs is made by means of a discount functjon.

3.

Earninqs Functions

It is

known

that

earnings functions are reduced forms

neous supply and demand equations systems and

of simulta-

that the use of ordi nary
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least squares in their estimation produces biased estimators of the

coefficients. The magnitude of the bias depends on specific
cases and is not easy to determine a priori.l2
It may be hypothesized, for example, that the suppìy of human
regression

is of the form:
?
$= uo * ul Y + a2 A + a3 X + a4 X' + a5 E + u',

capi ta1 (s)

(4.3)
Where:

Y

is the level of individual

A

represents age in years;

earnings

in dollars

per week;

is the working experience of the individual in years;
is the highest educational level of the indiv'idual in years;
u is the random term, and

E

ui are the coefficients to be estimated
The demand for investment in human capital (M) is of the form:

(4.4)

M

= bo + b., Y +

b,2

A+ b3 x+ b4 E + b5 D+

u2

Where:

Y, A, X and E are defined as
D

is

above.

the duration of the courses, in

weeks,

bi are the coefficients to be estimated, and
u, is the random term
Equations (4.S) and [4.4), together with the condition S =
produce a system

of three

M,

equations that can be estimated by indirect

12^
5ee: Mark Bl aug, "Human Capitaì Theory: A Slightly Jaundiced
Survey," Jou¡nal of Economic Literature, XIV, 3 (1976), P. 843.
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least

squares.

The reduced form

(4.5)
l.lhe

re

Y = co * c.,

of the system, called the earnings functjons, is:

A+c,S+

r3X2

+C4E+c5D+v

:

c=
o

aoo-b

q=

s-b+
t+=E-u''

tr

--uz-bz
b-ì - ar-

,2

=ur-0,
br-ur

-bts=\-¡i
5

v-ffi

a

^='4bl-al
'3
of the reduced form (4.5) measure the combined effect
of supply and demand forces and they take jnto account the interdependence among the endogenous variables of each equatíon.

The parameters

The inclusion

of A in the earnjngs equation has been suggested

by Lazear.l3 Mincer found X and X2

to be the most significant variables

in.determining Y,14 although neither Y nor X are defined here quite

as

Mincer defined them. According to Mincer, Y represents labour incomes

X'is the true experience of the individual.l5 In the model to be
estímated here, Y includes unemp'loyment transfers and X'is a proxy for
experience, nameìy, the number of years elapsed between the end of the
and

I 3Ed*urd
Economi

c

l

Lazear, "Age, Experience and Wage Growth," American

Revi ew, 66:549, September 1976.

Ju.ob Mincer, op.

l5tuid., p.

84.

cit., p. 92.
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course and 1975, the year

for which earnjngs informatjon

The jnclusion

D

of variable

was available.

in the equation permits the calculation of

the marginal individual benefits per week produced by an additional
week

of trajning, H

The value

of real allowances

payments,

also included as individual benefjts derived from Interlake

A, is

Manpower

Corps tra'ini ng.

Indivídual Opportunity Cost
Average earnings

of

members

of the norm group, namely,

average

of individuals without training, are used in this study as a
measure of the income foregone by traínees when enrolling in the program. Two adjustments to these figures are required:
l. Adjustment for increases jn real wage rates not related to
the success of the program. Becuase jnformation about the norm group's
earnings covers eight years (1968-1975), it is necessary to correct
yearìy earn'ings in order to consider real wage increases which would have
occurred in the absence of train'ing. This is done by calculating the
rate of growth of nomina'l week'ly income for members of the norm group
(Table 5.2) and comparing it with the rate of price increases during the
same period. It is shown jn thjs thesjs that increases in money income
for the group are roughly equa'l to increases in the price level for 19681975, and therefore real income for the group would have not changed
without training. The average of nominal earnings for the croup ìs
considered a good approximation for the average of real earnings.
2. Adjustment for differences in characteristics between the
experimental and the norm group. If Zl represents the average value of
characteristic i (age, education, .) for the experimental group,
earnings
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7in' the averaqe value of the same characteristic for the norm group,
and

I^e the average real
6I

(4.6)

j

income

for the norm group,

then:

(zl - zå), ror every i

6Z

is

the adjustment to the value of the norm group's earnings required to

make earnings

ôI

levels of the two groups

strictly comparable. Because

can not be calculated from actual data,

ôzr
=
it.

\6z is used as a proxy for

This means that the increase ín real income for the experimental
a

group when Z' changes

ís

made equa'l

to the increase in the norm group's

earnings that would have occurred i t

Therefore,

for indivíduals

trajning in year t, the
prosram

z!ne= Z1^.

who were employed

average opportunity cost

before entering

of enrol'ling in

the

(e!) is:

(4.7)

.T= rl

.ä

e:.,-

r; ).

However, onìy a few wcruld-be trainees are empìoyed when applying

for

admission

to a project. Most of

opportunity cost

them

are unemployed, and thus their

is equal to the average real unemployment compensation,

ei. If jn a given years ut percent of members of the norm group are
unemp'loyed and (l - ur) are emp'loyed, the opportunity cost from a
trainee viewpo'int of enrolling in train'ing in that year is defjned by:

(4.8)

oct = .l ut + e! (1
The weekly average

over the eight years (0C)

- u.)

opportunity cost for the individual traìnee

is

defined as the average of weekly individual

costs (0Ct) weìghted by the number of indivjduals who had taken traìning

in

each year during ì968-1975.
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I

(4.e

oc=

)

x

oct

t=l

n

t

8nt
x

t=l
l^lhere:
+

n" is the total
each

number

year, and

tnt

of

male trainees

in the basic group for

= 1550 (See Table A.7).

Discountinq Function
l^lith

alì

magnitudes calculated

at

1975

prices, the present value

of marginal benefits per week (evue¡ and of marginal costs per week
(pvNc) can be calculated by extending formuìae (4.1) to include the

fact that real benefits are assumed constant throughout the life of
the project. Ihe PVI4B is then equal to:

(4,0)

pvMB=MB

hlhere:
MB

t+ilfl

represents the value

of real benefits per week due to

program estimated by

the regression coefficient of D in

the

equation 4.5.

r is the discount rate, and
n is the time length of benefitr.l6
The inclusion

of a "waiting period" of six months

(26 weeks)

l6B..ur.u marginaì
costs and benefits are expressed in weekly
val ues , n and r are a'lso magnitudes expressed in weeks. However, for
the sake of simpìicity, values for these two variables are given in
the text as their year equivalents.
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for the commencement of benefits for whi ch margÍ na'l benefi ts are zero,
transforms (4.6) to:

(4.11)

pvMB

= MB

( l+r)nr (l *

MB

F

'")n

(4.12)
(4.

All

I

3)

pVMB =

PVMB =

MB

MB

(

+ r)n l .'*r)n

Fr (

I

I

l

F

26-

l

,)26

+

t

I

I

l

I

l

(l
F r + ¡¡n

costs are calculated at

(

II

.l975

prices and dolìars, and consequently,

they do not need to be discounted.
(+.1+)

NPV=PVMB-PVMC

(+.ts¡

¡rrv
Npv =rYró
= MB

The

net present value (t¡pv),

becomes:

l(l * rln-zo - I - Ioc+A
Lffi
',

l,Jhere: 0C is the value of marginal costs (opportunity
cost per week of
trai ni ng ) , defíned in equatíon 4.9, and A is the training
al I owance.

Expression

(4.rs) is

of expression (4.ì) in
order to perform more dírectìy the sensítivity anaìysis for some
of the
parameters involved'in the calculation of the net present
values (see
used here instead

Chapter 5).

Sources

of benefits to the

the program are two. The finst

is

government induced by the existence of

in future transfer payments to unemployed individuals produced by a reduction
in the unemployment rate due to traíning together with an increase in
the personal
income tax collection due to an increase in the ìevel
of real earnings
a reduction

7B

produced by

the program. The second js the reductjon in transfers

pay-

ment (p1us any additíonal tax collectÍon) produced durÍng the duration

of trai ni ng.
The earnings functjon derived

in Chapter 5,

the prev'ious section, a1'lows the calculatjon of

in earnings

and exp'lained in

how much

of the increase

and employability, as shown by differences between norm and

is due to training. A simulatíon of changes in tax
payments induced by the program is performed which required a number of
experimental groups,

assumptions about some of the

characteristics such as age of

dependents,

racial status, etc. which determine the amount of tax exemptions.

to the government are represented by the operation and
capitaì costs of the programs. These costs, however, have to be adjusted
in consideration of the fact that the Manpower Corps Program not only
prov'ides training for the disadvantaged, but also produces a physical
output in most of the projects (see Chapter 2). Operating costs are
Costs

divided between "production costs" and "train'ing costs" based on technic-

al reports about the training plant at Selkirk.
Benefits and Costs From a Societv Viewpoint

It

was noted

in

pective does not cover
reason

Chapter 3

all

that the evaluation from a social pers-

relevant aspects in the present

study. The

is that at least two important ìmpacts of the program are not

cal culated here.

l.

The

in recruiting

2.
effect)

effect on private firm's profjts of a potential

and screening costs not internal'ized by the price mechanism.

The "vacuum"

effect (or its opposite, the "disp'lacement"

produced when a new'ly employed

employment

reduction

individual induces additional

(or rep'laces other workers) in the economy.
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The

calculation in this study of the real benefits to society

for the
individuals after training, which is a proxy to the increase in real
productivity. The calculation of this value is made by regressing real
employment earnings for the experimenta'l group on a set of variables
produced by

the program reduces to the increase in real

similar to the

ones used

program. The regression

wages

for calculating a tra'inee's benefits from the
coefficient of the variable D, duration of the

program, represents the social gain due

to additional training.

Social costs are of two types, real resource costs of operating
the program, and the social valuation of the labour used during the

training period. Real operating costs are equal to total operating
minus transfer payments, because these transfers do not represent a

costs

of labour from a social point
of view will fojlow the approach proposed by Harberger,lS in which the
social opportunity cost of labour is considered equal to the supp'ly
resource cost

to society.

The valuation

price of the labour involved in the training program. Mobility costs'
represented by expenditures made by government agencies on the relocation

of trainees, are also estimated.

F.

Sources

of

Data

of the crucial limitations of this thesis is the poor quality
of earnings and employment data for appìicants to the Program. This
limitation is the principaì reason for the methodologicaì framework used
One

lBA.nold Harberger, Project Evaluation (Chicago: Markham Pub.
'l64.

Co., '1972),

p.

BO

jn the present study. Figure 4.2 summarizes the sources of Ínformatjon
for this study and the chapters and appendjces where this information
is mainly used.
General information about every applicant to the program is
reproduced

in computer pnintouts

designed by Manpower Corps and obtained

from registration forms. For the purpose
were

initially

of this study the applicants

dlvided into two categories, those v\,ho were accepted and

the projects to which individuals were assigned, location of the proiects
being too

far

from the app'licants residence, and non-appearance

would-be-trainee at the
does

initiation of the project.

The

of

the

reiection, then,

not include any screenÍng process whjch may bjas the

comparison

between groups.

The

first of these tlo

groups, the accepted appljcants, comprises

the "basic group" used to characterize the program

in Chapter 2.

limitations appear in the informatíon concerning this particular

Several

group:

l. For those who reported that they were unemp'loyed when applying, the figure under the heading "amount of last earnings receiVed"
sometjmes showed the value of the last labour earnings and sometimes
the value of unemployment earnings, makjng the separation of these two
sources a very

2.

difficult

task.

For those who reported to be studying when applyíng, th'is
summer jobs earnings and sometimes

figure sometjmes shows the value of
the value of student aid, etc.

3. No records exist for the length of tjme of a given indjvjprogdual's labour status (employed, unemployed) when he appìied to thejndiviram. This information would permit inquìry into the behaviour of
duals engaged in seasonal activjtÍes to determine whether they attend
the program looking for future benefits or whether they enter for an
income supplement

The second group, those rejected from the program,
formed

the norm group. A total of 75 individuals,62 of

were divided according

initially

them males,

to the year in which they asked for admission to

Ð(PERI}4E}fTAL çROUP

(Manpower Corps

Questlonnaires )
ÂPPLICAI.ITS TO

THE MOGRÁM

(computer form
AOTF".L-526J
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any

project.

The average education was 6..l years

for

males and 6.4

of this 'initial norm group, on'ly'14
individuals were employed at the time of applicatÍon and none of them

years for women. Hourever, out

were employed

in 1968,1970 or 1973. Because no reliable figure for

average earnings

group, th'is original norm group

addition of those individuals
ram, but, who,

wou'ld have been found using

"without" training

at the t'ime of

of

62 was expanded

who were

to

396

wjth

this

the

eventually admitted to the prog-

admission had had no previous experience

in any other manpower service in the area.
This addition does not compromise the majn objective of the

norm

in the absence of trajning.
Ljmitations in relatjon to the norm group are the same as those for the
basic group because the source of jnformation for both is the same.
group: the estimatjon of

average earnings

Characteristics of the norm group are

shown

in

Appendix

B. It

should

be noted

that ne'ither of these groups were obtained by samplying tech-

niques.

They represent

the total popu'lation in every

case.

In order to evaluate the effects of the training program,
necessary

it

is

to obtain information about individuals already trained in

the program. They form the experjmental group.
a questionnaire to be mailed in the
power Corps

summer

of

Manpower Corps designed

.1976

to all

former

Man-

trainees and on a yearly basis thereon. Compìeted questíon-

naires started to be received by mid-Juiy,1976 and the total

number

received by mid-August, 1976, formed the experimental group. Time
prevented the drawing of a 'larger sample. Characteristics

limitations

of thjs experimental group are shown ìn Appendix B, where their situation before training is summarized. In Table 5.1, Chapter 5, their
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It ìs important to note that
the present study is made on an ex-post basjs, i.e., it evaluates the

situatjon after tra'injng is presented.

the period 1968-1975. In order to do so,

effects of the

program during

the norm group

is devised to estimate those magnitudes which depend on

earnings without

costs.

is

When

trajnirg,

Such as

jndivjdual and socjal opportunity

the average during the period of any of these

magnitudes

calculated, the total number of trajnees in each year, obtajned from

the basic group,

is

used.

Fjnalìy, an ancillary group

formed by those former traÍnees

of the Selkirk Manpower Corps Plant surveyed by Carl llaìl in 1974 was
used for investjgatìng the possible exjstence of racial discrimÍnation
(Appendix

C). hlall's

questionnajres were used because they províde the

most recent follow-up available

for

Manpower Corps trainees.

of information exists regarding the separation of
total costs of the program into train'ing costs and production costs.
The technical details of this information are djscussed in Chapter 6.
Another set

The methodo'logy
Manpower Corps

ing

them

for differentiating these elements

in

1974 by

was presented to

a consultant group with the purpose of

app'ly-

to those projects where a physical output such as ladders,

houses, park equÍpment,
Appendix

t

etc.,

shows

was produced.

the format for recording improvements in

jndivjdual trajnees, mainìy based on the judgement of foremen and the

in a memorandum by G. T. Boychuk and R. l,rl.
1974 for the projects in the program. These

"learning curves" suggested
l,{i'lay dated September,

"learning curves", which relate training improvements wíth time spent in

trainjng, are used in this study as a guíde for separating production
costs from human development costs (or training proper).

CHAPTER 5

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE PROGRAM

ON INDIVIDUAL TRAINETS

This chapter presents

of the Interlake

some

empirícal results concerning the effects

trainees'total earnings and
empìoyability. The theoretical concepts used in this chapter have been
discussed previousìy in the present study. Therefore, the presentation
Manpower Corps Program on

which follows concentrates on model

of the

resul

specification, analysis and discussion

ts.

The chapter

is divided into four parts. In the first, individual's

benefits and costs are calculated. Benefits are of two types: those
appearing

after training (higher earnings

and employability) and those

existing during training (allowances and housing subs.idies). costs
incurred by trainees are: foregone earn'ings (from labour servjces as

well as from transfer

payments)

sacrificed by trainees

the Program, and movement costs related to the

change

when attending

of living location

to participate jn a traíning project.
In the second part of this chapter a comparison of benefits and
costs is made using capitaì theory techniques. In section three, the
sensitivity of the results to changes in several parameters in the model
necessary

is calculated. These parameters

of discount, the duration
of benefits and the level of unemployment transfer. They were selected
for the sensitivity analysis because their values in the Ínitial formulation of the model were not obtained from actual data, but from
assumptions explained

are the rate

in Chapter 3.
84

The analysis

of sensitivity wiìl

85

show how

the results of this chapter change with modifications of

these assumptíons. Finalìy,
resul

ts is

in section four, the ana'lysis of

the

made.

A. IndÍvidual's

Benefits and Costs

In this sectíon, the calculation of benefits and costs of enrolling ín the

Manpower corps program

is

presented. The norm group and the

experl'mentaì group, whích were introduced

in the previous chapter,

ser-

for analysis. The small number of women found in both
the ana'lysís of female trainee's benefits and costs.

ve as the subiects
groups prevented

It is assumed that individuals receiving training

behave as

if

they were trying to maximize the net present value

future monetary earnings. This assumption

of the stream of their
is the core of the human ca-

pitaì theory. Individuals allocate their time between work (or job
searching), leisure and investment in themselves : education, on-thejob training, etc.
Tables 5..l and

5.2

show

the labour status and weekly receÍpts

for the experimentaì and the norm groups,respectiveìy. Monetary va1ues
for the experimenta'l group are expressed in 1975 dollars and for the
norm group they

are expressed in dollars of the correspondent year lísted

in the table. Unempìoyment transfers were difficult to calculate for
members of the norm group, mainly because the information available
was incomp'lete. This problem was partíalìy solved by computing the ave.l975
rage
unemployment receipts for the experimental group, $7glweek,
and assuming

that the real value of the transfers does not vary through the

Tabl

e

5.

l

Labour Status and Average Earnings
of Experimental GrouP

in

(l975

1975

do'l I ars )

Year

Last

Course

Ended

Labou È
Sta tus
dur'í ng

.1969

1968

1973

1972

]971

1970

1974

1975

Tota'l

197s

3

all year
Unemployed alì year

5

Partially

2

28.6

I

7

100.0

4

Employed

Employed

Total

Tota'l

71.4

75.0

25.0
.100.0

l3
't
3
I7

76.5

l6

69.5

14

66.7

5.9
17.6
100.0

7

30.5

23 100.0

7
2ì

33.3
100.0

30.8

3
3
3

22 100.0

l3'100.0

9

I

6
2
4

72.7
9.1

18.2

7
2
4

53.8
15.4

33.3

66. 4

33.3

6.9

33.3

26.7

'100.0

I00.0

Weekìy

Rece i pts
I 975

For those

alì

employed

year

5l .75

204.19

'182.14

I

84.46

l6l.s8

ì 96. 36

'189.68

I 47. 50

76.04

'n I .58

I

89.26

1

35. 87

201.79

94.58

6l .65

I 55. 34

172.42

I

40.28

I

69.76

106.72

I

For those partiallY
empì oyed

Average Labour Earn'ings

ake

'l

37. 89

ì

ì

.

82. 33

't47.63
I 49

.46

Manpower

co
ql

Tabl
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Labour Status and Average Earnings
Norrn Group 1968-l975

(nominal dollars)

Labo

tr

Stat JS

in Y ¡ar of

Year of
Appl

ti

'1968

i-

on

i97l

I97fl

i 969

No. % No.

Appl i cati on

No.

Unempì oyed

46

63.9

55

84.6

42

70.0 'lc0

83. 7

Seasonal ly
empl oyed

20

27.8

I

1.5

6

I0.0 t0

8.3

6

8.3

9

13.9

12

'10

8.3

Empl

oyed

Total

%

72 '100.0

No.

65

/"

'100.0

No.

%

20.0

1972

60 100.0 120 100.0

22

4

%

84. 6

ì

s.4

26 100.0

I 973

No.
24

6

80

197 4

%

.0

20.0

30 100.0

I 975

llo. % I'lo.
7
70.0 ìl 84 .6
%

l

'10.0

2

20

.0

2

15.4

l0 t00.0 l3 100.0

Weekìy Earnings

Seasonal ly
empl oyed
Ernpl

oyed

Average

61.84

65.00

6?.21

88. 92

85. 63

76. 50

84. s0

95.30

80.00

67.33

75. 3l

77 .1J7

92.11

80

90.00

.00

.12

lor.oo

121.12

97.33

121

I 04. 00
I

04.00

Source: interlake Manpower Corps Registrations (.l968-1975).

co:
\¡l
ij
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period 1968-1975. This assumption appears to be consistent wíth avail-

for the norm group in the Manpower corps forms.
As shown in Table 5..|, the experimental group ís djvided into
groups of Índividuals who graduated in the same calendar year. For
exampìe, 22 members of the experimental group, finished their projects
in 1973. 0f these 16, or 72.7%, were fu]]y emp'loyed during 1975 with
average labour earnings of $169.76 per week, while 4 were partíally
employed with average labour earnings of $201.79 per week. The remainable information

ing two were tota'lly
The reasons

unemployed during

the

same

year.

for this divisíon are twofold. First,

norm group information was obtained

with the

able to think that the absolute differences

same

because the

format, it was reason-

in earnings

between

indivi-

in the experimental group could be exp'lained by the "vintage" of
the training program, amongst other things. Second, this group analysis
was thought to be helpful in explaining the relation of the program's
success to the fluctuation of the economy. Although the empirical
duals

evidence does not permit a conclusive solution

to the effect of

changes

in the economy on trainees incomes, the presentation will be left in
this form ìn order to establish a methodological framework which could
be useful when new and more complete information becomes available.
The information about the 396 members of the norm group

is

for the year in which each menber of this
group applied for admission to the program. For exampìe, in 1973, 30
individuals had the characteristics required for admission to the norm
group in this study (see Chapter 3). Twenty four of these, or ü)%,
(faUte 5.2)

presented

B9

at the time of application and 6, or Z0%, were employed
with an average earning of $lZl.l2 a week, in 1973 dollars.
The rate of unemployment for members of the norm group ranges
.1968
from 63.9% in
to 84.6% in 1969. The average rate is l7.s% (3ol
out of 396). The unemployment rate for the experimental group is 6.9% if
vrere unemployed

only those who were tota'lly unemployed durìng 1975 are included (8 out

of ll6), or 19.9% if the unemp'loyment of those temporarily unemployed
is included.l Average earnings differentials are more difficult to
calculate because the figures for the two groups are in dollars of

different years.

However,

it is safe to state that labour earnings

of former trainees are higher than labour earnings of those without
trai

ni ng

.

It is

to

of the difference total earnings
is attributable to training and how much to other elements. In addition
to this, the magnitudes of other individual benefits and costs of
necessary

show how much

entering a training project are required to assess the impact of the
program on trainees.

Three steps are required

to determine benefits

and costs

to the program from an individual viewpoint:
l. The estimation of earnings functions to detect the influence
of training on earnings differentials betr^reen the norm and the experimental groups. This procedure provides a proxy for the leyel of benefits
imputab'le

'l

'The average unemp'loyment period of those temporari'ly unemployed
is 5.8 months, or 48% of the time, so the unemployment-equivalent rate

is:

8+

ll6

= 0.199

90

after training.

in order to include
during
training.
A discussion
in the analysj.s the ind'i.vidual benefi.ts
presented.
also
of hous.ing subsi.dies as another source of benefits is
3. The estimation of the individual's foregone earnings during
program.
the
The earnings of norm group rnembers are used as a proxy
for thís cost to trainees.

2.

The estimati.on

The calculation

detail

of training

aìlowances

of these benefits and costs are discussed in

below.

IndiVidual Benefits aftêf Trâining
An ìmportant issue

: the Earnings

ín the human capital

Function

approach

is

the

spec'ification of a function which provides explanation for the effect

of selected variables on individual's earnings. The search for this
functíon has produced a great deal of literature', and, in spite of Some
doubts cast upon the methodoìogy, â substantial amount of evidence exists
1)

of the variables enteríng the functíon3.
In the present study, the earnjngs function is of maior importance.

about the importance

It

of

provìdes the basjs

some

of

comparison between

the group which has attended

any Manpower Corps project and that r^rhich has

not. This function is

calculated for the experimental group and the results so obtained are
compared

wjth information about the
2Jacob

norm group.

Mi.ncer, "The Distribution of Labor Incomes: A sur.vey
with specíal Reference to the Human Capital Approach," Journal of
Economic Literature, VIII, 1 (,1970),1-24 and the references there cited.
"Some of these doubts rêlate to the philosophical content of the
models and others to thefr empirical and operati.onal relevance. For an
example of the first type, see: Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, "The
Probiem with Human Capiiai Theory--A l'larxian Critique," Ameiican Economic
Revjèw, Pâpers and Proceedings, 65:76, l--|ay, -19-75. For an example of the
P.cit., PP. 836-842.

-
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jn the fo1lowíng nodels represents
the yearly earnings obtai.ned by índividuals in the experimental group
calculated on a week'ly basis for 1975. This varjable includes jncome
The dependent yari.able Y

from empìoyment as

well as unemployment transfers during the year.

Several attemps to deríve the best equatjon were made.

Some

of

the most ínteresting results are presented here. The total number of
observatíons

for

each equation

is ll6

(7.5%

of the total

trainees who have ever attended any project).

All

number

of

male

equations utilize

the same cross-section data.
Eqùation one. As discussed

in the previous chapter, earnings

functions are reduced forms of supply-demand systems. The reduced form
equation can be descríbed by the functional expression:
(5..|

)

Yi = f(Ei, Xi,

Di

, Ai )

where:

Yi represents weekìy total real income for the ith member of
'the experimentaì group in 1975, as reported in the questionnaires sent during

Summer 1976.

Ei represents the number of
' for individual ì.

complete years

of formal education

X.
is a proxy for the experience of individual i in the labour
1 market
siice comþtetiirg the last week of training, neasured
in years. The definition of this varjable is explained
bel ow

D,.

'

the total duration of training courses taken 'in the program by indîviduaì i, measured in complete weeks.

is

A, is the age of índividual i in

1975.
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Because no

previous
number

information about the time length of working experience

to trajning

of years

instead.

l.

was avai'lable

e'lapsed

for the experimental group,

the

after the completion of the program was used

Age as a proxy

for

experience

is not used here for two reasons:

Theoret.ica]ly, the use of age and experience as separate

variables in earnings functions has been suggested elsewhere

literature.4 If

age

is

used as a proxy

in

the

for experience' as l,|'incer did,5

a high correlation between these two variables

is expected. This

correlation should be avoided in a model like the present one, in
explanation and not forecasting

which

is the main objective.6

2. In practicaì terms, the use of age aS a proxy for experience
in the
labour force, according to which, a probabìe experience level is assigned
to a given age. This pattern, however, is very difficult to determine
for the group under study. The participation of Indians and Metis in
the labour force is irregular, and the elimination of this irregularity
is precisely one of the reasons for the existence of the program.
The speci fi c form of (5. I ) i s :
requires a preconception of a normal pattern of participation

4S.., for examp'le: Edward Lazear, op. cit., and Ruth Klinov,
it Age oÉ txperiente that Matter?" Kiklbs, XXVIII, 4(l 975),-pP.
.866-867.
Both autñors fouhd that age and experiencelnrere important in. explgifing
wages, aìthough their relätive impbrtance was not constant through time.
,,Is

5Jacob

Mincer, Schooling, Experielce and Earning:: opof schooling.
Mincer used current age@ètion

cit', p' 84'

64. Koutsoyiannis, Theory of Econometrics, (London: MacMillan,

1973),

p. 244.
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(5.2)

Yr = co * clEi

* cz\i+ c, xf * c4Di * csAi n ri

l^lhere:

tj (i

= 0,5) are the regression coefficients to be estimated,

ui represent the random term, u., -

N(0

,

and

oZ)

tj, it is hypothesized that:
l. Cl= 0. This is because the influence of ìarger amounts of
investment in education on earnings is expected to be positive.
2. czr 0, ,ra o. This means that the varue of the function
increases at a decreasing rate and reaches a maximum (at -cr/zc). This
hypothesis is consistent with previous findings.T
3. C4= 0. This is due to the fact that the benefits of
with regard to the signs of

additional training are expected to be significantly greater than zero.

In other words' it is expected that the larger the participation of

the

trainee in the program, the rarger the total increase in earnings
associated with this participation.

4- cs= 0.

This

is because it is expected that at higher

ages

(considering experience constant), the level of earnings would be greater.

Indirect least

squares were used

parameters

of equation (5.2).

(5.3) Î

=

Rz

7¿

.

The

for the estimation of the

result

was:

gt.l4.- l.tuz + t8. 1zx+ 0.85D + 6.65E + 0.6A
(0.5e) [0.e3) (l .10) (2.68)

Q.Lil

= 0.126 Durbin-watson coefficient =
¡li ncer,

op. ci t.

, p. 67 .

l.86

ioläl

I

F-value = 4.03

e4

The

figure in

parentheses are

the calculated t-values of the regression

coefficients. Multicollinearity between'independent variables was not
found to be a problem.
Averages for each one of the variables in equation (5.3) are:
income (Y)
Educatjon (E)
Age (A)
Experience (X)

$164.25

7.8 years

Duration of Training (D)

33 years
4.2 years
21.7 years

of the coefficients, with the exceptjon of CU, which
is not sign'ificant'ly different from zero, are consístent with the
The signs

of training and education have a pos'itive
influence on Y. As the value of these varjables Íncreases, the'larger
is the resulting va'lue of earnings. txperience enters in two forms
as X and as X2. The signs obtained show that, ceteris paribus, earnjngs

expected

signs.

Duration

increase at a decreasing rate when experience increases, reaching
maximum when

X = 5.3

years.

The marginal

a

benefit of an additíonal

week

of training is $O.gS per week, and the margina] benefit of the other
forrn of accumulation of human capÍtal, educatjon, is $6.65/rveek per year

in 'l975 dollars.
Regression coefficients for D and E are accepted to be different

of formal

education

at the 5 percent significance level, using a one-tailed t-test
because the t-value js 1.658. The other coefficients, including the
intersept of equation, are not statjstjc¿lly different from zero at
from zero

the 5 percent level of sígnificance which was chosen
as the desired level for hypothesis test'ing.

in this

study
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The hypothesis

that no autocorrelationr positive or negative,
exists is accepted at the 5% level of confidence due to the fact that

is larger than d, = J.Zg and smal'|er than
4 - dt = 2.43. The F value,4.03, is statistical'ly different from zero
the Durbin-Watson coefficjent

at the

level of significance since the value calculated from
F-distribution for 4 and lll degrees of freedom is 2.43 4.03.
5%

the

Equation (5.3) includes non-significant coefficients but theoret-

icaììy p'lausible signs

and magnitudes. The

position taken in this study

is that the importance of the earnings function in the present context
is based on its ability to provide orders of magnitude for those parameters
which

reflect the

of the program, räther than on its ability to
exp'lain the complete pattern of earnings for specific groups.S Consequen¡y,
a

new equation

impact

with onìy the variables from 5.3 which were found to

be

significant is estimated below;9

(5.4)

tquation Two. The exp'licit form of the equation is:
Î = 91.65 + 6.69E + O.szD

(3.08) (2.44)

R2=
The regression

different

from

0..l.l45

(2.e5)

Durbin-l^latson

Coefficient = I .83 F-va'lue = 3.0g

coefficients and the F-value were found to be statisticaìly
zero at the 5% level of confidence.

SJames

A. MacMiilan and F.L. Tung, "Migration Analysis and Form
Number_Projection Moders :_ A_synrhesis : -neplv, ;'-n ã.iCãñ úóú.nat of
AqricuJtural
ôgfIcUl!urOI=Economics, 57 :37.|, May, 1975, äiióus@
of
this arqumer
argument.
o

'The inclusion of a dummy variable reflecting whether
or not the
trai nee successfu'lìy complet,ed t-he course, and modifications
of
equation
5.3, incìuding cross proäucts, were found to be of lower explanatory

power.
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Equation (5.4) shows that

for

every year

of educatjon, a trainee

obtains an average of 6.69 additional dollars per week, and that for
every week

of

attendance

at a trainÍng course under the program,

receives $0.92 1n additional earnings per week.
pressed

in

1975

All

he

values are ex-

dollars.

tquation Three. In order to incorporate racial orìg'in
earnings function, a

dummy

in the

variablê, R, was introduced into equation

(5.4) with value one if the individual in the experimental group was a
treaty-Indian and zero
variable
cussed

if

he was

not.

in relation to the training

in

Appendix

Y-

(5.5)

R2

C.

The numerical

The'importance

of this

program under evaluation

new

is dis-

results are:

.l01.97 +
6.15E + 1.06D - 28.41R
(s. 78) (?.25) (3.34) (r .8)

= 0.139 Durbin-Watson Coefficient = 1.86 F-value = 6.07

All the regression coefficients were found to be statistjcally different
from zero at the I percent level of sjgnificance with the exception of
the coefficient of R, which'is different from zero at the 10 percent

is different from zero at the l5%
level of confidence, and no autocorrelation exists- Since the Durbinlevel.of significance.

The R2 value

autocorrelatjon of the residuals,

Watson

coefficient

appear

that the new variable

omitted variables

It

shows no

R

it

would

in (5.5) has not picked up the effect of

in (5.3) and (5.4).

can not be concluded, however,

that

some form

of racial

discrjmination, in the negative sense, exísts. This is because a'lthough
the value of Y should be computed on an after-tax basis,
income before taxes

in this

case

is used. The reason for this is that treaty-Indjans
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living on Indian Reserves

do

not pay direct taxes, which

is in itself

a form of non-market racial discrimination. The inconclusive result
shown

in (5.5) may stem either from the unrecorded difference

between

of treaty-Indians
to receive l"ower saJaries because of this fiscal treatment in their
favour. In any case, from the information obtained for this group it
is not possible to accept or reject the hypothesis that racial discrimination in the 'tabour market exists. For this reason Equation (5.5)
is not used in the.analysis.
It should be noted that the value of the regression coefficient
of D in equation (5.4) , 0.9?, lies between the values of the coefficient
of this variable in equatìons (5.5), ì.06, and (s.3) , 0.85. This
indicates that the coefficient is not highly se nsitive to the inclusion
of additionál variables in the equati on.
gross and disposabìe income or from the wiìlingness

Trainees receive not onìy monetary benefits

after the compìetion

of the program, but as Figure 4.ì suggests, some individual benefits
can be assigned during the training period itself. These benefits are
training aìlovrances and housing subsidies. The values of these benefits
are discussed

in the next two parts.

Training allovrances. Information contained in llanpower
computer

during

Corps

printouts provides the weekly a'lìowances paid to trainees

training.

Table 5.3 presents average, modal and median weekìy

TABLE 5.3
AVERAGI, MODAL AND l\4EDIAN I,JEEKLY
ALLOÌ¡JANCIS PAiD TO MALE TRAINEES
IN NOMINAL AND REAL VALUES
I 968-l 975

(l975 prices = I00)

Pri ce
Index
Year

Number

of

I 975= I 00

Cases

(l

Average
Nom'inal

Tz-)-

)

$63

.07
4.62

35
.l00

1970
1971
1972

78. 35
82.27

167

65

244

l3l

BO

86.38

197 3
197 4
197 5

90. 70

132

95.24
I 00.00

47

80
95
103

I 968
1

71

969

7

64

ll0

24

Average
Real

GT$ 86.78
84.65
83.33
101.27
97 .56
I 08. 92
106.67
I I 0.00

Nomi

nal

-r4T$so
50

60
80
BO

94

100
106

Med'ian

Real

f5l$ 68.88
67.80
76.92
101 .27
97 .56
107 .77

I 03. 56
I 06.00

Nomi

nal

$61
71

65
80
85
100

102
106

Real
pl-

$ 84.03

93.91
83. 33
101.27
I 03. 65
114.65
I
I

05.63
06.00

Sources:
Col umns

(l

)

,

(2)

,

(4) and (6 ) : l4anpower

Interl

ake

Corps Basic group (see Appendix A).

Columns (3), (5) and (7) were obtajned by divid'ing the respecti ve "nomi nal " val ues
by the C.P.I. for the C'ity of l,Ji nni peg, StatÍ sti cs Canada, Prices and Price Indexes,

(62-002) l968-re75.

(o
co
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in both nominal and real
values. These a.llowances are set by Manpower Corps officiaìs presumably

allowances

for

male trainees from 1968

at a level higher than

unemployment

to

1975

benefits but lower than competitive

for similar iobs in the private industry in order to encourage
individuals in the target population to attend the program.

wages

Rather than being across-the-board payments to every trainee,

the s-ize of the allowance received depends on the specific characteristìcs
of the individual. Treaty-Indians, for examp'le, receiVe an average of
$0.25 per hour less than non-treaty Indians and Metis because they

not pay income taxes

when

ìiving

on reserves. Trainees

labour experience or with a good record

with

do

previous

in other Manpower services

receive

slightly higher allowances. Also, those trainees with dependents receive
week'ly allor,rances which are around l5 percent'larger than those without
dependants. The figures presented in Table 5.3 represent the average

of these cases

in this table is smaller than the
total number of male trainees who have registered in the program. This
The number

of

cases computed

difference appears because not

all

trainees are beìng paid direct'ly

by

the program but are paid by the contracting agency using the services
of I'lanpower Corps. According to program officials the rate of payment

in this

case does not

differ

from the rate paid directly by the Program.

Table 5.4 compares average training allowances per year with
average labour earnings and average unemp'loyment receiPts

group, (individuals without

(2) in that Table
allowances have

shows

training).

A comparison

that, with the exception of

effectively

been

of

for the norm

columns

(l)

and

1974 and 1975'

set at levels lower than average earnings.

Ioo
TABLE 5.4

AVTRAGE ALLOl^lANCES, LABOUR EARNiNGS, UNEtvlPLOYMENT
EARNINGS AND TOTAL EARNINGS
FOP,

(Nomi

1968-1975

nal Dol'lars Per

l^leek)

Unempl oyment

Norm

Norm

I ncome
Norm

Al I owances

Group

Group

Group

(l)

(2)

(3)

(4)

I 968

63.00

67. 33

56.60

65. 33

I 969

64. 00

75.31

58.95

63.15

1970

65.00

77

.07

60. 80

66 .80

1971

80. 00

92.11

6l .60

67.74

1972

80.00

80.00

64. 00

68..l4

1973

95.00

.12

68. 00

80.88

197 4

I 03. 00

97 .33

75.30

86.88

1975

I 10.00

I 04. 00

78.00

83. 92

Average

Trai ni
Year

ng

121

Average

Average
Expected

Average
Labour
Earni ngs

Recei

pts

Sources:
Col umn

(l

)

Table 5.3, Co'lumn (2).

last

I umn

(2)

Table 5.2,

Col umn

(3)

Calculated from Manpower Corps computer printouts.

Col umn

(4)

Average of Columns (2) and (3), weighted by the
number of individuals in each case, Table 5.2.

Co

row.

l0l
Columns

(l)

and

(3) show that these allouiances have been larger

average unemployment recejpts

than

for every year during the period 1968-1975.

if it is assumed that ur, the unemployment rate for
the norm group ín year t, reflects lhe probability of unempìoyment in
that year for those without trainíng, and if Xf and X[ reRresent the
employment earnings and unemployment receipts in year t respective'ly,
then the average expected income in t, X' can be defined as:
However,

xt = xl ut + xT (l

(5.6)

X,

shows

recejve jn year

-

ut)

the average income level individuals can expect to

t, if

the marginal probability of obtajning a iob is

to the average employment rate calculated for the norm group. The
values of Xa for the period 1968-1975 are shown jn Table 5.4, Column
(4).10 Th. implicatjons of this definitjon are clear from the comparÍson
of Columns (l) and (4) in Table 5.4. The average nominal value of trainequal

ing a'llowances for

each

year, with the except'ion of

1968 and 1970' is

larger than the expected value of income as defined by (S.0).
include

in the appraisal of their

jncome expectat'ions

that training Ín the

Manpower Corps

trainees

for a g'iven year

the probability of being unempìoyed in that year, then
conclude

If

it'is

is a profjtable

possible to

activ'ity

of the target population of the program who have not received
any previous institutional training in the Area, even if the future exfor

members

tra

income derived from

training is zero.

l0Not. that this formulation assumes a perfect knowledge of the
labour market conditions by trainees and the instantaneous consíderation
of these conditjons in the ear¡rings expectations. A sort of "error
learning" model of earnings expectations could be used if better information becomes available.
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Housing

subsidies.

Depending on

the value of ailowances,

trainees may receive housing subsidies whiìe they are working
on any
project. For the lowest income group, which received around
a
$50

in allowance in 1975, the housing payment was equivalent to 16
percent of these earnings. For those receiving
$l ZS or more a week,
this payment was around 25 percent of earnings.
week

These subsidies, however do not appry
program' but also to those who qualÍfy for

only to traÍnees in the

this aíd under the Manitoba

Housing Renevral corporation (MHRC) current operating

guiderines.

The

determination of whether or not trainees receive any
specia'l consicleration Ís not the task of this study, but it is believed by
officials of

the program that trainees pass from a "non-quaìify,,situation
to
"qua'lify" situation when entering the program. However, it

wiII

shown

here that thjs subsidy,

if

received

a

be

at all, is too small to

be

considered as a benefit derived from the program.

In order to calculate the amount of subsidy it is necessary to
consider purchases of housÍng services by individuals
in the same area
and with similar incomes to trainees. A positive
difference in these
purchases represents an increase

in consumer,s surpìus in favour of
trainees in the program. Inhabitants of the Interlake
Area urere seìected for the purpose of calculating the benefit whÍch
trainees derìve
from housing subsidies because

it

that inhabitants of the
same area were likeìy to have roughly the
same quaìity of housing, a.lthough
it is recognized that housing services even in the same geographical
area may

díffer

between

fami]y

was thought

units.

The serection

of individuars
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with the

same income

is

also necessary ìn order to estjmate the

demand-

price for housing services, which depends on the income level for

the

g.orp . I I

For a given year

by a famjly

t,

the average amount spent on housing services

in the Interlake

famiìy income by

Area can be denoted by

Yt. In period (t + l),

ct,

and

the total

area income increases to:

Yt*l = yr (t + y)

(5.7)
lnjhere:

jr=

(5.8)

is

the

annual growth

other hand,
(5.e)
wh

in

Yt*r

- Yt

Yt

income expressed

Ct increases

-T
_AY

as a fractíon

of Yr. 0n the

to:

ct*l

=

ct (l + ð)

ere:

.-ct*r-ct
(------=tt
.-ct*l-ct
ct

(5.10)

c=0

'q

Yt
Yt*r - Yt

Yt*r

- Yt

Yt

^Y

llln ord.r to be consjstent with the theory in this respect,
divjsions by age groups are a'lso required. This is because younger

people tend to spend a'larger proportion of their current income in
housing than older people. Permanent income and not current income
should be used in this sítuation because in survey-type studies such
as this one, the income elasticity of demand for housing services
tend to be undervalued with respect to the long-run elasticity based
on permanent income.
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ctlr -ct

because -C.---_-. ,,
vc'qur.

t,

= 0. = the income elastícity
=
of the

f*.,=

demand

for

housing services.

Substitutins (5.10)
(5. I I )

in (5.9) and dividins (5.9) ¡y (s.Z):
c, (t

ct+l
Yt*r

values

for

=

+

oi)

f-n-ry1-

ca and ya are avairabre

for

196g from an íncome_

in the Interlake Areal2 and the value of
from Engel curves calcuJated in the same study
for

expenditure study
obtained

res i dents .

I

3

can

be

urban

These val ues are:

C, = $ì259.16 (housing and room and board)
Y, = $5g71.g7 (earned incorne and transfers)

0
Then,

for

= 0.5383
196g,

(ctlYt) = 0.2143

of y can be obtained from estimates made by Fu-Lai
for the Interlake area using a dynamÌc input-output model. The
The varue

Tung

rate of increase in real income is 2.5 percent per year during
1968-l gts.14 with this Ínformation and
average

appìying equation

values

(5.il )

the

ror (f;) for the period 196g-1925 which are shown below can be
lzRaymond

D. Bollman and James A. MacMÍllan ¡rruurrrs:
Income:Expçndi tu re
ationshios
h i;i'';;n
and i;,,;i',iTul'',
I eve'l nf I ir,1'^n
3?:^u?T':r1',I1:Ij
,.n +L^ r-¡^.-11,1:":
l lun :
Research BulleTïn
lt ZZ-Z
t ¿-¿. h,l nn'l peg : LJepartment o
mics, The University of Manítoba,
itoba, 1972,, pp.
44-4
ÞÞ. 44-45.
I 3Ibid.
p.
Rel

,

66.

l4Fr-Lui Tung,
op. cit., p.

442.
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obtai ned:
Year

(c/Y)

I 968
I 969

.?143
0.2.l19
0. 2095
0.2071
0. 2048
0.2025
0.2002
0.1979
0

1970
1971
1972
1973
197 4

1975

Consequently, around 20 percent

of the total

jn the area has been historicalìy

jricome received by people

spent on housing. This proportion ljes

wjthin the boundaries set by MHRC for indjvjduals

who

qualify for

subsidies. As a result of the previous fjndings, no evidence

housing

can be

fur-

nished to show that hous'ing subsidies are a monetary benefit derived
from the program. Therefore no further analysis

of thjs issue ís carried

out.

Individual Costs of Enrollment in Traininq Proqrams.
Trajnees incur direct as well as jndirect monetary costs when
they enter any i nst'ituti onal trai ni ng program.
composed

of

Di

expenses incurred during the process

rect costs are mai n'ly

of relocating in a new

costs. Indirect costs are represented by
foregone when the decjsjon is made to enroll in the program.

area, such as transportatjon
earnjngs

Apart from these two broad categories, non-monetary costs also

exist

wh'ich are basicaì]y associated

The most important

with the process of migration.

of them, according to

those who are aware

Ind'ian condition are those Siaastad descrjbed as

of

changing

liv'ing environment ..'15

".

These costs

of

the

psychjc costs

will

be ignored

l5Lur.y Sjaastad, "Costs and Returns of Human Migration,"
Journal of Pol i ti cal Economy , 70: 82-83, (Supo'lement), 1972.

.l06

here because they are not easi'ly

the

Manpower Corps program,

quantifiable.

therefore,

will

Indexes

of

success of

be systematical'ly overvalued

to the extent that these costs are jmportant.
Movement costs. These are out-of-pocket costs to the indivjdual
produced by a change in job locatjon or res'ident'ial location. They
represent a real resource cost, and consequently they affect the soc'ial

net present value. However, in the case of the Interlake

Manpower Corps,

these movement costs do not affect the trajning decision because they

are paìd to most of the would-be trainees by native peop'le's organ'iza-

tjons

and by

mobility grants from the federal and the provincial govern-

will be no further díscussion of these costs in
this section. They will be included in the analysis of the social

ment. Therefore, there
impact

of the program (Chapter
Foreqone

7).

earninqs. In order to calculate earnings foregone

by

trainees when enrolìing in the program, two steps are followed ín thís
study:

l. The weekly 'incomes (labour earnings and unemployment transfers) of members of the experimental group are adjusted to account for
normal increases in the rea'l wage rate for the group from 1968 to 1975.
2. After this initjal

step is taken, another adjustment is
required in order to correct the norm group's labour earnings for djfferences in the level of education between the experimental and norm groups.
Recall that education was, in addìtjon to duration of training, a significant variable in exp'laining earnings after tra'ining (equation 5.4). This
correctjon provides an estimate of income without training for the two
groups, with the same level of education.
Adjustments

increase
earnings

in labour earnings

should take

into account

the

in the general price level vis-a-vis increases in nominal
for the group under consideration. Table 5.4, column (2) shows

the observed average labour earnings for

menrbers

of the norm group
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and

in Table 5.3 the consumer Price Index for the period

presented. Disregard'ing the years
increased

at a rate of

at an average rate of

6%

1968-1975 is

1971 and 1973, nominal earnjngs have

per year, vrhile the prÍce level has increased

5% per

year.

Thus, real earn'ings

in the absence

of trajning have increased at a rate of 1% per year during 1968-197s.
This result is, however, extremely sensitive to the values of earnings
reported by the norm group, which, as was djs'cussed before, were
times

difficult to calculate
Based on

some-

from the registration forrns.

the available jnformatjon

it is not possible to derÍve

a good estÍmate of the increase in real earnjngs for the norm group.
This estimate would have provided the value of real earnings in the
.l968-1975.
absence of training during
Therefore, nominal earnjngs are

for real earnings.
The correction for educational differences is

used as an approximation

to the real

wages calculated

in

each

nade by adding

year from the norm group, the addi-

tional earnÍngs that would have been received by members of the norm
group had they had the same educational level as members of the experimental group. The average education for the experimental group is 7.87
years which

is

4.3,

(2)

column

greater than the average leve'l for the norm group. Table
shows

the average education for the

in each
in earnings

norm group

year of the period l96B-1975. Because the marginaì increase

to an additional year of education is statistjcally significant, (see
equation 5.5), the earnings of those without training should be proport'iondue

ately'increased in order to adjust for these educational djfferences.
Table 5.5 shows the result
earni ngs.

of this educational

adjustment on labour
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TABLE 5.5

NORM GROUP EARNINGS ADJUSTID

BY EDUCATIONAL

DIFFERENCES h.lITH THE EXPTRIMENTAL

GROUP

Real Labour

Average
Educati on
(¡rears )

Earni ngs
($/week)

Year

ted
Labour
Real
Earni ngs
($/week)
Adj

Unadj usted

Educati on
Adj ustment
($/week )

us

(t )

(21

(3)'

I 968

67.3s

5.9

13.18

I 969

75.

31

6.9

6.49

8t.80

1970

77.07

6.8

7.16

84.23

1971

92.11

6.6

8.49

1972

80.00

8.6

-4.88

.12

8.1

-t.54

97.33

6.2

11

04.00

7.1

I 973

121

197 4

1975

I

(4)
80 .51

I

I

00.60
75.12
.l9.58

.17

los. so

5. t5

109. r s

Sources:
Col umn (1 )

Table 5.4, Column (2).

from information about norm group (see Appendix B).

Col umn

(2)

Computed

Col umn

(3)

(Er-Er)x6.69
where:

E. = average level of education for the experimental

'

group

,

7

.87 years.

Ei = values in Column (2) for i = 1968 to 1975.
6.69 is the regression coefficient for the variable E
in equation (5.5).
Col umn

(4)

Column

(l)

+ Column (3).
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TABLE 5.6

FOREGONE EARNiNGS FOR INDIVIDUAL

TRAI NEES

($t szs

Adj usted
Real
Labour
Earni ngs
Year

[$/week)

(l

)

¡

Real

Real
Unemp'loyment
Rate

Unempì oyment

Transfers
($/week)

&T

Foregone
Earni ngs
($/week )

(2)

(3)

(4)

I 968

80.

sl

78.00

63.9

78.90

I 969

81.80

78.00

84.6

78.59

I 970

84.23

78.00

70.0

79.87

00.60

78.00

83.7

8l .69

1972

75.1?

78.00

84.6

77 .71

1973

il 9.58

78. 00

80.0

86. 32

197 4

I 08. 50

78. 00

70. 0

87.15

I 975

l09.ls

78. 00

84. 6

82. B0

1971

I

Sources:
Col umn

(1)

Table 5.5, Co'lumn (4).

Col umn

(?)

Estimated from Manpower Corps Forms.

Col umn

(3)

Table 5.2, top row

Co I umn

(4)

((z) x (s)) + ((l) x

(100

- (3)).

ll0
Total annual earnings foregone per trajnee are calculated by
taking the average of adjusted real labour earnjngs and real
ment

transfers, weighted by the spec'ific

rates the norm group in a given
these cal cul atj

ons )

year.

emp'loyment and unemployment

(Table 5.6 shows the results of

.

Real foregone weekly earnings

jn each year are concentrated

around the simple mean value, $81.62, and range from $78.59

$ez.l5

in 1973.

unemploy-

The weighted mean

is $81.21,

in 1969 to

calculated by multiplyjng

the expected earnings foregone in each year by the percentage of
trajnees attending the program in each year (Tab'le
mean measures

4.7).

male

This weighted

the value of average earnings foregone per week

(in

values) by individuals who have attended the program from 1968 to

B.
Once

Comparison

1975

1975.

of Individual's Benefit and Costs

the real values of benefits and costs are calculated in

Ít is necessary to compare them at the same point in time.
For this study, the point of comparison is the end of 1975. This calcu1975

dollarso

lation provides ex-post benefit-cost estimates using average opportunity
costs for the period 1968-1975, and assuming that training benefits

last for eìght and ten years after training.
Average allowances received by trainees are calculated as the
average

real

payments

for

each

year during 1968-1975 (Table 5.3) weighted

by the number of males trajnees attending the program

4.3).

Thjs value

of trajning is

is

$90.++

in 1975 dollars.

$81.2ì (opportunity

addjtjonal week of train'ing

in that year (Table

The marginal

cost per

cost), and the marginal benefit

is $0.9Zlweek,

also

in

.l975

values.

week

per

lll
TABLE 5.7

AVERAGE COSTS, BENEFITS AND NET PRESENT VALUE

PER blEEK OF INVESTMENT
FROM

A TRAINEE'S

ALTERNATIVE

IN

ViEWPOiNT

I: 8 YEARS OF BENEFITS

(1e75

DOLLARS)

Annual Rates
67.

(t

)

Present Value
of Benefits

376.71

(2) Present Value
8l .21
of Costs
(3) Net Present
value =(l )-(z) 295.50
(4) Bl C Rati o
(l

w
)

I'let Present Values =

TRAINiNG

8l

(r)

24 Io

276.25

243.93

2t 9. 18

.21

8l .2ì

8l .2.l

95.04

162.72

137.97

3.40

3. 00

2.70

8l

.21

?37.89

Discount

'18/,

12%

319. t 0

of

I

4.64

3. 93

-MC

+ Allowances +

ot

307l

l(r*.oztn-26-ll

MB

= -81 .21 + 96.44 + O.gz

0+rlsz)
l-arv¡aïL-r
Ltutrl

I

|r/sz)(l+r/sz)al6

llz
TABLE 5.8

AVERAGE COSTS, BENEFiTS AND NET PRESENÏ VALUE

PER l^lIEK OF INVESTMENT IN TRAINING
FROI'I A TRAINEE'S VIEI.IPOINT

ALTERNATIVE

II:

(re75

]O

YTARS OF BTNTFITS

D0LLARS)

Annual Rates of

12/,

6%

(l)

Cos

ts

count

(r)
30/

24 h

.68

295. 3l

25s. t0

225.74

8t .2t

8t .2t

81.21

81 .21

81 .21

.27

?70.47

214.10

5.32

4. 33

3.63

432.48

(?) Present Value of

s

18Á

Present Value of

Benefi ts

Di

351

(3) Net Present Val ue

= (l )-(2)

(4) B/c Rario =

351

fåÌ

Net Present Val ues

=

-

MC

Ner presenr values = -Bl

+ Allorvance,

I

- ,r[ (t+r/sz!n-26 tþl tr*äz)n

.zt r-96.44 + o.sz ßfyg)*_J

lA:¡ ¡*---ur,szo

Iut

73.89
3.14

't

I

44.53

?.78

.

lt3
Expression (4.15) permits the calculation

of the present value

of benefits, the present value of costs and the net present Value.
Note that allowances and foregone earnings are already calculated in
dollars,

and

therefore, onìy the marg'inaì after-training benefits

.l975

should

be d'iscounted. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show these calculations with the
assumption

that the duration of benefits is eight and ten years,

respecti ve'ly.

of benefits are presented on an annual
basis in both tables. However, for the estimation of present values
they were considered on a weekly basis in order to make them consistent
Discount rates and duration

costs. For examp'le, the
exponent 416 in Table 5.7 indicates the total number of weeks in eight

with the estimates of marginal benefits

and

years (8 x 52), and 390 indicates the effective number of weeks for
which benefits are assumdd. (Recall that benefits were assumed not to

exist for the first six months,

26 weeks,

after training).

rates of discount are divided by 52 in order to convert

The annual

them

to

weekly

rates.
The

results presented in Tables 5.7 and 5.8

show

that

t¿hatever

the assumpt'ions about the rate of personaì time preference and about the
duration of benefits, individuals are better

off if

they attend a project

under the ltlanpower Corps Program. The net present value
exceeds the

of benefits

net present value of costs for every set of assumptions.

present values range from $351.27 [ten year duration

of benefr]ts

discount rate) to $137.97 (eight years duration of benefits and
discount

rate).

Benefit-cost ratjos range from 5.32 to 2.70-

and

30%

Net

6%

ll4

C. Sensitivity Analys'is

on Selected Paralleters

Tables 5.7 and 5.8 presented diverse net present values due to

different assunptions about the rate of discount and the duration of
benefits. A more general approach can be used to analyze the effect of
changes

in one parameter given that the others are not changed. In this

sectjon two sensit'ivity tests are made. The first shows the effects

on

net present values of changing the duration of benefits for a given

for a
given duration of benefits (fables 5.9 and 5..l0). The second test shows
the change in net present value when changes'in real unemployment

discount rate, and the effects of chang'ing the discount rates

transfers are considered.

in Duration of Benefits and Rates of Discount
It is possible to calculate by using equation 4.15, how the net
present values are affected by changes in the duration of benefits (n),
given a value for the rate of discount (T). It js aiso possible to

Chanqes

to a change in the discount rate, r,
constant. From equation (4. I 5) i t s deduced that:

determine the change in

given that

n 1S

=MB

NPV

due

1

t
+

=MB

=MB

I

'- .2n
T2 (1+r)

l+r

n-26

t
ln

Ltttl

r(l

+ r)n

ln (l

+ r)

"2 1r*"¡h

l+r

l+r
r(l+r)n

l

n-? 6

ln

l+r

+ ln

l+r

(5. l2

)

ll5
Where:
MNPV i

s the

margi

nal net present va'lue,

is the value of marginal weekly benefits,
r is the rate of discount, expressed in terms of weeks,
n is the duratjon of benefits, in weeks.

MB

Also, from the same equation (4.15):

=MBLW+M
T

ttv
=MB

I

,? (l+r)n

L

I

Equations (5.12) and (5.13) show expressions

(5.13)

to calculate

changes

in n and r, respectively. Consequently,
it is possibìe to obtain the total change in present values for changes
of n and r in the following way:
in NPV due to margina'l

changes

ln (l+r)
r (l+¡"¡n

.An = I'fB

n

(5. r 4)

AN

and:

. Àr

ô(NPV)

ôr

z\n

=

r

=

L-zo.

4 years (208 weeks)
18%, ?4%,

A

rr*'r'-11--tttrjl-26-* .'rrr-"-r *

= MB .

6%

in Table 5.9, for

values

|

of r = 6%,12%,

3o%.

per year

in Table 5.10, for values of ñ = 8, 12, 16, ?0

and 24 years.

o.

TABLT 5.9

SENSITiVITY ANALYSIS OF NIT PRTSENT VALUES

IN N, FOR GIVEN
VALUES OF R

TO CHANGES

(1e75

Clianges

in

V

al ues

N

From B to 12
years

l2 to l6
years

D0LLARS)

l6 to

years

20

20 lo 24
years

from B to

24

years

ofR

6y,

105,22

93.13

54,97

42.41

295,73

28.

I 7.05

l4g.l4

5.'1 5

69. 04

4. 06

i .56

33. 62

'l

0.46

16.90

12y,

57

,65

45.36

1B%

31.67

2l .68

24%

17

,42

I0.58

9.58

5,27

30Î¿

OB

.l0.54

.59

NOTE:

shows the.change jn the net present val ue when a change i n the
assumption about length of benefi ts i ndi cated at the top of column is considered,
with the gjven rates of di scount regi stered i n row 'l .

Ceji C.,, in this matrix

j

J

O¡

TABLE 5. I O

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF NTT PRTSTNT

T0

CHANGES

IN R,

VALUES

FOR GIVTN

VALUES OF

N

(leis DoLLARS PER t^lEEK)
Ch

ange s

in r

V

From 6% to 12Í

12/,

18{,

18{,

to

24%

a'l ues

24%

to

30Îl

6Í to

30%

ofN

I

years

- 57.61

'12

years

-129.45

16 years

-15'l .96

- 42.85
- 69,37
- 89.85

20 years

-1 94.90

24 years

-232.23

32.3?.

24.75

I

47.31

33. 38

255.28

'14

37.25

334. 99

-104.27

6] . '16

38. 9B

399.21

-114.35

63. 88

39. 73

450. I 9

56.

57.53

NOTE:

Ce'll Cl I I n th1s matrlx shows the change 'ln the margi nal present val ue when a change in the
assumptlon about the va'lue of the djscount rate indicated at the top of co]umn j 'i s cons i dered
wlth the glven duratlon of benefit,s 'lndicated jn row j.

,

J
J

!

llB

limit of 24 years for the duration of benefits was
selected in order to compute the íncrease in net present value if it
The upper

assumed

is

life of trainees.

that benefits last during the entire act'ive

of the norm group'is 31 years, and therefore
if benefits from training 'lasted for 24 years, indivjdual net present

The average age

of

members

values would range from $591,.23 ($ZgS.50 + $295.73) at 6%, to $154.82
($lSZ.97 + $16.90) at 30%, increases of .l00.2% and 12.4%, respectively.

Cells jn Table 5.9 are

ali positive

because discounted margìnä1

benefits increase with time, but marginal costs do

not.

The values in

these cells decrease when additional years are considered because the

is pos'itive, and therefore, the higher the rate, the
lower the increase for additional years. 0n the other hand, cells in
Table 5.10, are al1 negative, because increases in the rate of discount
rate of discount

reduce the net present value
Chanqes

in Unemployment

for a given duration of benefits.

Transfers

Another parameter whose estimation presented some difficulties

to deficiencies in information is the level of real unempìoyment
payments, êu. In order to investigate the impact on the results of a
u ..
change in e*, it is necessary to apply the chain rule of derivation:
due

(5 . r 5)

ô

(NPV)

'

ôeu

Aeu

--

ô

(NPV)

O

ô MC

¡-.asT

l.'lC

"u
oe

^ou

ô

(NPV

6MB

6 MB

.-.llu

^u
0e

where:
NPV
MC

eu

Ae u

is

the

and

MB

net present value,
are marginal costs and benefits, respectively,

is the level of real unempìoyment payments,
is the change in the level of real unemployment payments.

NOU

ll9
The element

of the po'lynomiaì on the right side of

expression

(5.15) can be estjmated separatedly:
I

.

Accordj ng

(5. I 6)

to equation (4. I 5) :

- -l

MC

This means that the net present value changes in the

same magnitude

but in the opposite direction of a change in margínal costs.

2.

Also from equation (a.15):

(5.17)

O (NpV
ôMB

(l+r)n-26 . l
r (l+r)n

The highest value

this expression takes is

or

r

520 weeks, and

356.26

(when

= 6%/year), and the lowest value Ís

n = l0 years,
I

33.42

(rvhen

n = 8 years, or 416 weeks, and r = 3}%/year).

3. a+

Aeu

ôet
where the margina] cost

can be obtained from equation ( 4.8) and (4.9),

of enrolling in the program (the índ i vi dual
opportunity cost) was defined. substituting (4.g) into ( 4.e
):
(s.te¡

MC=OC =

,lrtul 't

*

'l

(l-u,)l
L-

8

I
t=l

n.

f,

and

(5.1e)

ôMC

o.ue.f,

tlr 't
-EI n.t
t=l

nt

nt

1?0

therefore:

8

I "t"t
u_n
ou = t=I
g
"-t
^
,nt

ôMC

(5.20)

^u

Ò e.

t

a.Ue.t

of ua from Table 5.6, Column (¡),
n, from Table 4.3, it js calculated that:

Using the values

and the values of

8

utnt

tlr
-B--

(5 . 2r )

I
t=l

0.7748

n,

E

For a reduction equa'l to $78, or the
unemp'loyment

transfers, the following result

(5.22)

ôMC

o

o.T

.T

total

amount

of

average

is obtained:

= (0.7748) (-$ze) =

$60.43/week

4' !!9-. ¡.y can be computed using the earníng function (5.6)
E
^ut,
ôe.
as a starting point. The value of MB in (5.6), $0.g2lrryeek,Ís subtracted
from the value of MB ín a new equation, which is unlike equation (5.6)
in that the dependent variable Y, includes onìy earníngs from labour and
transfers. In effect, this requires the assumption
that Â eu equals -$78. The new calculated value 'is $l.ozlweek.l6

not

unemployment

I'"The
6-,

î

=

new equation

.6 + 7.84E + r.ozD
(1.e5) (2.53) (2.e0)

os

F-rati o = 7.37

R2 = 0.12

coefficients of E and D, and the F-ratio are d'ifferent
at the 5% level of confidence.

The regressjon

from zero

is:

121

Replacjng (5. l6)
resul

,

(5. I 7) , and

(5.22) jn (5. l5) the fol 1owÍng

ts are obtai ned:

(-r)(-$00.43) + (goS.26)($0.10)
ô (NPV)
(5.23)
t
^eu=
^u
0e

for a ten-year duration of benefits
year,

a rate of discount of

6% per

and,
6

for

and

=$e6.e5

(NPV) eu = (-l ) (-$00.43) + 133.42)($O.lO) = 73.77
^
^u
Òe

an eight-year duration

of benefits

and

a rate of discount of

30%

year. In both cases, Aeu = -$78, indicating a total reduction ín
unemployment payments, and $O.lO is the result of subtractíng $0.92 from

per

the new regression coefficient, $.l.02.
The

positjve sign in both cases'impì'ies that the net present va-

lue from an indjvidual vieivpoint jncreases when unemployment transfers
are reduced. This result ís due to the fact that opportunity costs decrease
and

benefits attrjbuted to training'increase

l.rhen

eu

is

reduced.

0pportunity costs decrease because the individual would sacrjfjce
less

money income when

payments

entering a training project

if

he received

during the period before training for which he was

no

unemployed.

Benefjts attributable to trainjng increase because it was found

that the marginal increment in

employment earnings expìained

by the

ìength of the training period, $.l.O2lweek, is larger than the marginal
'increment in total jncome, $0.g2 (employment p'lus unemployment)

tra'ining. This difference'is produced by the fact that
the unemp'loyment payments after training in 1975 are not related to the
duration of trainjng, but are determined by other considerations.

exp'lained by

122

related to duration of train.16. Consesuggested by the equation presented jn footnote

However, employment earnings are hígh'ly

ing, as is

quently, the duration of training exp'lains the value of
earnings better than

it

explains

employment

total earnings. Thís is

because total

earnings include a.n exogenous component.

D.
The discussjon

Anaiysis

of

Results

of the results of this chapter must include the

analysis of the numerical results calculated on the basis of the origin-

al assumptions as well as the analysis of the sensitiv'ity of the results
to changes in these assumpt'ions. The basic numerical assumptions of the
model include

eight or ten years duration of benefjts, values of the

discount rate ranging from 6% to 30%, and a wajting period of six
months

the

after training during whích the individual's situation

same as

f rom

before

training. lJith these

an i ndi vi dual vÍ er,rpojnt are

off in terms of earnings

pos i

ti

assumptíons, net present values

ve.

and employabiìity

present values range from $137.9 to

remains

That i s , trai nees are better-

after trajning.

$¡Sl.¡.

These net

The components of present

value of benefits include the training allowances paid during training
($g0.44 per week

in

1975

doìlars),

índuced by an additional week
The net present value

present value

and

the increase in total earnings

of tra'ining

of benefits range from $432.48

of costs

was estimated by

in 1975 dollars).
to $Zlg.lS- The

($O.gZlweek

calculating the average expect-

ed earnings trainees would have receÍved had they not entered the

program. This cost

is

$81.21 per week.

Positive net present values are calculated for alternative
assumptions about the duratjon

of benefits (fante 5.9). If benefits
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last for the remainder of the
trainees active life (about 24 years for the groups studjed in this
thesjs) rather than for eight years, the net present values would
derived from training are assumed to

increase by $29s.73

if

the discount rate were 6%, by $lqg.14 1f

12%, by $69.04 were 24% used, and

by $l0.gO at a

Present values are reduced

30%

it

were

rate of djscount.

if the rate of discount is

increased

(faUte 5.10), but the numerical values of these reductions are lower

the larger the duration of benefits. Therefore, net present values are

positive for every pair of assumptions about the duration of benefjts
and the djscount
Changes

rate withjn the range used in thjs study.

in the level of

unemployment

the basic conclusions that training

is

transfers do not mod'ify

worthwhile from the individual

vìewpoint. A total reduction in these transfers would jncrease the net
present value

(at

of training by 24% to

44%

(at 6%), or by 5% to

95%

30%).

If the assumption about a waiting period of síx months is not
introduced, and it is assumed, as it is in most of the studies in the
field, that indjviduals

can appropriate immediately the benefits of

training, the net present values increase for every alternatjve.
the d'iscount function (4.10) jnstead

djfference, a
shown

new

in Table

Using

of (a.15) to account for thÍs

set of net present values are obtained. They

are

5.11.

The increase

jn net present value is smaller for higher rates

of discount because the addjtional benefit.s appearing in the fjrst half
year are discounted to the time the project ends. These increments
represent an increase
2.5%

(n =

'10

of

between B% (n = 8 years and

years and r =

30%

r

=

6%

/year)

and

/year) in the original net present values.
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TABLE 5. ] I
NET PRESENT VALUES ASSUMING
NO WAITING TIME

AFTER TRAINING

Annual Rates

Duration

Eight

of Benefits

Years

Ten Years

Net Present Values

12%

6%

of

Discount

1gl"

24%

83.08

3l 5.64

257

.70

214.49

I

371.42

297 .91

237.71

194

= -gt.Zl

+ 96.44 + 0.92

t+r)n-l
r(l+r)n

.29

30%

I 55.81

162

.42
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It
benefi

ts

should be noted that the fígures

depend

for the present values of

not only on the I abour market effects of the

(future additional earnings and employment) but also on the
value

of allowances.

unemployment

These allowances are

Program

average

set at a level higher

than

transfers but lower than market wages for occupations

sjmilar to those in which the individual works during a project.
ever,

if it is

How-

the magnitude of the expected wage, defined by equation

(5.6) rather than the markets

b/age

or transfers alone, that individuals

of entering the program, then the value
happen to be larger than this expected wage.

consìder to be the relevant cost

of

average weekly allowances

In that case receipts during training

exceed costs during

This situation has been reported e'fsewhere
Borus and Ziiderman found

in the literature.

that training allowances were larger

individual opportunity costs. For Borus, workers
unemployed throughout

training.

than

who expected

to

the retrainring course benefited from training in the

short-run because allowance payments were approximately $5.50 per

(in

1962

be

dollars) larger than th.eir

income

without

training.

week

Hourever,

lost $166 per week when entering
.17-" Ziderman estl'mated that, for Government Training Centres
retraining.
in the U.K., expected foregone earnings during training (e 8/week) were
those who expected to be employed,

lower than training allowances

[ €ll/week) in l9oo.l8

l7tl. Borus, op. cì.t., p.
l8A.

Z'i derman

,

op

.

ci

415.

t. , p.

371 .
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consideration of what would happen to Borus and Ziderman's

if

results

allowances were

set at the

same

level as expected earnings

for Índividual trainees provides some evidence about the importance of
differences between allowances payments and trainee's opportunity costs
in the evaluatl'on of trajning programs. For example, if the yalue of

weekly allowances had been equal to the value of expected

foregone

earnings, benefit-cost ratios estimated by Borus would have increased
by more than 100%, t^¿hereas the
Ziderman would have increased

social rate of return calculated

to 6l% from 30%. The social

perìod would have decreased from 22 months

net present values (discounted at
the present thesis,

if

to l4

pay-back

months and

8%) would have decreased

by

individual's

by 15.1%. In

allowances are set equa'l to.bhe individual

opportunity cost, the net present values would decrease by $.l3.54 a week

(in

1975

dollars), or by about 5 percent.

sensitivity of the'results to the introduction of
the above mentioned consideration varies f,rom study to study, the conclusion conrnon to all of them is that training programs are attractive
to individuals because in most.ìr.r allowance payments are larger than
Aìthough the

in the absence of trajning. This is true even if they
any ìong-run benefits in their appraisal of the decision

expected earnings

do not consider

to enter training.

CHAPTER 6

EFFECTS OF THE PROGRAj\4 ON GOVERNMENT FINANCE

The evaluation

and outlays

of

of

manpower

is a not frequent occurrence ín the appraisal
Thur" may be two reasons for this. The first

governments

of training programs.l
is the difficu]ty in identjfyíng
transfer

payments by

changes occur

training effects on the receipts

and quantifying changes

jn tax and

the groups affected by these programs.

These

not only during the program, but also continue after the

program has ended as

a result of modificatíons to the pattern of earn-

ìngs and emp'loyabiìíty induced by training.
The second reason

of

is that government participation in this kínd

to the channeling of funds from taxpayers to other
economi c uni ts (traj nees, fi rms, etc. ) . Project analysts are usual]y
more concerned wjth the efficieniy and distríbutional effects of this
program reduces

process than

wjth the financial operat'ion of the process itself.

This chapter presents an attempt to calculate the possib're
impact

of the Interlake

Manpower Corps on

government. No separatjon

the financial ledger of the

of the two levels of

government involved jn

the financing of the program (federa'l and provincial ). 'is made.
results are interpreted, however, it must be born in mind that
the

pub'l í

c

expendi

ture i n the

program comes from the

1

federal

lrjhen

90%

of

government

'For two exceptions see, Michae'l Borus, op. cit., and Einar
Hardjn and Michael Borus, The tconomic Benefits and Costs of Retraining, (Lexington, Mass.: L
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and l0% fron the provincjal government.

This chapter

is

divjded jnto four sectjons. In the

first,

an

estimatjon of the

total costs of operating the program is presented,
emphasizing the importance of the divisjon of total government expenditures between those outlays pertaining to the product'ion of goods and
services and those relating to manpower trainjng proper. Fjgure 6.'l

in detail in these two
sections. Capital expenditures are not included Ín these est'imates
because they are assigned to productíon costs and not to train'ing.
In the second part, a sjmulatÍon of the effect of the program
on tax and transfer payments during and after the completion of the
program is made. This sjmulatjon is based on specific characterístics
of members of the norm and experirnental groups such as marital status,
number of dependents; etc. It provides an estjmate of changes jn tax
sunmarizes the elements which are discussed

and

transfers payments based on the structure of traínees' enrollment

during the period 1968-1975. Therefore, the results can not

be

to the future operation of the program.
In the third part of the chapter, a comparison between govern-

extended

ment gains through higher

well as the

tax recejpts and lower transfer

government out]ays

js

payments as

shown. Because the values of gains

at d'ifferent periods of tíme, their comparison
requires the use of a discounting process. Discount rates of 8%, l0%
and outlays appear

and l2% are used

for

reasons that

Assumptions about the duration

will

be discussed

in the text.

of benefits due to training being either

eight or ten years are maintained in this section. Final1y, in the
fourth section the anaìysis of results

is made.
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0perati
OUTLAYS

Costs

Irru,,

ng

Sa]aries

I

f

I

hlorki ng Costs
(ullowances plus

LrrOport

Program's

Capitaì

effects on

costs)

Costs

Government

Finance

RECE

a)

Transfer savi ngs

b)

Transfer savi ngs
during post-training

I PTS

duri ng tra i n i ng peri od.

period.

c)

ïax ga i ns duri ng
post-training period.

Figure 6..|

of the Program's Effects
on Government Fi nance

Summary

l¡o

A.
General 0vervi

Costs

of the Program to

Government

ew

total amount of public expenditure on the Manpower corps
js divided into two categories. The first is made up of staff salaries, jncluding supervjsors salaries and Manpower corps offìciaìs,
The

and

the second is a composite of trajning and support costs, including

allowances paid by the prograrn and material

costs. Table 6..l shows
the amount of these components from the 1967-1968 fiscal year to the
1975-1976 fiscaì year. For the first two físcal years, 1967-196g and
total operation costs figüres were available. Therefore,
the division of this total between staff salaries and traínjng and supl96B-1969, on]y

port costs was made by assumjng that the ratio of staff salaries/total

for the period 1970-1976 also prevailed duríng these
first two years. Thjs percentage is 20.5 for staff salaries and 79.5
for trainÍng and support. Staff salaries have íncreased at a yearìy
rate of 32.7% and training and support costs at 26.6% p.er year, giving
rise to a combined increase of 28% per year in total operating costs
during the 1967-1976 period. The fjscal period 1971-1972 shows the
operat'ion costs

largest annual expenditure, 887 thousand dolìars, and the 'largest

in the history of the program (see Table 4.7, Appendíx A).
These cost figures have to be adjusted in order to convert

enrollment

them from

year

dollars spent per fiscal year to dolìars spent per calendar

in order to

make them comparable

wjth

government gains. Because

I to March 31, each entry in Table
6.1 was multiplied by .75 (9 months/1Z months) and added to .25 of
the fjscaì year extends from April

the previous year's expenditure. For example, of the $lzl.6g thousand

l3l

Table 6.1

InteflaIe Manpouren CorpS Statemejät
of EXperiditureS, 1'967_1976
(thousands of $)

Fiscal

Year

Sta

Salaries
Costs

(l
1967 - I 968

I 968- I 969
I 969 -1970

1970-1971
1971-1972
1972-1973
1973-1974
1974-1975
1975-1976

)

?4.94x
5l .69*
62.99*
.2?
176.80
197.63
11 6

220 .1

I

221 .40

241.05

Estimated as fol

Soii rõ ê :

ff

I ows:

Training
and

Support
Costs

(2)
96 .7 4*

200.46*
244 .29*
442.81
690.20
647.62
493 .04
456 .49
637.36

Total
0peration
Costs

(3)
1?1.68
25? .1

5

307.28
559.03
887.00
845.25
713 .22
677.89
878.4'|

staff salaries = .Z0S of total
operations
trainíng and support = .l95 of
total operat i ons

T!i r tabl e was prepared for this study by Don N. G ulchak,
strati ve Àss istant of I ntert a ke uai,pãwä""ðoip, on
November 23, 1gl6
Admi nf
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in the fjscal year ì967-1968, only threeor $91.26 thousand corresponds to 1967 expenditures. The

spent by the government

quarters

rest,

$30.42 thousand, plus three-quarters of the expendíture for
.l969 ($l
I 968Ag. I 2 thousand) , corresponds to the total expendi ture

during the l96B calendar year ($219.53 thousand).
Table 6.2 shows the annual cost per ma'le trainee during the

period 1967-1975 expressed

jn the current dollars of each year. Staff

salaríes and training and support costs are obtained from Table 6..l,
while the

dix

A.

number

of

male trainees

The cost figures

no trainee completed

of

js

obtained from Table 4.7

in

Appen-

1967 and 1968 are pooled together because
.l967.

his trajning during

Total operation costs per trainee have increased at a rate

of 28.2% per year,

approximately, during 1967-1975, rvhile

staff

sala-

ries per trainee have gone up by 33.5% per year and training and sup-port costs per trajnee by 26.4% per year. This increase has been most
evident during the two years 1974 and 1975. This sharp increase'in
costs per trainee has been caused by the steady reduction

in the

of trainees served by the program after the peak year, 1971,
and not by the íncrease in total expenditures. (Tota'l staff saìaries,
for exampìe, are lower in 1975 than jn ì973).
number

Traininq Costs vis-a-vis Production

Cost

in the calculation of the costs
of a training program js the fact that not all of the outlays of the
public sector in these types of programs are strictìy attributable to
A phenomenon usual'ly neglected

the training process
Interlake

itself. Institutjonal training,

Manpower Corps, can be

such as the

visualized as a "black box" which

Table 6.2

Staff Salan.[es ánd t^lorkinq Costs peti Male Tllaïnee
Co

Tota

I

0peration
Costs on a

Yea

r

19 67

l96B
1969

I970
1971
197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5

Calendar
Year Basis
($ooo¡

91.26
219.54
293.50
496.09
7 27 .07
850.69
7 46 .23
686 .7 2
B2B .28

r.ps

Training

Staff

Salaries
($ooo¡

18.71

45.00
60 .17
t 03. l4
1 48 .25
198.89
230.36
224 .28
227.28

Salaries
Per Mai e

and

Support
Costs
(

$ooo

Tra i nee/yea

($)

¡

72.55
.54
233.33
392 .95

455.08
369.'14
409.28
397 .45
805.22

17 4

57 8 .82
651.80
515.87
462 .44
601 .00

Training

Staff

1,187.43

I,950.26
3

,443 .64

and Support
Costs per

r

Male
Tra i nee/year

($)

1,764.92

I,431.47
I,559.33

1,551.79
2,639.97
2,659.12
4

,021 .22

9,I06.06

Total
0peratjon
Costs per
Male
Tra i nee/yea

($)

r

2,220.00
I,900.61
I , 96g.6l
I ,94 g .25
3,444.09
3,946.55
5 ,g7l . 48
12 ,549 .7 0

SourceS
Col umn
Co i umns (2)

ir),

Table 6.1 , Column (3), co n verted
ca'l e ndar years from fi scal years.
and (3): Co'l umn (l ) multi p lied byto
respec tive percentages deduced from
Columns (l) and 2) of Table 6. 1.
Col umns (4) and (s):
Columns (Z) and 3) divided bv male
traí nees Í n each year,
shown in
A 7 (Appendix Á)
Column (6): Col umn ( I ) d'i videdTable
by the number of mal e trainees in each year, shown
in Table 4.7 (Appendix
A)

(¡)
(,
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of inputs, including unskilled labour, into a set
of multiple outputs which íncludes more skjlled labour. The cost of
transforïrs a group

the process should, therefore, be djvided

jties

among

the different activ-

which make up the program. Tvro actjvities

in the Interlake
Manpower corps are manpower training and the productjon of goods and
servíces in individual projects. This djvjsion is necessary for the
two reasons discussed below.

0n a project by project basis,

this divjsion permits offícíals

of the program to best allocate the use of the avai'lable
non-human resources (such

as classroom time, counselìíng,

human and

etc.) during

the trainÍng period of each traînee.

training period for a particular trainee ìs defjned as the
tjme which he js not considered to be able to produce at an acceptab'le
The

level without supervision in excess of normal supervision requirements.2 This defjnition introduces some problems in that it is very

difficult to determine what constitutes
tion

an "acceptable level

and what can be consjdered as "excessive"

actual determination
based on

is

supervision.

of

produc-

The

a matter of technical judgement, generally

reports by foremen about the improvement of individual train-

of jndustrial standards.
Manpower corps officials were aware of the existence of the
two cost components fproduction and tra'ining) in the allowance payments
made to trainees, and of the necessity to rely on the judgement of
foremen to estimate their relative importance. Appendix E presents
ees and on the knowledge

2l^lorki

in August,

ng document

1974

T. Boychuk and
Manpower Corps.

prepared by G.

for the Interlake

R. H. Dilay
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the methodology adopted by the

Manpower Corps

in order to separate the

cost components in so far as training allowances are concerned.

The

of a new technique to deal with thjs separat-ion is
beyond the scope of this thesis. Preliminary results provided by the
imp'lementation

Manpower Corps

are used in this section to obtain estimates of training

costs.

for the division of total costs into the
two mentjoned categories is that the cost of producíng goods and
services needs to be removed because the value of the goods is not
included in the calculation of program benefits. This is the most
important reason for attemptÍng a division of total costs into training
and production components. Market and social values for the project's
outputs are not available, with the exceotjon of the Louis R'iel factory
and some housing projects. In summary, only the training activjties
of the program are taken into account in thís thesis.
The second reason

In addition to the separation of the production traÍning components of total costs, one additional consideration is pertinent. It is
that not only a'llowance

to trainees are subject to this separation', support costs, such as instructor's expenses, rental of facilities
payments

for trainees, and staff salarjes should also be examjned jn order to
determine production and training components. with respect to the
first cost category, support costs, it is possible that some of the
items recorded as training costs, in fact correspond to production
costs. some examples of where this occurs are given below, but it is
considered that, in general, support costs are assignab'le to training
rather than production. l,ljth respect to the second category, staff
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it is suggested here that a proportion of these corresponds
to the production activity. Expenses related to job supervision,
sal'arjes'

counselling, and management should not be

ing. Private industries,

not involved

ful]y attributed to trajn_
jn the type of training that

the Manpower Corps provídes, jnclude these activitjes as part of their
cost of production, so a provision for this fact should be made in

calculating the costs of training.
A methodology

of

for the estimation of the relative proportion

of these two cost categories, which should be assigned to
training has not been developed by the Manpower corps. The numerical
estimation of this proportion is very difficult because there exist
no records of the costs of training materÍals used in the projects.
each

Also, the labour input by the

is not categorized

Manpower Corps

as being related

adminjstrative

personne'l

to the pr^oduction or traín.ing

of individual projects. some estimates of the traíning
cost/production cost ratio for the various cost categories are made in
this study on the basis of persona'l interviews with foremen in some
components

projects and with

Manpower Corps

officials.

T.hese

estimates are sub-

iect to change when more refined methodologies are app'líed. The
actual estimation procedure is expìained in the next section.
The separation of the production and training components
of total cost requires another quaìification. If A and B are any
two

projects, the net present value of both A and B combined is not

necessarily equal to the sum of net present values of A and B separateìy:
NPV

(A + g)

the two terms

is

I

NPV

(A) + tlpV (B), where the difference

berween

the degree of complementarity or substitutability
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between A and

B.

The on'ly case

for which A and B can be jndjvidually

is when the equality ho1ds. The djfference jn NPV's, however,
may arise from differences in net pr es en t val ue of benefi ts:
NPV (A + B) I NPB (A) + NPB (B) , or differences in net present
value of costs:
NPC (A + B) I NPC (A) + tlPc (e), or both.
evaluated

I dea

lt y,

the production activity of the program (P) rnust

analyzed in co njunctÍon
absence

of information

with the trainjng activjty (T), but g'iven the

about input costs and output prices

project, a "second-best" solution is to
NPB

(P + T) =

be

NPB

(P) +

NPB

for

each

accept:

(r)

and that:
NPc (P +

T) = NPC (P) +

NPC (T)

is to say, that both actívities are ìndependent on the benefjts
and on the cost side. The information required to calculate NPB(T)
is available from data about the norm and the experimental groups.

That

Information

for

computing NPC(P +

T) exist s, but unfortunateìy,

d'irect information for the calculation of

ly, the methodology
reduces

used

to obtain'ing

The Treatment

exists.

(T)

for separat'ing tr aining

Consequent-

and production costs

(T) from NPC(P + T).

NPc

of Capital Costs

In Table 6.1

into staff salaries
were not included

l.

NPC

no

and

and

6.2

annual

training

and

operating costs u/ere separated
support costs.

Capital costs

for two reasons:

The onìy two

projects under

capitaì cost expenditures were the

the program which requÍred

Manpower Corps

Training Plant at
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Selkirk,

Manitoba and the Loujs

Riel Manufacturing plant at st.

Laurent, Manitoba. Anderson3 estÍmated capitai costs

plant to be 503.2 thousand
made

possjble through the

dol

for the Selkirk

lars in .l969. This capita] ouilay

FRED

Agreement

was

but under the training-Ín-

industry program, and was therefore not included in the calculation

of costs for Interlake
Interlake

Manpower corps presented

jn Table 6.1.

The

corps, on the other hand, allocated $gg,gzs.o9
in January 1974 for the acquisition of machinery at the Louis Riel
Manpower

Plant. This cost does not appear ín Table 6.1 either,
part of the program's costs under the FRED Agreement.

2.

Because these

capital costs represent the

although

purchase

it is

of

r

for the production of goods (park furniture, ladders, etc.),
it is assumed that 100% of such costs correspond to production cost and
none to training.
equ'ipment

Estjmation of Training Costs per Trainee

different cost categories which are used in this study
reflect the way in which operating costs are recorded for adminjstraThe two

tive purposes. Thus, a distribution Ís made between staff salaries
allowances and support costs. The former includes supervisors, and

officials'

remunerations, managerst and counsellors' wages,

the latter

encompasses payments

etc.

The

to trainees, 'instructor

etc., vlhile

expenses, books,

djvision of these two cost categories into trajning

production components is discussed belorv.

3Ian Anderson,
op.

cit., p. .l9.

and

and
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Staff sal ari es.

For each year, during the period l968_1975,

it is assumed that 80% of staff salaries are attributable to the training activity of the program. The wages of adminstrative personnel
are
considered as training costs, but a portion of supervisor
and manager
wages

are considered production costs.

.

The

ances and support costs appear together

by the Manpower Corps Administrative
approximate values which indicate
corresponds

to training

in the summary of costs provided

Director.

that about

and

10%

training costs is

EstÍmates are based

B0%

of the total

on

amount

a'llowances and 20% to support costs.

Support costs are then sub-divided,

to training

figures for training allow

to production costs.

based on the nature

of

with

90%

being attributed

The high proportion going to

costs. For exampìe,
payments to classroom instructors and the
cost of classroom materials,
which form a'large part of this item, can be clearly assigned
to the
training actívity. However, in a few cases, such as the winnipeg Beach
Towers

hotel trainíng project,

where board and room paid

were recorded as support costs, the
and not

these

to

trainees

activjty affected r,¿as production

training.

Allowance payments were ailocated according to a methodoìogy
proposed by G. T. Boychuk and R. l^l. D'ilay in September
lg74 in a workÍng
paper presented to the Interlake Manpower corps (see
Appendix E).

Their conclusion, which was based on the previous experience of trainees
in the program and in the reports of foremen at the project sites, was

that the training cost-production cost ratio varies from g0%/20%
beginning of training to s0%/50% after thirty weeks of training.

at

the

This
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ratio

eventually reduces to
The average duration

al

30%/70%

after

one year.

of training for

group was 21.7 weeks. Therefore,

members

jf the linear

of the experiment-

learning curves

proposed by Boychuk and Dilay are adopted, (see Appendix

ratio for this

age training/production

group

ís

around

E), the aver-

7a%/30%.

Total trainíng costs per trainee. Let s, be the nominal "staff
salary" cost per traÍnee in year t, and let l.l, be the nominal ,'allowances and support" cost per

Table

6.2.

Based on

trainee in year

t.

These values appear in

the assumptions discussed in the two previous

parts, total training cost per trainee in year t, Ti, can be calculated
as follows:

(6.1) At = .8Wt

(6.2)
because

(At)

it

was estimated

Pr = .ZWt

that 80% of

and 20% represented support

W, represented allowance payments

costs (pt).

(6.3) A; = .7 At

(6.4) P; = .e Pt
because

to trai

it

ni

was estimated

that

70%

of A,

and 90% of

p, are attributable

ng .

Rep'lacíns

(0.t)
(6 .5

and

(6.2) in (6.3) and (6.4):

) A; = . 56 r^t. and

(6.6) P; = .18 r^rr

It is also known that Sl, the staff
to trai ni ng, i s equa'l to:

(6.7) s; = .8 st

salary cost attributable

l4t
Rep'lacing

(6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) in the defjnition of Ti:

(6.8) Ti = si

It is

+ Ai + Pi

thus concluded that:

(6.9) Ti = .8 s, + .74 l.tr
to

1975,

jt

usìng data obtained from Table

6.2.

Hotuever,

Therefore, for each particular year from 1968
possìble to calculate

Ti

gains accrujng to the government

will

is

be calculated using 1975 as the

for the estìmatjons (see next section). It is therefore necessary to adiust the values of Ti'in order to obtain the average reaì
expenditures per trainee for 1975 in order to make them comparable with
.1975
real
the present value of gaìns which are to be calculated jn
basjs

prices and dollars.

first is the convervalues for each year in 1975 real values. This is done

This adjustrnent requires two steps. The
sion of nominal

by mult'iplying each year's nomjnal cost by the C.P.I. for'¡finnipeg for

period. The second step involves the conversion of these
real values jnto 1975 dollars by capitaììzing the real cost of each
year to 1975, the period of comparison for government outlays and gains.
Using the compound capitaljzatjon formula, the real cost per trainee
the

1968-1975

in 1975 dollars (Ti) for each year i is:

Ti (l + r)1e75-t
where

r is the opportunity

cost of public funds diverted

to the program

of r used in thjs section are 8%,
10%, and l2% which lje wjthin the range of rates of discount suggested
by the Treasury Board for the evaluation of public expenditures.4
from other potential uses. The values

4Canada

Treasury Board, oP.

cit., p. 26.
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The average

cost of training per trainee

(T') is, then, equal to:

B

T-

t=-l
Tr
t---.:-

Tt

B

Table 6.3 presents the carcuration

capita

of

in 1975 dollars using the numberjcal

section. Table 6.4 shows cost calculations
ment outlays are

near training cost per

values discussed
assuming

attributabre to training. That is,

in this

that al1

it

govern-

assumes

that

no production component exists. This new set

of calculatjons (Tab'le
the sensitivity of the cost

6-4), is presented in order to ana'lyze
figures to changes in the assumptions about the training/production
ratio for each cost category.
columns

(l) to (3) in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the cost per

trainee in nominar varues for

each

year during the per-iod r96g-1975.

(4) converts total cost per trainee jn nomjnal values. This
adjustment is accomplíshed by muìt.ipìyíng each figure in column (3)
by the c.P.I. for the cíty of winnipeg for the period 196g-1975. Once
real costs per year are estimated in this form it is necessary to make
Column

them equ'ivalent

to each other by converting them al1 to lgZS values jn

order to obtain the average cost per trainee during the period. Columns
(5)' (6) and (7) show the rear costs in 1975 dollars using 8îá, 10%, and
ì2%

respectively, as the opportunity cost per year.
The average cost per trainee per year

in 1975 values

ranges

from $4'324-3s ($er.16 per week) to $4,7g2.49 ($g2.16 per week)
under
hypothesis I, which assumes that g0% of staff saìaries and 75% of
allowances and support costs are

attributable to training.

under

Table 6.3

Interlake Manpower-corps.Reaì 0peratìng costs per r',lale Trainee
Hypothesis I: 80% of staff Sararies-and 75%' of Âilo*un..,
and Support Costs are Attributed to Train.i ng
Al l owances

Year

Staff
and Support
Salaries
Costs
per Trainee per Trainee
(current $) (current g)

i 968
I969

364.05

1970

3?7 .41

1971

317.96
644 .17
949.94

295.31

197 ?

I973
197 4

'I

,560.20

I975
2 ,7 54 .91
Average

'I

,323.69
,060. 1 0
'I
,169.50
1,163.84
I ,979 . I 5
I ,994. 34
3,0'15.91
6 ,829 .54
1

Total Ce^ts Total Costs
per Tra i nee per Tra i nee
(currcnt $) (1975 prjce)
4

2,374.75

I ,355.41
I,496.91
I ,48] .80
2,623.32
2,944.28
4 ,57 5 .39
9,584.45

I,816.42

1

,687 .7

'l

,910.53
1,801.14
3,036.95
3,246. I g
4,804.05
9,584.45

Real Costs

per

Tra Í nee

(te7s$)
8%

Real Costs Real Costs
per Tra i nee per Tra ì nee

(1e75$)
10r"

(le7s$)

4,069 .89
2 ,892 .42

4,6?7 .71
3,217 .90

2,807.20
2 ,450 .43
3,825.68
3 ,786. 34
5,188.37
9,584.45
4,324. 35

3,076.93
2,637 .05
4,042. l g
3,927 .89

127"

5

,284 .45

9

,584.45

,249.8'l
,585. 29
3,367.00
2,834. 13
4 ,266 .69
4 ,07 2 .00
5,380 . 54
9 ,584.45

4

,549 .82

4 ,7 92

5

3

1!

.49

Sources:
Col
Col
Co I
Col

untn
umn
umn
umn
Co'l umn
Co I umn
Co I umn

(l)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Table 6.2, Co l umn (4) x .8
Table 6.2, Colunrn (5) x .7s
Colunrn (l) + Coìumn (2)
Co]umn (3) x C.P.L, Ci ty of l,Iìnnipeg

Column (a)
Colurnn (a)
Column (a)
where ñ.'l

x (1.08)n
x (1.10)n
x (1.12)n
,8

J

Þ
(,

Table 6.4
Interlake.Manpower_corps Rear 0perating costs per Male Trainee
Hypothesis II: r00% of Both staff saÍaries ui.'d Arionun..s
and Support Costs are Attributed to Tralning

Sta
Yea

r

AlIowances
and Support

ff

aries
Costs
per Tra i nee per Tra i nee
(current $) (current g)

Sa'l

Total Costs Tola l Costs Real Costs
per Tra i nee per Tra i nee per Tra i nee
(current J;) (ì975 prjce) (1975 g)
8%

197 3

455.08
369. r4
409.28
397 .45
805 .22
I , ì 97.43

197 4

'l

I 968
'1969

I970
197

1

197 2

197 5

,950.26
3 ,443 .64

1

,7 64 .92

1

,431 .47

I ,559.33
I ,551 .79
2,638.87
2,659.12
4,021 ,22
9, I 06.06

2,200.00
I,800.61
I ,968.6
I ,949. 25
3,444.09
3,846.55
5,971 .49
1

12 ,549 .7 0

3,095.53
2 ,41 3 .04
2 ,51 2 .57
2,369.33
3,987. 1 3
4,240.97
6,269.91
12,549.70

Average
Sourccs

I

Co l umn

(t

)

Coi umn (2)
Co ì umn
Coìumn
Co
Co
Co

I
I
ì

umn
umn
umn

ti]
(5)

(6)
(7)

5,305. I g
3,829.18
3,691.79
3 ,223 .44
5 ,022 .63
4 ,946 .66
6 ,7 71 .50
12,549.70
5,667.51

Real Costs Real Costs
per Tra i nee per Tra ì nee
(re75 g)
(1e75 $)

6

10%

12%

,032 .32

6,843.23

4 ,27 4 .84

4 ,7

4,046.52
3,469. g4
5,306.87

4,429.01
3

62.91

,7 28 .19

12 ,549 .7 0

5 ,601 .63
5,319.87
7 ,02? .30
12,549.70

5,963.45

6 ,281 . 98

5,l3l

.57

6,896.90

Table ö.lt
Coì urnn (4)
Tabl e 6.2, Column (5)
Co I umn (r ) + Colurnn (2)
Co l umn
Co I umn
Col umn
Co l umn

t./here

x C.P.I. City of
x (ì.08)n
x (l.10)n
x (.l.j2)n
n= 'l ' I
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)

l,linnipeg

J

-Þ

.Þ
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hypothesis
and none

II,

which assumes that

to product'ion, real

all

costs correspond to training

average cost per trajnee per year ranges

from $5,667.51 per year ($lOg.99 per week) to

$6

,Zgl .9g per year

II yjelds training cost estimates
whi ch are 3l % hi gher than hypothesi s I for every cap'ita'lj zation rate.
($lzo.B0 per week). Hypothesis

These

figures for traininq costs per year per trainee must be

compared

with the government receipts induced by training, whjch are estjmated

jn the next section, in order to
F'lanpower

determine the

corps on the financÍal situation

B.

effect of the Interlake

of the government.

Government's Gains from 'uhe Program

Government's

financial gains from the

program appear from four

sources:

(l) the savings in unempìoyment

payments during

the period of training

(net of taxes lost when an employed person enrolls);

(2) the jncrease in tax collections on training allor,¡ances;
(3) the savings in unemployment payments after training due to the
in the rate of employment produced by training, and
(4) the increase in dírect taxes paid after traininq due to the increase
jn the level of earnings jnduced by training.
íncrease

No information

exists about taxes paid by tra'inees and

trainees in the Interlake Area. Payroll records for the

non-

Manpower Corps

projects are available which indjcate the taxes pa'id by traínees on a
bi-weekly

basis.

These

tax

payments are

of the year due to tax credjt
exempti

ons, etc.

subject to change at the

adjustments by the Province

of

end

Manítoba,
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A sjrnulation

of

changes jn

tax and transfer

payments induced

by the program ìs required, such a sjmulatjon requires a number of
assumptìons which can be summarized as follows:

l.

Every

individual in the

program pays taxes

in accordance

with the income reported in the app'lication forms and the questionnajres.
The possibility of tax evasjon is ruled out.

2.

l4arried couples

income during the

married trainee

3.

fiìe joint

is zero.

year

income-tax returns and the urife's

Thìs assunrption

is entitled to receive

'impl

jes that

every

the marrjed exemption.

in the tax laws. The number
of dependents declared on the program registration form for tax exempJ
tions. One-half of these dependents are belor,r ì6 years jn 1975 and
Exemptions

are those specified

one-half are over l6 years.

4. All

non-treaty Indians receive

unemployed and cease

5.

unemployment

to receive it as soon as they are

transfers

v¡hen

empìoyed.

of treaty Indians stay off the Reserves after
training, and they are considered to be non-treaiy Indjans for tax
purposes. The other half goes back to the Reserves v¡here no direct
taxes are paid. All direct taxes are retained at the source, wh'ich
One-half

impfies that no prov'ision

is

made

for the time difference

between tax

accrual and tax payment.

6. Indirect tax changes are excluded
means

from the ana'lysis. This

that no calculatíons are made for things ljke additional

taxes collected by the government due
were enrolled

in the trajning

program.

to the higher

incomes

of

sales

those

rvho
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7.

As was the case when

the individual varuation of the prog-

carried out, two assumptions about the duration of benefits
made; 8 years and l0 years after traÌning. The six rnonths
"waítíng
ram was

period" before the

commencement

Income exemptions under

study'

are

of benefit is also assumed.
the 1975 tax raws are used in this

Average labour incomes and unemployment transfers

in

1975 values

are used as the basis for the calculation of personal taxes. Figure
6'2 shows the pattern followed in this section to calculate government
benefits from

training.

period consist

Government gains

during the average training

of: (a) savings in unemp'loyment transfers to those u¡ho

were unempìoyed before entering the program, pìus

(b) personal

taxes

paid on training allowances, minus (c) persona'l income tax pa1d
by those
who were employed before training.
Government gains

reduction
v¿hich

after the training period include: (a)

jn unempìoyment transfers

duríng the period when the benefits

are attributable to training are

still

measurable, plus

in income tax coilectÍon produced by higher
training. These values are estimated below.
increase

Government gains during
unemp'loyment payments

ment

the

training.

(b) the

earnings due to

The average saving in

during traini ng wh'ich is real i zed by the govern-

is equaì to the net-of-tax weekly unemployment receipts rnultiplied

by the proportion of unemployed indÍviduals who entered the program.
Gross unemployment transfers amount

It
tax

$78/week.

was estimated, using assumptions

payment made by unempìoymed

This

to

(l) to (s), that the average

índividuals equals _ $1.07 per

week.

is in fact, a tax rebate equivalent to $SS.Oq a year per individual.

l,ie

(a

) + Reducti on of unempl oyment tra nsfers
for those unempl oyed before
traÍ

Government

n

i

ng ( cal cul ated from the

group).

norm

(+) or
losses (-)

(b)

duri

(c) - Personal income tax (or + personal
tax rebates ) for those empl oyed
before training (calculated frorn

ga'ins

ng

training

+

Personal taxes paid on training
experimental group ) .

al I owances (cal cul ated from thé

the norm group).

Government

gains after
training

(a)

+

(b)

+

on i n unempì oyment transfers
to in creased empì oyab ility.
Increase in personal tax paid due
to higher earnings levels

Reducti

due

Figure 6.2
Summary

of

Government Gaj ns

Imputable

to Training
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Net unemp'loyment transfers are then equal to
Horvever,

only

77.5%

$Zg

.07/vteek ($Zg + $l .07).

of individuals in the norm group were unemp]oyed

before training, so $01.¡s per trainee per week
average saving

To

to

government

this value it is

of traínÍng is
durjng trainjng ($79.07 x .775).

necessary

the

to add the average per traÍnee

in tax rebates, $2.47 per week, to indjvíduals who were
empìoyed before traíning. This value was calculated by app'lying the
reduction

set of assumptÍons presented at the beginning of this section to members
of the norm group. Because zz.3% of the norm group were emp'lo.yed at
the time of appìication a reduction

in tax rebates of

[$o.ss per week ($z.ql x 0.223)]

js fully attributable to the program.
Taxes on allowance payments are estimated

to be $6.80 per week
of training for those who were enrolled for the entíre length of the
program. consequently, government gaíns a total of $6g.70 per trainee
duríng each week of training (961.35 in transfer savings + $o.ss in
rebate savings + $0.80 in taxes on alìowances).

.
abi'lity of trainees is increased after training
ment

The emp'loy_

and therefore unempioy-

transfers are reduced due to the program. The reduction in the

unempìoyment

rate,

57.7%,

is

calculated by subtracting the

unempìoyment

rate of the experimental group (lg.g% including those temporarily
unemployed) from the unempìoyment rate of the nonn group (77.6/,).
The reduction

to

in net-of-taxes transfer

payments

$29.07 x 0.511 = $45.07 per week, where $Zg.OZ

is

is

then equal

the value of net

150

unenrployment

transfers per

($ze.o0 + $.l.07

It
ment

week paid

to unemployed individuals

tax rebates).

should be noted, however, that the reductjon

transfers due to one additional

week

in net unemploy-

of training is not totally

attrÍbutable to traíning. 0n1y ì.1% of the additional receipts of the.
experimental over the norm group ís explained by one additional week of
tr

training." If this

ís applied to g4s.07, the resultant
saving in unemployment transfers due to training works out to ne $0.+g
per week during the duration of benefits.
Gains in direct taxes collected after traininq. The members of
percentage

the experimental group each pay, on average, $1,041.00
person per year,

or $20.00 per week.

Average

in

taxes per

tax rebates for

members

of the norm group equaì $l.gg per week (2.47 to those ernployed x .zz3
+ $1.07 to those unemployed x .717). The total government gain is equal
to $20.00 + $l.se = $2.l.38. However, again onìy ì.i% of this difference
(or.$0.23) is imputable to one week of training. All these values were
obtained using the simulation procedure explained previous]y,
consequently they are subject

and

to errors of estímatjon.

Total government qains.

By using the previous estimates

it

is

possible to obtain a tjme profile of government gains from training
which

is

section

comparable

to the profile of costs estimates

of this chapter.
tr

Government gains

made

in the first

during each week of training

Average weekly income of the experi men ta 1 group is equal to
$164.25 and average weekly jncome of the norm group is equal to $82.14.
0f this difference, $B2.ll, only l.ì% (o.ezl982. r I ) is produced by one
additional week of training.

i5l

to $68.70. After training, government gains are equal to $0.72
per week of training (0.+g from savíngs ín unemployment transfers +
amount

$O.Z¡ from increases

in d'irect taxes), during eìght or ten years follor.r-

ing training.

In order to
costs figures,

values comparabìe to each other and to

rnake these

it is necessary to convert them to .1975 dollars.

In

order to do so, real djscount rates of 8%, l0%, and 12% are used here

for the same reasons presented in the calculatjon of governrnent training costs. The results of these calculations are shor^rn jn Table 6.5.
The present value

of gains accrued to the government per week

of training ranges from $242.94 to $¡OZ.g+. The extension of the
ìength of benefjts from eight to ten years jncreases the gains to
government by approximately
between 22.3% and 28.3%

C.
The

values, so

12%. Benefjts durjng training represent

of total

Comparison

gains.

of

Gajns and 0ut'lays

figures for government benefits and costs are both'in

it'is

1975

possible to compare them usìng gains/outlays ratios

for each of the two hypotheses about traíning/productÍon relatíons and
for each of the three discount rates, B%,10%, and lZ% per year.
Table 6.6 shows the results

outlay ratios vary from 2.0'l to
ment can recover more than the

of these comparisons. The gajns/

3.7.

total

This indicates that the govern-

expenditures per trat'nees per

of training in extra direct taxes and transfers

sav'ings.

week
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Table 6.5
Government Gai ns from Trai ni ng
(197

5

Val ues

Duratíon

Annual

of

Benef i ts

Eight

Y.ears

Ten Years

Di

scount Rates

8%

10%

1?%

271.45

256 .49

242.94

307.94

286.97

268 .43

tach cell was calculated
goe.zo +

)

o.tz t(l

us
+

1

ng

the formul ae:

Il
r(

26
+

where r i s the weekly di scou n t rate equival ent to 8%, 10%,
and 12% per year, reipective I v , and n = 416 and 520 weeks
respecti vely

e 6.6
Gai ns/0utl ay Ra t.i os from the Po i nt of
of Government Fi nance
(1975 $ per week of tra'ining)
Tabl

Present
Val ue
Ga

27 1

.45

83.16

256 . 49

87 .49

i

Benef i ts

8%
10"/"
12%

24?.94

Ten Years
Duration
of Benefi ts

8%
10%
12%

307.94
286.97
268.43

EiSht

Years

Durati

of

on

Present Val ue of 0utl

of

ns

92.16
83.16
87.49
92.16

I08.99

I 14.68

I 20 .80

'108.99
I I 4.68
I 20 .80

V Í ew

ays

Gai ns/0utl av
Hypothesis I
Hypothesls Ii

3.26
?.93
2.64

2

3.70
3.28

2.82

2.91

2.22

.49
2.24

2.0t

2.5C

Sources:
Co
Co

ì

umn

lum¡rs

I umn
Col umn
Co

Table 6.5
(2) and (3): Tables 5.3 and 6.4 respecti
(a): Column (ì) + Coìumn (2).
(5): Column (l) * Cojumn (3).
( t):

veìy, converted to weekly costs.

d

(^)
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D.

Analysjs of Results

of data on taxes oaid by the groups used in this
study required the use of information on the number of dependents,
The lack

marital status, race, etc. in order to do a simulation of tax payments.
A1so, a set of assumptions about tax exemptions for each indivjdual
was needed. These assumptions were made

section

exp'licit at the beginning of

B.

0n the cost side, an attempt was made

to include in the estima-

tion of training costs per trainee the fact that not alì
lays in the

program were

are also included

related to

in the figures

manpower

government out-

train'ing. Productjon costs

total expenditures under the FRED
Agreement and these were subtracted from total costs in order to isolate
the train'ing cost. The figures for gains and costs represent a synthesis of the hjstorical pattern during the first n'ine years of the tenon

year program. Real costs are based on the average values for these
years (1968-1975) in .l975 doilars.

is

the case r^¡ith all the estimates

in this thesis, it
is not possible to project the results to future years. Training
costs per trainee have fluctuated mainly because of changes in trainee
enrollment through tíme. It js like'ly that after 1917 the Manpower
As

corps

will

made

continue to operate only two permanent project, the Selkirk

Plant and the Louis Riel factory, as well as a few housing projects.
Therefore, a steadier enrollment, limited by the production capacity

of the p'l ants, i s expected.

.l55

Government

gains depend not onìy on the increase

in

earnings

of trainees, whích can be predicted, but also in
highly unpredictable tax and welfare legislation. Because all the
and employabì'lity

values were expressed

in

constant prices, the applicatjon

of

the

uniform

tax rates for years beyond '1975 suggests that the price-el ast'icity

of the income tax rates'is equal to one. In Canada, both personal
exemptìons and tax rates are adjusted for increases in the price level.
Consequently, the assumption
'r

of a tax schedule neutral to inflatjon

s J ust] rl ed.
The elimination

of the six-month waiting period after training

this study, which would'imply that jndjviduals can obtain
immedjate benefits from training, increases gains from $.l8.1a (at 12%)
to $18.33 (at 8%). The changes represent an jncrease betv;een 15.0%
used through

and 21.8% 1n

total

gains.

0n the other hand, a1l changes
were calculated on the presumption
was

in

taxes paid during training

that the total value of

allowances

attributable to training. The assumptíon that on'ly 70% of

corresponds

to training costs, which

was used

it

in the calculatjon of

costs, would reduce the total gains by $18. 0/week, and would reduce
the

gaj n/outl ay

rati os

betwee

n 5 .9% and 7 .5%.

CHAPTER 7

EVALUATION OF THE INTERLAKE MANPOI^ITR
PROGRAM FR0lvl

CORPS

SOCITTY'S VIEI^JPOINT

Benefits and costs to individuals and to government are not
necessarily benefits and costs to society as a whole. An increase

in the real value of production represents

an economÍc benefit to

society, and the use of real resources represents an economic cost

to society. Transfers of
bution

resources between groups

affect the distri-

of income in the economy but do not affect the genera'l efficiency

of the economy. Therefore, they should be excluded from a social
benefit-cost analysi s. l
This chapter presents an attempt to measure the net gains

to society

produced by

the Interìake

Manpower corps

It is divíded into four sections. In the first,

Trajning

Program.

benefjts to society

are calculated using a social benefit function estjmated from data
on the experimental group. A discussjon

of the existence

and measure-

of other social benefits related to training is aìso presented.
In the second section, social costs of the program are estjmated.

ment

costs include the real operating costs of the program, labour
opportunity costs and labour mobility costs.

These

'l

'This statement requires some qualifications. Taxes and
transfers may affect the generaì efficiency of the economy if they
create an excess burden in the economy, i.e., 'induced distortions
in the individual's decision-makíng process. This excess burden
or welfare cost is normal'ly considered negligibìe, and vrill be treated
as such in this thesis.
'l56
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Sectjon three compares benefits and costs us'ing a djscount function

jn chapter 5. sectjon four
numerical results and their ímplications.
similar to the

one used

A.
The term

díscusses the

Interl ake I'lanpower Corps Benef i ts
from Society's Viewpoint

"social benefits"

has

different

meanings to

different peopìe. For economjsts, socjal benefits relate to Ímprovements ín the general efficiency of the economy, measured by increases

in real productíon (inc'luding extennalities that can be measured
in money terms). For sociologísts, psycho'logists and other social
scientists the term refers to any favourable consequences, usually
not expressed in money terms, for individuals or aggregates of
changes in human or institutíonal behaviour.
The existence of social benefits (in non-economic terms)
has been reported together

training

economic

with pure

economic

evaluations. In the

the estimation of social benefits of

benefits2 in

manpower

first part of this section,

manpower

training from an

efficiency standpoint is made, by means of a socjal benefit function.

In the

second

part

some hypothesized

on society are discussed. This

positive effects of training

latter part

emphasizes

the socio-

ìogical'and psycho'logica'l evidence relevant to the native population.
2Maclrli

I I an

,

lli ckeì and

Cl

ark, op.

ci

t. ,

pp. 49.
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this disccssion is that the incorporation in a benefit-cost anaìysis of those social benefits that
can be attributed to training, even if it were possible, would not
alter the main implications of the economic evaluation, i.e. that
The conclusion which stems from

manpower

traíning in the Interlake Area is effjcient.

Economic Benefits
lt'!anpower

training

improves the productive capacity

of indiyi-

duals and consequent'ly increases the level of real national product.

This increase in productivity represents the benefit society deríves

in institutional training. It is hypothesized that
the real level of indjvidual labour earnings (assumed to be equal
from investments

to labour product'ivity)

depends on

the duration of training in

weeks

(D) and on the educational level attained by the trainee before
entering the program

(t).

A regression equatíon in which D and E appear as independent

variables, and Ye (labour earnings) as the dependent variable,

was

estimated using ordinary least squares. unemp'loyment receipts were

not included in the value of the dependent variable,
represent transfers

of

because they

purchasing power between taxpayers and trajnees

rather than increases in real productivity. Data from the experimental

for the estimation of the sociaj benefit equation.
The result obtained, based on a sample of l16 individuals is:
group was used

Y^ = 65.5 + 7.84E + 1.02D

(7.1)

u (r.gs) (z.s¡i (2.eoi

F-Ratio =

7.37

RZ

=

0.12

D.W. Ratio = 1.63
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AlI
zero

at

the

regressjon coefficients are statistical'ly greater than

5%

level of confidence.

The value

of the t distribu-

tíon for a one-tailed test, 1.658, is loler than the calculated t
values for the regression coefficients (shown in parcntheses under

7.1).

of fit of the equation is
statistical ly signif icant at the 5% level of confidence. l.lulticollinearity between independent variables of the equation is not
each

coefficjent in

The goodness

a problem, because the partial coefficjent of determination 'is

-0.004.

of the Durbin-Watson coefficient, 1.63, suggests
that there is no positive or negative autocorrelation of residuals.
Equatíon 7.1 shows that, for every additjonal week of
training, the real productivity of the economy is Íncreased by $1.02
The value

per week. 0ne additiona'l year

of education increases productivity
by $2.84 per week. Average values of the variables in 7..l are:
Average Education: 7.87 years
Average Duration of Training: Zl.7 r'¿eeks
Average Labour Earnings: $149.46lweek.
As was

the case for the earnings functions from an individual

point of vieul, severaì attempts were

made

to obtain the best speci-

ficatjon of the social benefits equation consistent with the theory

of

human

capita'I.3 Equation 7..l províded the specification in

whìch

3_.
"The

inclusion of age (A) in the social benefits equation
produces the follow{ng estimation:
l= 19.04 + 1.0 A + 9.6 E + 1.0 D

(0.44) (l .48) (2.e) (2.e)
= ..l3
F-ratio = 5.7
D.W. = 1.64
Age is significantly greater than zero at the 101" level of confidence,
but it is not at the 5% level. Racial origin was found not to be
significant even at the l0% level in another equation.
R2
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all coefficients

h,ere

significantìy greater than zero at the

5%

level of statístical significance

It is concluded that the Interlake l4anpower

Program produces

an jncrease

in the productjve capacity of the indivídual and consequently, of the region. This conclusion is based on the assumption
that the rea'l wage rate is equa'l (or positivety re]ated) to the
productivity of labour. using average values for the variables included in (7..l) it is estimated that 14.8% of average 'labour earnings

for

members

of the experimental

group

is

exp'lained by the duration

of training.
Other Social Benefits

It is ímportant to note that jncreased individual productivity
is

considered

in thÍs study as the on'ly source of benefíts to society.

is no reason, other than a methodological one, to
accept this premise. Interlake Manpower Corps officials are aware
of instances where a reduction in alcoholism, time in jail, etc.,
Clearly there

with a consequent reduction in the social cost assocíated with these
events, might have been induced by training.

It is also argued that a higher level of education for the
famiìy (and institutíonal training can be considered as a type of
education) produces a higher level

of

academic achievement

in

depressed

l6l
areas.4 0ther benefits assigned to
increased

job satisfaction,

manpovrer

tra'inìng programs are

'improved housing standards, improved fam-

iìy nutrition, and improved community social structure.5 For some
of them, such as housíng and nutritíon, it can be argued that their
inclusion in the ljst of benefits would be double-counting because
they are "purchased" with the higher jncome level obtained after

training. 0ther benefits,

however, are induced by changes

tudes and I'Jeltanshuung created by the program.

Some

of

in attj-

them are

discussed below.
The

relation

between

higher income and reduced a'lcoholism,

is the subject of debate between
sociologists, psychologists and other social scientists. The evjdence
is fragmentary and difficult to assess and jn no r^ray definite. Rajner

drug add'iction and del inquency

asserts that the results of different studies lead to the conclusion

that "...there is a large environmental role in the pathogenesis of
crimi nal behaví our.

"6

C'l

earìy,

ârìy attempt

to

improve the envi ronment

4Fo. u review of the l'iterature on this topìc, see:
Paul Morgat and J.A. l4acMillan, Education in Area tconomic Deveþprng¡!,
Research Report t'lo. l0 (Llinnipeg
,
Universíty of Manitoba, 1972), pp. 38-39.
5MacMillan, Nickel
and Clark, op. cit., pp.
49-5g.

6John D. Rainer,
"science of Human Behaviour: Contributions
to the B'ioìogícal Scíences," in Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry,
eds. Alfred Freedman, et. al. (Baltim
to.,
1975), Vol. I, p. 102.
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in which an indjvidual develops creates a benefjt to society
represented by a lower criminality

the evaluation of this benefit

is

rate.

However, the problem wjth

not the discussion about its exist-

in the way it can be measured. There are serious shortin the use of court referrals and incarceration as a measure

ence' but
comings

of delinquency or crimjnality. Police dispositions tend to be related
to the dernographic characteristics of offenders, such as race, ôgê,
appearance'

etc.

Consequently, a young native person

is more ìikely

to be referred to court for a particular offense than a young white.
Thís discrepency in treatment would be even more pronounced when
the treatment received by a young native person and an older
white person. The analysis of the effects of the program on the
comparing

reduction of deliquency [as measured by
use

visits to jail) requires

of a norm group in which variables such as physical

dressÍng habits, etc. coincide with the ones

appearance,

in the experimentaì

group. This, of course, is practically impossible
(and experimental groups,

the

because norm groups

for that matter) are usual'ly

selected from

registration forms which do not include any information of that sort.
with respect to alcoholism and drug addiction, the Ínterpretation of the results of various studjes is still more complicated
and

their impìtcations

more

dramatic. Alfred M. FreedmanT concludes

that:
t'. . .
frecent evidence) . . . has cast doubt on
any excìusive relation between addictìon
and socio-economic status.,'

TRltre¿
N. Freedman, ,,Drug Dependence,,'in
Textbook of Psychiatry, op. cit., úol ït, p. láOO.

Comprehens i ve
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of-this conclusion is that there js no reason to
believe tha,t the better economic situation (in terms of earnings
The imp'licatjon

and

employability), produced by manpower training wouìd be reflected

in a reduction in the socjal cost of drug addictjon.
The problem of alcoholism seems to be more seríous than
the problem of drugs, though Chafetz8 reports that
rr

..

.

the

al cohol i sm

rate of

Ameri

can I ndi ans

is at least twice the national average...(in
U.S.A.). . .about ?5% to 50%. . ."
Although comparable information does not exist for the target group,
there is evidence that the problem of alcoholism exists for the group.
As in the case with delinquency, however, the structure of the norm
group is crucial to the interpretation of empirjcal results, and
again, it is almost impossible to obtain comparable groups.9
The influence of the economic position of parents on the
educatjonal achievement
BMorri

in
p.

Com

s E

T

of children

Chafetz

,

seems

to

have strong support in

"Al cohol i sm and Al cohol i c Psychoses, "

, op. cit.,

Vol.

II'

9For example, it is possíble that constitutional factors
may account for the high ìeve1 of alcoholism among Indians and
Eskimos . See, for examp'l e : D. Fenna , L. f'li x , 0. Schaefer and
A. Gjebert, "Ethanol methabolísm in various racial groups,"
Canadian Medical Association Journal, 105;472, 1971. For other
f alcoholism are unvalid and
they only accept explanations based on socioeconomic reasons.
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the I iterature.

lo If

the social net present value of additional

is positive, the induced increase of education produced by
training is in fact a social benefit of the p.ogrur.l ì Fi na'lly,
heal th improvement external ities, especiaì 1y those produced by a
reduction in contagjous diseases, have also been mentioned in the
education

.

literature.l2
This thesis does not include the effect

of induced higher

education on children, reduced alcoholism rates or better health

of the social benefits. However, it can be hypothesized that the magnitude of these effects is positive'ly related
to the individual rate of return to the program, not independent of
it. This imp'l'ies that if the program is successful in providing
environment as part

trajnees with higher emp'loyment and earnings ìevels, reductÍons in
alcoholism and deìinquency and improvements

in both the health environ-

of trainees'children can be expected.
If the program fails to r'mprove the situation of individuals,
these positive external effects do not appear, but most likely they
ment and the academic achievement

0s.., for example, Patricia cayo Sexton, Education and
Income
(New York: Viking Press, Inc., l96l), Þp. 105-lóZlKohno
however, found little support to the hypothesis that
the income level of the parents h,as a determinant of chìl¿ren's education. see: Melvin s. Kohn, cìass and conform'ity: A studv of
Val ues, (Homewood, Il l inois: T

l2Rob."t Goldfarb,
op.

cit., p. 66.
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become

social costs.

It

was demonstrated 'in chapter

jduals do benefjt from training, and therefor:e

5 that indiv-

it is suggested:that

positive social benefits over and above productivity increases may

in fact exist,

It

a'lthough they are not measured here.

should be noted, however, that the inclusion

social benefits which
duces

of these
are related to the success of trainíng, intro-

a bÍas in the results unless

dependent on

some

social costs which are also

the success of training, are included.

These social

costs are represented by the "displacement effect" or the substitution

of trained workers for non-traíned workers in private industry.

This

effect has been consistently recognized by analysts as a possib'le
negative effect of institutional training, aìthough its relative magnitude

is a subject of
Pcrge assumed

Borus suggested

in terms of

controversy.

that the dispìacement effects do not exist.l3

that although this effect

may

numerical results, because there

for

exist, it is

is

unímportant

an excess demandl4 fo"

training is provided under the I,1TDA.
Goldfarb argues that even if this effect existi, its importance is very
difficult to determine. He maintaÍns that the on'ly way.to analyze the
impact of traíning on job displacement is to compare tvro identical
those occupations

which

areas, one in which the training program operates and the other in
l3Duuid

cit., p. 266.
Borus, op. cit., p. 397.

Page, op.
I 4Mi.hu"l

.l66

which no program has been

offered.

Because

the creation of

identical areas is almost fmpossible, he concludes that the

two
measure-

of the disp'lacement effect i's serjously constrained.l5 Hamermesh,
however, uses a simulation model to conclude that, unless the occupations for which individuals receive training are ones for which shortment

ages

exist, the number of dispìaced workers rises when placements of

in...ur..l6
There is no way of measuring exactly the displacement effects
of Manpower corps trainees. This is part'ly because they are trained
in different occupations according to the nature of the projects ín
trainees

t^¡hich they

are enrolled and partly because a portion of the trainíng

is of a generaì nature.

Because

costs (or benefits) accruing to

non-trainees (dispìacement effect or vacuum effect) are not included
here, social benefits

to "third parties" are not

included either.

B. Interlake l4anpower Corps Costs
from SocÍety's Viewpoint

to society are represented by the values of real resources
used in a partícular activity. Two problems usually exist in the social
cost evaluation: (l) the identification of real costs vis-a-vis monetary costs, and (2) the valuation of real cost, i.e. the probìem of
Costs

resource pricing.

l5Rob".t Goldfarb,

op.

6DanÍel
S. Hamermesh,
.P_rc.g¡g¡1g., (Lexi ngton, Mass. :

cit., pp. 71-72.
H

Economic Aspects _of_ Manpower Trai ni
19
eaït-ñ-T ex fñbÎõn-B-o o-r s
36 .

ïg7il;ï .
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first

is

in the list of costs
only those actjvities which impìy a sacrifice of final consumption or
investment. in the case of the Interlake Manpower corps, this
The

probìem

solved by incìuding

would include such things as the operating cost
(exc'luding allovrances

taxpayers

to the

to traínees

economy,

to trainees

of the program

which are monetary transfers from

and do not represent a net

sacrifice of

resources

the labour services of those trainees enroll'ing in the

program, etc.
The valuation

of

resources presents a more complicated prob'lem.

market dÍstortions

exist for any activity, market prices are not
necessarily a correct indicat'ion of resource scarcÍty or abundance, and

l,Jhen

some adjustments

are sometimes required. The most relevant case for

the purpose at hand
The market wage,

stances

is the one of labour servjces used in the projects.

with respect to the private sector jn

is not a good indicator of the social

some círcum_

of labour, especialìy
when workers originating from urban areas are used in those projects.
In most of the activities in urban areas, real wages are set above the
real

level that would

value

in that particular
segment of the labour market. A non-efficient price for the use of
labour prevails and benefit-cost ana]ysis, as a tool for measuring
efficjency improvements, can not reìy on this price as an indicator
of the social effect of a project. However, labour used in the
wage

produce an equilibrium

is drawn from depressed areas where
labour earnings are not artificialìy set by 'legislation, unions, etc.
Interlake

Manpower Corps

projects

l6B

In this case, as will be discussed below, market wages can be used

of the social price of labour.
The remainder of this sectíon is divided jnto four parts.

as a reasonable approxìmation

In the fírst, the rea'l resource costs of operating the program are
estimated. In the second, a valuãtjon of the socjal cost of labour

is presented.

third part deals wjth the calculation of real
mobility costs for trainees enrol'ling in the program. Final'ly, in
part four, a summary of the social costs per trainee in 1975 values
The

is made. Social rates of discount of B%,10%, and lZ% are used in
order to account for the value, through tjme, of the resources which
are diverted.

Interlake

Manpower Corps Real

0peratinq Costs

In Chapter 6, Section A, operating costs for the Interlake

for the period 1968-19i5. These
figures reflect the pub'lic expenditure in manpower training and they
do not consider the costs of production which appear jointly in some
Manpower Corps Program were estimated

program

activities.

Not

all training

out'lays, however, are real

to society. Training a'llowances are resource transfers
that affect the distribution of incorne but that do not affect the
general efficiency of the economy.
resource costs

From equation

(6.2)

it

and support costs correspond

was estimated

that 20% of allolances

to support costs.

The

rest,

80%, repre-

sents training aìlowances which are not considered a cost to society.
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0f the total value of support costs, g0% corresponds to training
proper, according to equatíon (6.4). Column I in Table 7.1 shows
the value of support costs per trainee attrjbutable to training for
the period l968-.l975 in nominal values for each year.
Eighty percent

of the total

value

of staff salaries, calcu-

lated on a per trainee basis, are government outlays on manpower
training which represent a use of real resources, and consequentiy,
a cost to society. column 2, Table 7.1, shows these values for

1968-

of the same table presents thetotal nominal cost to
society assocÍated wíth trainíng for the eight year period starting
in 1968. It should be noted that capital costs are not included
because it is assurned that, although they represent a divertion of
1975.

Column

3

real resources, they beìong entirely to the product'ion activity
not to the training activity of the Interìake l.fanpower corps.
Columns

and

4 and 5 in Table 7.1 show the operating cost per

trainee per year in 1975 prices and 1975 dollars, respectively.

price adjustment is required in order to express

all

values

The

in real

terms, in order to eliminate the effect

of inflation on benefits
for the time spread of costs is required

costs. The adjustment
in order to take into account the fact that the depìo¡rment of
resources into the program impì'ies a sacrifice of investment and
consumption at the time of the expenditure and ín the future. The
rate of discount measures the socia'l opportunity cost of this resource
and

use.
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Table 7.1 shows that

if

8%

per year

is consjdered to be the

of pubì'ic investment, then the average annual cost
to the economy to train one individual has been $.l,925.42 per year,

opportun'ity cost

or $37.02 per week of training. If the opportunity cost is l0%
per year, the average cost increases to $2,019.9? per year, or

of training. Finally, if 12% js considered the
opportunity cost of pubìic funds, then $2,121.45 per year or $40.i9
$38.84 per week

per week has been the cost to society

of tra'ining one individual

in the Interlake Manpower Corps Program
It is again important to notice that these figures

represent

the average cost over the eight year period (1968-1975) for whjch

is available. It is not possible to use these values
as indicators of real resource costs in the future, because their
estimation would require the projection of future expenditures and
enrollment, which is beyond the scope of this study.
information

Social Opportunity Costs of Traínee Enrol'lment

If

only rea'l operating outlays per trainee were considered

to be the costs of the

program

to society, it

would mean that the.

-

of labour is zero. A zero social cost of us'ing
labour in a given activity (ín thjs case a training project) rvould

opportunity cost
'imp1y

that individual trainees can be drawn into a project rvith no

loss in output in the activities in which these trainees were formerly
engaged
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of a zero social cost for rabour in situatíons in
r,rhi ch h i gh unempì oyment or underenpì oyment prevai I s i n the regi on
The use

where trainees

ín

originate has some appeal in the literature, especialìy

models which assÍgn

The consideration

to capítal the sole inrportance in real

of a zero

shadow

growth.

price for labour has sorne.impor-

tant impl icatíons:

1.. It impl ies that the exjstence of the program has no effect on
the size of the labour force but affects ônly the rate of employment and unemployment for a given size of the labour force ih a
grven area.

Harberger has shown that under some circumstances the creation

job opportunities sets in motion a process of migration that
increases the size of the labour force in the area where this oppor-

of

new

17
tunity appears."
There is no strong evidence to support thÍs
hypothesis in the case of the lrlanpower corps program. However, it

is

reasonable

dependents

to consider that

with

them when

some

of the new trainees take their

entering a

project. If

any

of

these

receiving'labour income, ô loss to socÍety, in terms
of foregone product, is induced by the creation of a new vacancy
dependents were

in a project. Therefore, a zero sociar cost of labour tends to
underestimate the true loss to society of job creation.
2. It also ímplies that the individual valuation of leisure is
If it were not, â loss to society equal to this valuation
would
be a cost attributable to the creati'on of a new vacancy.
lTArnold

C. Harberger, project EValuation,

p.

170.

zero.
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In real'ity indivjduals place a value on the le'isure they
have

whjle they are unemployed. Thjs value

equaì

to, or lower than the unemployment

receive while not workjng, but the sum

may be

higher than,

insurance payments they

of the two is usualìy pos'itive.

In competitjve equiìíbrium, these unemp'loyment transfers pìus

(minus)

the additional positive (negative) value of leisure an individual
recejves are equal to the wage he gets

is,

if

he were employed. That

of labour, at the rurgin.lS
Therefore, in this thesis, the social'cost of labour is made equai
to the private supp'ly price of labour in the sector where trainees
they are equaì to the supply price

originate.

lo
''

Individual suppìy prices, also called reservation prices,

for

each

year during the period 1968-1975, were calculated for the

norm group

in Chapter 5 (see Table 5.5, Column ì).

average wages which individuals w'ithout

They are the

trajning can get in

interlake Area of l'lanitoba. Note that average

wages

the

are used

as

l8For^

a discussion of the logic behìnd this proposition,
see: Glenn P. Jenkins and Chun-Yan Kuo, "The Social Cost of Fiì1íng
Temporary and Permanent Jobs," document prepared for the Department
of Regional Economic Expansion, April 1976, p. 7.
l9Arnold C. Harberger, Project Evaluation, p. 164. Harberger

considersdifferentalternativefficja1costof.labour,

depending on the nature of the labour markets in the original and
destination areas of the migrating worker. The social cost of jabour
and the supply price are equal in the situation where the workers
origÍnate from a depressed region and the job opportunities are

created

in

another depressed regíon.
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a proxy for marginaì suppìy prices because it

is very d'iffjcult

to

obtain the latter from hjstorícal regÍstratÍons.
Education has proved

(equation

in

7.1).

Chapter 5

to be an important determinant of urages

Therefore, an adjustment similar to the one made

to account for differences in educational levels

the experimental and the norm group

is

necessary.

between

It is hypothesized

that the opportunity cost of labour increases with additional
educati on.20 Average education

for

members

of the experimental group

is 7.87 years (see chapter 7, section A) and the marginal sociar
benefit assigned to one additiona'l year of education is $7.g4
(regression coefficient of E Ín equation 7.1). Then, for every
year of education that the experimental group has above the average
education of the norm group, an íncrease
$z.g+

in the reservation price of

is required. Table 7.2 presents the result of this
column

(ì)

shows

adjustment.

the unadjusted labour earnings for

members

of the norm group during the period l968-1975. column (z) shows
the average educational level of members of the norm group. In
column (g), Üre adjustment for educational differences is shourn,
and final'ly in Column (4), adjusted reservation prices are calculated.
The average reservation

and J.

price, weighted by the

2othi, hypothesis
has been tested
A. MacMi I 'l an , op . cit., p. 82.

number

of

male trainees

and accepted by Paul I'lolgat
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Table 7.2

Educationalty Adjusted Labour Reservation Price of
I'lembers

of the Norm Group

Adj usted

Unadj us ted

Real Labour
Year

Average
Educati on
(years )

Earni ngs
( $/week )

Educati on
Adj ustment

($/week)

Labour
Ea rn i ngs
( $/week)

(t )

(,?)

(3)

(4)

I 968

67.33

ì s.44

82.77

I 969

75.31

7.60

82.9t

1970

77

8. 39

85.46

I 97.|

92.11

1972

-5.72

74.28

1973

80.00
121 .12

5.9
6.9
6.8
6.6
8.6
8..l

-l

.80

19.32

197 4

97.33

6.2

3. 09

10.42

04.00

7.1

6

.04

10.04

1975

I

.07

Sources :
Col umn
Col umn
Col umn

(l

)

(2)
(3)

Table 5.7,
Table 5.7,

(Es

(4)

Coì umn

(l

I

02.06

)

(2)

Er) x 7,84
wheret EE average 'l evel of educati o n for the experiF=

Col umn

Col umn

9. 95

mental group, 7.87 years

I
7.84
Col umn (

ì)

Col umn

is

(2),fori=1958 to I 975

the regression

+ Col umn

(3).

coeffic ient of E,

in

(7.1)
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enrolled

in training projects jn each year during

is

to

equal

$94.30 per week. Thjs means

1968-1975 (Table 4.7)

that, on the average, the

social opportunity cost of the labour entering a training project is
equa'l to

$94.30 per week ín

1975 val ues .

Labour l4obi I i ty Costs
Funds used

to finance the relocation of would-be trainees from

their original activities to the training projects represent a diversion
of real resources and, consequentiy they affect the social appra'isal
of the program. It was noted in Chapter 5 that individual trainees do
not usually pay for their relocation. canada Manpower, the D.epartment
of Indian Affairs and the Department of Health and Social Development
contribute in different ways to pay for the out-of-pocket
jncurred by would-be trainees.

In

expenses

1976, Canada l,'lanpower paid $50 per fami'ly member

mobility costs. The nominal value of thìs

it
with increases in the cost of living.
1969, when the program

started, but

to

cover

payment has changed since

has pretty

well kept pace

The Department

of

indian

Affaírs pays Treaty Indians $1,000 per household for accommodation
expenses, including the purchase of furniture, drapery, etc. The
Department

of

Health and Social Development pays non-Treaty indÍans

to $.l,000 per household, but the actual payment is often less
than that amount. The payments made by Indian Affars and the Health
up

and Social Development, sometimes
made

called relocation payments,

are

only once to each trainee's family, and their nominal value
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has been constant since 1969. Therefore,

their real varue has

tíme. Table 7.3 shows the average annual mobility
cost per trainee in nominal and real l9Z5 valr.r.2l

decreased over

Real mobilìty payments have decreased during the period r96g1975

at

an average annual rate

of

4.3%, because relocation payments

steadily dropped in real terms from $1,407.06 in 196g to $1,000
in .l975. The average year'ly mobjlity cost per trainee in .l975 values
have

during the period,

is

is

equaì to gl ,179.84/year or 934.?Z/week

if

g%

of public funds, $l,9ZZ.Z3 per
year or $36.96 per week if it is l0%, and g2,ll3.37/year or $qO.Aq/
week 'if the opportunity cost is 12% per year.
taken as the opportunity cost

Total Costs to Society

In this section a summary of costs from society's viewpoint
'is presented. They are shown on a week'ly basis to

make them compar-

able with social benefits, which were estimated at $1.02 per

for

each week

week

of tra'ining.

Average operating costs are $l ,gZ5.4Z per year

if

g%

is

to be the social rate of discount ($g2.02 per r^/eek of
train'ing). This cost is $2,019.92 per year (g3g.g4 per week of
considered

training) or $2,121.45 per year ($+o.zg per week of training) using
l0îi and ì2% respectively as the social opportunity cost. (Table z.l)
21_. -'Thís
information
Counsellor at Selkirk.

was obtained from Roy McCaì'lum, plant

Table 7.3

Mobility Costs per Trainee

_Real Canada
Manpower
Payments

per year
(iS75 prices)

Rea l

Relocation Real Total
Payments Paynrents
per year
.F9l-year
(ì975 prices) (1975 prices)

Real Tota'l

payments in
1975 dol
gy"

(l
I

968

(2)

)

't40.70

'1,407.06

34.00

P¿yments i n
975 dol I ars

I

10/"

12%

(5)

(6)

2,65?.59

3,0i4.9t

3,513.72

I,340..l2

1,474.12

2,339 .24

2,611.49

2,gg7.gg

,276.32

I,403.93

2,062.93

2,261 .04

2,540 .g?

I,215.50

I,337.04

I,8.l9.03

2, I 60.50

,273.43

I,604.'15

I ,957.56
I,694.93

,212.77
I , I 54.99

1,414.57

1,467.45

I,521.30

1,246.3?

1,270.47

1

j,ì00.00

I,100.00

I,ì00.00

I,.l00.00

I

I 970

127

.62

1

1971

121

.54

1972

I r 5.76

1

1973

110.24

I,102.53

197 4

1

05.00

I

00.00

I,049.99
I,000.00

Sources:
Column (l):
Col umn ( 2) :

(4)

1975 dollars

Real Total

,547 .76

I 969

.l975'

t3)

lars

Rea'l Total
Payments in

,157 ,67

1

1
1

I,789.09
,293.57

at ]!]! nrices oI $!0:99 aid per famiìv in ì975-(dependents per famiry = 2).
at 1975 prices-'of 91,000
r''--- aid
-'- Iþer trainäe in igZS.
Coi unrn (3): Co]umn (l) + Column ie).
Coì umn (4 ) :
Column (3) x (1.08)n
Col unrn (5 ) : Column (g) x (l.lO)n
Co] umn (6 ) :
Co'lumn (3) x (1.ìZ)n
whereno0,7.
Real values
Rcal values

--t
oo
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Average labour opportunity costs are equal

participation in a training

program.

to

$gq.¡O per week of

Average labour

are $34.22 at 8%, $36.96 at l0% and $40.64

at

12%

mobility

costs

rates of social

of pubìic funds. Total costs are then equal to $ loS.S+
at B%, $.l70..l0 at 10% and $175.73 at 12%, per week of traÍning.
All these costs are in 1975 values.
costs

C.

Comparison

of Society's Benefits

and Costs

Benefíts to society due to higher labour productivity are

to last for eight or ten years after training. Costs are
cal cul ated i n I 975 val ues. Therefore, it is- necessary to discount
future benefits to .1975 using an approach simjlar to the one used
in chapter 5 for the calculation of individual net present values.
assumed

Tables 7.4 and 7.5 summarize society's net present values

discount rates with the duration

of benefÍts

assumed

at different

to be eíght

and ten years respectively.
The present value

assumptions. The

first

of benefits

uras

were calculated under two

real social benefits per

week

of trainíng,

$1.02, remain constant for the duratíon of benefits and then suddenly

disappear. The second assumption was that a six-month waiting period

exists before society can capture the benefits of a higher productivity.

tB0

Table 7.4
Net Present Values from Soc'iety's Viewpoint
[Eight Year Duration of Benefits)

Social 0pportunity Cost of
Publ

ic

Funds

101"

8%

Present Val ue of

Benefits

(PVB)

Present Val ue of
Costs (PVC)

llet Present Value

(tlPV)

Benefit-Cost Ratio

(r+r^)390-l
PVB=1.02x[- >
rr(l + .r¡4ì6 't'
-'r

PVC

12/"

287.27

266.05

246.87

r

6s. 44

170. t 0

175.73

I

2l ,83

95 .95

1.74

I.s6

71

.14

ì .40

r^s is

the weekly discount rate
equivaìent to 8%, 10% and 12?l per year.

where

= reservation price + mobilitv costs + operating costs per week.
(Tab'les 7. 2, 7 .3 and 7. I , respecti vely).

lBl

Table 7.5
Net Present Values from Society's Viervpoint
(Ten Year Duration of Benefits)

Social Opportunity Cost of
PubI
8%

ic

Funds

101í,

12?¿

Present Val ue of

Benefits

(PVB)

338.94

Present Val ue of
Costs (PVC)

I'let Present

Val

I

ue

(NPV)

Benefit-Cost Ratio

PVB

= ì.02 x I

(1

* .r)

r, ('l
PVC

+

1na

., l

.520

trl

t

309. 25
.l

6s.44

70.

.¡0

282.98
17s.73

I 73.50

139.15

107 .25

?.04

1.82

r .61

r, is

the weekly discount
rate equivalent to 8/", 10/" and 12%
per year.

where

= reservation price + mobility costs + operating costs per week.
(Tabl es 7.2, 7.3 and 7.1, respectively).
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D. Ana'lysis

of

Results

results presented in Tables 7.4 and 7.5 suggest that the
socìal benefits derived from manpower trainjng in the Interlake Area
The

exceed the value

of real

resources used

in the program. This

conclu_

sion holds for every value for.the social opportunity cost of pub'líc
funds consÍdered in this study (g%, l0% and 1z%), and for both assump-

tions about ìength of benefitS, eight years and ten y"urr.22
The social net present value of an additional week of training
under the program ranges from $71.1 to $173.5, and the benefit_cost

ratio

ranges from .l.40

to 2.04, given the

estimates were based. The relaxation
no

significant

changes

of

assumption on whích the

these assumptìons produces

in the conclusÍons.

The extension

of the dura-

tion of benefits by one additíonal year (from l0 to lì years) Íncreases
the net present value by $so.l4 at g% (a ì7.4% increase), by $le.se at
10%

(an increase

of r3.3%),

and by $rs.oo

at

12%

(an increase

of

14.0%

over the net present value corresponding to a ten year duration of
benefi ts ) .

internal rate of return for the investment in traíning from
a socjal point of view (i.e., the social opportunity cost at which the
The

social net present value is zero)
22-"For

is

approximateìy 19% per week of

a detailed calculation

of the opportunity cost of capital
of Rates of Returns
capitá] in canadã,i in Benefit cort u¡_d_!g_lisy

in Canada' see Glenn P. Jenkins,

"The Measurement

and Taxation from.Private.
ed. William Niskanen et.al
Sgly¡jå,
245.

.

(Chicáso:

nffi
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of training for a ten year duration of benefits
year duration of benefjts.23

and 17%

for an eight

results do not include multipìier effects induced by the
additiona'l employment created by the program. Borus concludes that
These

retraining usually takes p'lace in a less than fully employed
economyi secondary effects in terms of induced consumption and investbecause

ment appeur.24

It is

that if multiplier effects on the
benefjt sjde of the program are considered, multiplier effects on the
cost side should also be included. These cost multípliers may exist

when

the creation of

ram generate

this

argued here

new vacancies

or

new

iob opportunities in the prog-

a migration flow larger than the

number

of vacancies.

In

social labour cost is a multiple of the individual opportun-

case the

ity cost.2s Becuase no dynamic ana'lysis is done for costs in thÍs study,
no income multip'lier is considered either.
Also, it is necessary to recall that the numerical results
obtained here are subiect

to a bias in the sense that a "disp'lacement
effect" may exist due to the reduction jn screening costs accrued to
private

firms.

in chapter 3,

The nature

and

of this

screening-cost saving was introduced

its'impìications are discussed in chapter

g.

23Not"

thut the internal rate of return is univalued because the
profi I e of benefi ts and costs satisfies the conditions established
in
Chapter

in his

3,

Sectíon

D.

24Michael
Borus, op. cit., p. 400. He uses a murtip'lier
evaluation.
25.
--.lenkins
and Kuo, op. cit., p. 16.

of
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CHAPTER 8

LiIIITATiONS OF THE STUDY AND
FOR FURTHTR

training

The I'lanpower Corps

better

in

economic and

SUGGTSTIONS

RESEARCH

program was designed

to

provide

social condjtions for people who are disadvantaged

of educational level, employability, etc. in the Interlake
Area of l''lanitoba. The fact that this thesis professes to measure the
terms

economic

false

benefits and costs of the program in dollar terms may give

sense

of accuracy in

a

one respect while actually negiecting the

social impact of the program.

It is clear that the decision of policy-makers
not to continue with

manpower

be made exclusive'ly on
and

about whether or

training in the Interlake Area can

not

efficiency grounds. Non-measurable distributional

social effects can outweigh efficiency criteria at the time of

government decision about

framework

for

investing in

ana'lyzing the

many more economic

for calculating

training. unfortunately,

distributional impacts of the program covers

units than those for which information

economic

efficiency

was available

improvements (see Figure 3.2).

In addition, the distributional effects of training
must be compared

the

with those of other anti-poverty

programs

programs

in order to

select the rnost effective option avaÍlable. Although these alt'ernatÍves
existed under the
increased the

FRED

Agreementn

the data deficiencies would

lÍmítations of the study
184

have

and would have impair:ed the
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reliabjlity of the results.
program

l.lhen

the efficiency'improvements of

one

are studied, the alternatives are measured, aìthough not

wjthout contention, by the social rate of discount, although there

is room for argument.on this point.
of this thesis, nameìy, the measurement
of economic benefits and costs in efficiency terms, this chapter presents the ljmitations of this study with regards to the quality and
availability of information and to the methodology chosen for ana'lyzíng
this information. This chapter is divided into five parts. In the
first, a review of the limjtations of the approach used and of the
availability of data is presented. In the three following sections,
specific methodologicaì limitations inherent in estimating the effects
of the program on individuals, government and society, respectjvely,
are presented. In the final section, some areas in which further
Recalling the objectives

,

research

is

required are discussed

A.

Limitations of the Evaluation

Approach

General Limitations
As was noted

in

Chapter

3, net present values greater

than

in this study for individuals and society, do not indicate
that the program, as it is currentìy designed, represents the best use
of resources for manpower training. There has not been any discussion
in the thesis of alternative forms of training for tvro reasons:
zero found

l86

l. Because the most logica'l alternatjve to evaluate the
effectiveness of government sponsored trajnjng is manpower traìning
ín pnivate enterprise, the study of firm behaviour v¿ith regard to
screening, counse'ling, hiríng practices, etc. would have been necessary.
Due to time and budget limitations, this study was not undertaken
(and has not been undertaken Ìn the Area).
2.

defjnitive conclusion about the potent'ia1 effectivel4anpower Corps can be dratryn after onìy eìght
years of operation. It is not possjble to judge the future impact of
the program on the basis of results obtained during its injtial operation. Thus, it would be unreasonable to invoke a comparison of its
performapce from 1968-1975 with that of other older more establjshed
ness

No

of the Interlake

for discotttinúi,ng it.
In relation to the'last point, it should be noted that the
framework used in thís study helps to assess the impact of the program
since its creation but fails to determine the prospects of the program
programsr as evidence

should

it

continue beyond the ten-year span designated under the

FRED Agreement.

If this last pojnt is to be clarified, the emphasis in the
quantitative method must be changed from an expìanatory to a fore-

in Chapters 5 and 7 are not useful for
projecting benefits and costs to the future because of the large
standard error of the estimates. Simiìarly, operating costs estímates
require further analysis, especially due to their sharp increase in
later years. Also, the 'last year for which information was available,
casting one the equations

l
'Thi s poi nt i s emphas ized by Rober:t S. Gol c.ifarþ, op.. clt r ,
p.60 and by Kenneth Hal.l and Isobel l4iller, Retráining and Tradition:
The Skilled I'Jorker in an Era of Change ftondo
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1975, proved

to

be a poor jndicator

of trainees'status after

training due to the small number of clients available for that
particular year. Therefore, a different basis for forecasting should
be obtained when the projectfon

included

in the analysis is

done,

of the program urould be lower
ment

of the trend for

it

appears

and the

each

of the variables

that the social return

effect of the program on Govern-

finance less favorable compared to actual estimates

in this
study. The reason is the íncrease ín cost per tra'inee in.the last two
years (fa¡le 6.2) due to reduced enrollment.
made

it is expected that the effectiveness of the program in providing manpower training will improve with
time. It is the hope of the author that the conclusions derived from
As was mentioned previously,

this study wiì'l also help the officials of the program to better shape
the projects. However, some variables which influence the outcome of
these projects are highry unpredictable

(for

example, the demographic

characteristics of future trainees as well as future

employment

conditions).

In addition, changes in

minimum

wage'legis'lation, which indirec¡y

affect the level of trainíng aìlou¡ances,

in tax rates,
tax exemptions and transfer payments, are not predictable. It is even
Ímpossible to predict if the program will last long enough to permit
the attainment of an effective scale of operation.
A final remark wi-i;b'.respect to the theoretical framev¡ork is
required. According to the human capitaì approach used in this study,
and changes
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is

of contjnuous adjustment in order to absorb
workers with higher'levels of train'ing (or at least a great part of
them). what is not possible to determine js whether training progràrr,
the labour market

capab'le

especially those with a generaì component, in fact provide the individual
with new skills or whether they are s'imply an efficient worker selection
mechanism devised

or both.

Even

by the public sector on behalf of the private sector,

if this last effect (studied under the name of the

"screening hypothesis" or "theory

of credentialism" when appiied to
education)'exists, it accounts at best for the situation of trainees
r)

immediately

after training

and

not necessarily for earnings and employ-

jn the 'long-run. Therefore, although djfferent theories could
have been used in analyzing the impact of manpower trainíng, the human

ment

capital

approach seems

to

have

the

most logica'l]y coherent framework,

in spite of all the defficiencies which have been noted.
Limitations Related to the

Norm Group

Undoubtedly, the greatest 1Ímitation

ion of the

norm

group. Apart from the usual

of thís thesis is the selectproblems encountered

selection of norm groups, in the case of the interlake
these prob'lems are complicated by the

)
'Mark Blaug,

thesis, p.

34-35.

Manpower crops

fact that the information about the

two groups (norm and experimenta'l) are not
why the methodology used

in the

strict]y

comparable. This is

in this thesis relied more on the

op.cit., p. 846. See also Chapter 3 in this
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information about the experjmental group than on the informatjon
about the norm group
The

fact that the informatíon for the norm group includes onìy

the earnings and labour status at the tjme of admjssion to the
may have introduced

a selection bias

because traÍnees under

in its construction.

program

This ís

the program may have considered training to

be a close substitute

to being unemployed. The labour situation just
before trainíng vrould tend to be characterized by a ìarger unemployI

ment

rate than the overall labour situation during the year príor to

application to the program.

If this is true, the individual

opportunity

cost calculated in Chapter 5 would tend to be underestimated, but not
by much, given the small differences between avera-oe labour earnings
and average unemployment trans,fers.

In addition to this, a norm group selected from the applicants

to the program and not from.tire target population, as Macl4illan,
Bernat and Flager dÍd,3 prevents the results from being extended to

in the Area. This means that it is not possib'le
to infer that the program would improve the economic situation of any
inhabitant of the Interlake Area. However, jf the existence of differential motivation between residents of the area and app'licants to
the program is accepted, this shortcoming is not crucial. The officials
of the program do not select randomly the clients for the projects,
the whole population

but rather rely on individual motivation to app'ly for admission.
3 0p.

cit., p. ì0.
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Ljmitations of the Experimental
The most ímportant

Group

limjtation is the question of the randomness

of questionnaire response.

It

can be argued

that those

who could be

in towns and v'illages, and even in þljnnipeg, (as was
true jn most of the cases) where earrì'ing levels, inc'lud'ing

contacted lived
generaì'ly

unemp'loyment

earnings, may be 'larger than in more remote p'laces. In

addition, perhaps those
do so because

who answered

their situatíon

trainee, while

was

the form were more motivated to

better than that of the average

it is precisely this lattef individual that the

earnings funciion was intended to describe.

In

summary,

the deficiency in'the quality

of informatjon,

l'inked, to be sure, to the nature of the clientele, reduces the
confidence

This

jn the numerical results presente'd throughout this

thesis.

is the reason why a great deaì of emphasis is put on the sensitivity

ana'lysis

of the estimated parameters.

B.

Limitations of the Evaluation from
an Indivicual Viewpoint

Chapter 5 presented the empirical ana'lysis leading

to

the

of net present va1ues for the investment ín manpower training
from a traínee's viewpoint. Apart from the data lÍmitatjons noted
in the previous section, some specific methodological pÍtfa'lls should

estimation

be stated:

l9l

l.

Earníngs from work and unempìoyment receipts should have

been exp'lajned independently,

rather than pooled together as in

of the unemployed members
of the norm group d'id not report unempìoyment earnings,'length of the
unemployment pe¡iod, etc. impeded a more detailed analysis of the

equations 5.3

determinants

to 5.5.

of

The

fact that

most

unemployment.

The supply-demand equations

expla'ining differences
than differences

in

in total

in

Chapter 5 were used

incomes between

earned incomes

for

individuals rather

alone. Clearìy, the resultant

djfferences attributed to train'ing depend on the level of

unemployment

transfers,4 and consequently, the regressjon coefficients of the

of training,
education, etc., but ajso the relative extent and jmportance of the
"welfare state" as judged by the size of welfare payments.

earnings functions reflect not only the effectjveness

2.

1l to l2 percent of earnings variances are exp'lained
by the equations in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. Although the difference
is assumed to be randomìy determined, the search for new variables
Qnly

still continues. However, jt

should be emphasized

that the obiective

of the earnings functions in the present study is not the comprehensive
expìanation of the determinants of indivídual incomes, but the calculatjon of marginal benefits attrjbutable to training. Statistically
44, th. comparison between equations 7.1 and 5.4 shows, the
vajue of the regression coefficíent of D iS sensitive to changes in
the value of transfers.

.
signifjcant coefficients for

3.

D

satisfy this objective.5

Employab'ility and income obtajned from trajning were

estimated by the same equation, although the real effect
may be on

of trajning

only the probabi'l'ity of re-employment. Trajnjng can raise

the employability of an individual without any increase
(compared

192

in

income

wjth non-trainee).6 Further study of trainìng on both

earni ngs and emp'loyabÍ 'l i ty separate'ly i s requi red.

4. All

the numerical results are expressed on a "per-week

of train'ing" basis. It is not possible to compute the trainee's net
present value for a particular project of duration x weeks by just
multip'lying the figures in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 by

x. This is so,

of labour is not constant over the length
of the training project. Because one additional week of training was
shown to be sufficient to increase earnings, and because it was shown
that the completion of the courses did not determine earnings differentials, it can be concluded that for every additional week of training,
because the opportunity costs

5cuin reviews some of
the misuses of a high R2 as the criterium
for accepting a particular earnings function, and refers to some specific
works in the field. See: Glenn G. cain, "The challenge of segmented
Labor Market Theoris to Orthodox Theory: A Survey," Journal of o
Economic Literature, XIV, 4 ('1976), rp. 1244. The preseñle of îõw R'
when cross-section data are used is expected.
6Robert

S. Goldfarb, op. cit., p.

64.
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the individual opportunity cost of entering the program rjses by $o.gz.
The weekly value of the rest of the variables which deternine the net
present values foperating costs, allowances,...) do not change

the length of training

of this

is altered

(see Appendix F

for

some

when

implications

phenomenom).

5.

The adjustment made

to the norm group's earnings in

to correct for differences in educational levels

between

this

order

group

the experimental group has one implication which is worth mentioning.
In equation 5.7 the value of additional earnings produced by additionat

and

education (the regressíon coefficient

of D) is

for both the experimental and the norm group.
add'itional education for

assumed

to be the same

The opportunity

cost of

of the norm group is lower than the
opportunÍty cost of additional education for members of the experimental
members

group because the former group's earnings are lower than those

latter.

of

the

Therefore, the adjustment

of the norm group earnings made in
Table 5.5 would imply that the marginal rate of return to educatÍon
is ìarger for non-trainees than for traÍnees. There is no evÍdence 'ço
support this position. Further studies should examine the alternative
of adiusting norm group earnings by the marginal return to the additional
education

of the experimenta'l

6.

The

group.

results of this study are

based on

the assumption that

the probabi'lity of survival of the group of trainees ís 100% during each
one of the eight years (or ten years) after training for which duration

of benefits are calculated.

The inclusion

of specific mortaìity rates

19û

(not available for the native group'living in the prov'ince of
would reduce the expected monetary benefits from

Manitoba)

training and,

con-

sequently, urould reduce the calculated net present values.

7.

The possible movernent

is not discussed here.

The model assumes

training wi'11 become either
The introduction

of trajnees out of the labour force

employed

that male trainees after

or unemployed in a predictable

of non-participation

vJay.

does not modify the conclusions

of the thesís, provided that the retirement from the labour force is
a voluntary basis.

made on

8.

As was emphasized

in chapter 3,

Section A. the individual

profile of benefits

and costs should have been constructed on an

after-

tax basis, although

it

of

was done on

a pre-tax basis.

The absence

reliable information prevented this from being done. It can be concluded, however, that accepting the existence of progressive effective
tax rates, the net present values after_tax would be lower than
shown

in

those

Tables 5.7 and 5.8.

9. Finally,

to non-economic
amenities obtained by trainees Ín some low-paid activities such as
farmÍng, trapping or fishing. The use of earnings as the on'ly measurement of program effectiveness tends to undervalue benefjts as wel I as
opportunity costs. The final result in terms of net present val ue depends
no monetary value has been assigned

on the occupational composition
on the valuation

of the norm and experimental

of these amenities.

groups

and
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C.
The
The

first

Limitations of the Evaluation from
a Government Viewpoint

limitations of the analysis in chapter 6 are of two types.

type comprises those limitations related to the separtion of

the training (or

human development) component and

the production

com-

of total operating and capital costs. The second type includes
those limitations related to the calculation of government benefits
ponent

from training.

of Training and Production Costs
The division of total government expenditures

The Separatjon

beh^¿een

production

costs and training costs proper has seldom been made in previous studies,
even though
grams

it is particularly

that also

produce

for institutionaT training progoods or services. The criteria for separation
relevant

are based on the judgement of supervisors. In this thesis, the divisíon

is based on technical reports based on a few projects (some housing construction and the Seilkírk Plant). Appendix E presents the details of
this division.
The best way

support costs,

etc.

to assert

r^rhich

portion of allowances, staff salaries,

to production

to traÍning is
by "...delving into the'black box'that turns resource costs into benefits..."7 In effect this means anaìyzing the process by which skills and
corresponds

and which

information are gained. This requires the analysis
formance

of on-the-job per-

of individual trainees, classroom trainíng performance,

effectiveness, etc.
TRobert

Goldfarb, op.

cit., p. 60.

counseling
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limitations to the estimates of the ratio of production cost
training cost used in this thesis are:
Some

l.
one

As was mentjoned

training project

in

Chapter

2,

traínees take more than

some

their productive level at the
start of a new project is higher than the level of a newcomer (see Table A.l).
In aggregate terms, the appraisa] of this difference is very difficult,
but in specific projects an initial "statement of training experience"
and consequentìy

should be done for each individual

ience in other

l4anpotuer

of previous training
different projects.

2.
ject

in order to account for previous experCorps projects. It is expected that the inclusion

experience would modify the

specific ratios for

The"learning curves" applied to the indÍviduals

(see Appendix E) are not

flexible

enough

to

in every pro-

accommodate

istics of trainees such as age, education and sex.

the character-

in practical
terms, the task of devising one curve for each characteristic is very difficult and time co-nsuming, and reflects the improvement for onìy the
However,

"average" trainee.

Finally, two additional considerations should be noted. Fírst,
the inclusion of the total varue of capitaì costs as training costs
(instead

of

100%

production costs as was done

in chapter 6) would

not

substancially affect the results.S The second consideration is that movements costs per trainee paid (estimated in the next chapter) were not
included here as government outìays, a'lthough
8_.
-The

in

most cases government

increase in averagÇ rea'l resource costs per trainee due to
the inclusion of_capitaì costs-(.assumilg a 20 year ìife for
tne equipment
and no saìvage value)' ranges between $ão an¿ izs in ì975 valuãs approximate'ly.
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agencjes pay

for

these

costs.

The jnclusion

of this addjtional outìay

(of about $36/rveek) would reduce the gains/outlay ratio.

These ratios

would vary between 1.60 and 2.63 approximately. Therefore, gains/outìay

ratios estimated in Chapter 6 tend to be overvaluated.
The Calculation
The

of

Government Gains from

list of workÍng hypotheses

regarding the level

Trainin

shown

of tax exemptions for

norm and the experimental groups suggests

in

each

Chapter

6, Section

B

indivídual in both the

that the results should be

at best as a rough approximation to reality.
It is worth noting that the Interlake I'lanpower corps program
was not designed to recover the financial investmentr9 Therefore,
taken

government gains and outlays were evaluated more

to

prov'ide a method-

oìogical framework for analysis rather than for the impìications of the
results.

D.
It

LimÍtations of the Evaluation frorn
Society's Viewpoint

has been argued throughout the study

that the exclusion of

external effects can be considered the main methodo'logical ìimitation of

this thesis in

terms

of the social evaluation.

These

external effects

can be positive (health improvement, increased education,

ative (displacement of already empìoyed workers).
bias introduced

relative

when these

The

effects are not included

etc.) or neg-

direction of the

depends on

their

magnitudes.

9Mor.ou"", in the
St. Laurent project and ih the Se'lkirk Plant,
capíta1 costs were written-off, so the val ue of final product is intended
to repay onìy operating costs.
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The

results of thjs study should be regarded with

because those who answered the questionnaire were

some caution

in general,

more

industrial-oriented than those in the basic group (Áppendices A and D).
Since the income profiles for trainees engaged in industrial occupations

after training are higher than jncome profiles for those engaged in
prirnary occupations such as farming and fishing, it follows that the
net present values shown in Chapters 5 and 7 are biased upwards in terms
of the effect of the program on a typicaì trainee.

is due to the narrow view of the measure of
success of the program used in the study, i.e. the increase in total
This limitation

earníngs.

It Ís clear that not all

after training

were related

occupations in whích trainees engage

to the type of training provided by the pro-

gram. The reason may be that information is also a source of benefits
from the program' and it may happen that the decision of a trainee to
return to farming or fishing is based on the information obtained during

training (ãbout r^¡orkíng conditions, emp'loyability, routines, etc.). The
use of earnings, as a measure of training success may understate the true
importance

of the program.

E.

Suggestions

In Chapter 3,

this nature

some

Research

basic theoretical issues, which studies of

must consider, were

has not covered

for Further

established.

The

fact that this study

all of them leaves some areas open to

investigation. A number of those are:

empi

ri cal

I

l'

The program' as

Ít is currentìy conceived, provide.s trainees

with skills as weil as with information about job opportunities.
observed increase

Sr9

in empìoyabilÍty

and earníngs

The

is produced by the

effect of both elements. It would be of special interest for
the future operation of the program to evaluate each
one of them separately in order to establísh the optimal allocation of investment
combined

between

them

within

2.

Manpower Corps.

The assessment

of the social impact of the program requires

.the i ncl us i on of pri vate f i rms i nto the ana'lyti cat f ramework. As was
noted in previous chapters, the substitution effect
of an indÍvidual
trained in the program for an individuar a'rready working produces

allocative

distributional effects worth studyíng. This type of
study would enable the government to establish a financial
scheme.which
would take into account a,ll beneficiaries of the program,
including
private firms.

3'

and

A new'line

of

research, referred to as the dual labor market

theory, presents '"he possibility of investigating the conditions
of
traínees after training with regard to the kind of job
they perform as
well as the situation of the firms which hire them Ín one segment
of

the labor market.

The methodo'logical basis

of this theory is still the
subject of debate, but the crientere deart with in this
study seem as
though they would be an excerìent source of information.

2q0

4.

Only a

brjef

mentí0n

of the existence of

underemployment

in this study. I^lith better information about would-be trainees
it would be possible to inquire into the determinants of the mobility
of labour between low productívity jobs, especiaì'ly re]atíng this
was made

mobility to seasonal

for labour in different activities.
5. The analysis of the movement of potential and former
trainees in and out of the labour force might be carried out. This would
entail an examinatÍon of the determinants of the target popuìation
participation rate, and the way manpower services ínfluence it. previous
demand

studies indicate this issue

may be an important

factor affecting the

estimation of benefitsl.O

6.
between

of the differential turnover and absenteeism
trainees and non-trainees in simiìar occupatÍons could be
The study

undertaken. This study would provide a basis

of training

7.

on

actual

The determination

number

an analysis

of the effects of training

of

women

I

in the sampìe was insufficient to produce
men.

an, Bernat and Fìager, op.cit., p.
number of hours worked.

training reduced the total

programs on

participation in the labour force.

simílar to the one produced for

I oMacMil

assessíng the effect

job stability.

women's earnings, empìoyabi'lity and
The

for

20, showed that

CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSiONS AND II{PLICATiONS

OF THE RESULTS

In spite of the

need

for further study indicated by the limít-

ations discussed in the previous chapter,
be made regarding the

some

effects of the Interlake

specific conclusions

can

Manpower corps program.

in the first section of this chapter.
In the second section, the impìications of the results of this thesis
are discussed- Fina1ly, in section three, some general recommendations
These conclusions are presented

are presented.

A.

Concl usions

Table 9..l summarizes the estimated effect

Índividualsr

goVêFrìment, and

the

economy as

on

a whole. A discussion

of the conclusions derived from these results is
These conclusions deal

of the program

with the effect of the

presented below.

program on individual

trainee's earnings and employment (1 to 4), as well as its impact on
government finance (5). In addition, the effect
of the program on the
economy

as a whole (6 and

7),

and

its distributional impact (g), are

also discussed.

l.

The average annual

total

gross income

of the trainees was
approximately $74.25 per week greater than the total adjusted income
of the norm group. 0f this figure, approximateìy I 2.1% is due to

2nt

Table 9.1
Sunmrary

Indjviduaì's,

of

Results

Government's. and Soc.iety's Viewpoint
(vaìues per week of trainìng)-

Evaluation Approach and
Duration of Benefits
Indj vidual

's

Viewpoint

Net Present Value

(8 year duratÍon

of benefits)

Net Present Vaìue
(10 year duration
B/C Ratio

(8 year duration

of benefits)

of benefits)

B/C Ratio
(10 year duration

of benefits)

295.50

237.89

I

95.04

162.7?

137

351.27

270.47

2'14.10

I 73.89

I

4.î)4

3. 93

3. 40

3.00

2.70

5.32

4.33

3. 63

3. 14

2.78

8%

Government's Viewpoint
Gain/0ut1ay Ratio

(B year duratio¡r of benefits)
Gain/Outlay Ratio

(.l0 year duration

of benefits)

Hypothes'is

I

Hypothesis

II

10r"

Hypothesis I

Hypothesis

2.93

2.24

2.64

2.01

3. 70

2.82

3.28

2.50

2.91

2.22

of benefits)

(.l0 year duration

I

.1

12y"

2.49

Net Present Value
(10 year duration of beneflts)
B/C Ratio
(B year duration of benefits)
B/C Ratio

Hypothesis

3.26

101/"

(8 year duration

II

44.53

II
,:

Soc'iety's V'iewpoint
Net Present Value

Hypothesis

.97

of benefits)

121.83
1

12%

9s.95

71.14

39.15

107.25

1.74

I .56

I .40

2.04

1.82

I .6t

73.50

.¡

N)

rf

l-\)

Sources: Individua'l's Viewpoint: Tables S.7 and 5.g.
Government's Viewpoint: Table 6.6.
Society's Viewpoint: Tables 7.3 and 7.4.
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is due to educational differences and the rest to
random variatjons. If personal tax considerations are included, this
difference jn jncome between the two groups is reduced, and so is the
trainìng,

31.7%

índividual return from the

2.

program.

of an additional week of training,
$o.gz per vleek, is assumed to last for eight or ten years, after whjch
it is assumed to disappear. The extension of the duration of benefits
does not significantly alter the nature of the result, namely, that
The indivjdual benefjt

trainjng is a worthwhile investment from a persona'r viewpoint.

3.

Benefits from training are appropriated by individuars

regardless of the nature of the occupation in which they are

after training.
those who engage
who

engaged

level of these benefits is hiqher for
Ín industrially oriented activitíes than for those

However, the

work in agriculturally oriented act'ivjtjes.

4.

Benefits from training do not

differ significant'ly between

finish the courses and those who do not. This finding'is
an indjcation of the importance of the jnformation and counse'ìling
those who

in addition to skil.Is. Also, it
could indicate that the program prov'ides a screening device for private

which are provided by the program,

fi

rms.

5.

The government can recover more than

the total training

expenditure (not including the production activ'ity

of the projects)

through increased tax revenue and decreased transfer payments. This
conclusion assumes the separation

of total

expenditures into productíon

costs and human deve'lopment costs as determined by technical reports
from project foremen.
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6. In contrast to transfer
power

payments to.

the unemp'loyed,

training increased the real aggregate output of the

man-

economy.

This conclusion, of course, depends on the extent to which vacancies

exist (or wi'll exjst or be created) for the newly trained workers.
The anaìysis of future labour market conditions was not attempted in
this work

7. Aìthough the average labour income of trainees ($149.46l
week) is substantialìy higher than the average income of non-traìnees,
it is still low when compared with average weekly earnings for the
entire province of Manitoba ($lgo.56/week).1 This resurt,

however,

is

not conclusive because the composition of the experÍmenta'l group
jncludes workers in the primary sector where monetary income ís sub-

stantially lower than

secondary and

terciary sector

incomes (see

Appendix C).

B.
Some

from

Implications

of the Results

of the imp'lications of the results

which were derjved

this study are:

l.

ratios estimated for índividuals
are partially produced by average allowances

The high benefit-cost

trained in the program
payments which

are higher than the average individual opportunity

costs to enter the program. Training

seems

to

be a good substitute

litlanitoba
Bureau of Statistics, Manitoba Digest
January,1976, Table 4.5, p. 37.

of Statistics,
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for

in some cases for bejng employed. Investment in human capita'l 'is made Ín the case of the Interlake Manpower
corps, by taxpayers on behalf of program's trajnees. If training
allowances were set at the same level as average trainee's opportunity
costs ($el.zl per week), índivjdual benefit-cost ratjos would still
bejng unempìoyed, and

have been

fits
30%

larger than one, ranging from 5.14 (.l0 year duration of

and 5% discount

bene-

rate), to 2.50 (8 year duratjon of benefits and

discount rate)

2.

The hÍgh monetary benefits during the

represented by

training perÍod

training allowances create a strong incentive for trainees

to participate in the program and to remain in it.

In fact, it

would

for trainees to stay in the program, jf it were possible, from 3 to
7 years (accordjng to the rate of personal time preference and to the
duration of benefits). The optimal duration of training from a socjal
viewpoint is much shorter, ranging from 2.8 to 4.6 years (see Appendix
F for the estimation of the optima'l duration of training.2
pay

C.
The

analysis

principal

Recommendati ons

recommendation which

is that the training for

follows from the previous

the disadvantaged, especialìy of

in the Interlake Area of Manitoba should
continue. Some major improvements to the actual format of the program
Indian and Metis origin,

are suggested:
2The observed reduction

in enrolment (Table 4.3) is due to a
reduction in vacancies in the various projects, and not to the trainee's
unwil'língness to participate in the program.
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l.

The genera'l aspect

of training (cl assroom work, counse'l-

ling, etc.) should be emphasized over the specific aspects. Some
peop'le tend to return to agricultural activjtjes after training and

jt is like'ly that the benefjts from specific training would be lost but
that the general aspect of training

can

benefit the trajnees wherever

they choose to go after train'ing.

. It

appears worthwhile from an

indÍvidual and from a social

viewpoints to extend the average duration of training projects beyond the
historjcal average ('13 weeks for the period 'l968-1975). Higher individual and social benefits would appear if this were done. This jmpìies

that

permanent projects should be prefemed

3.

A new format

to

temporary projects.

for recording information

about the appljcants

to the program is required if the traÌnee follow-up, vrhich the officjals
of the program are planning to carry out, is to be more useful. It should
be emphasized

that the main constraint to a better understanding of the

effects of the program

economic

is

the information about the norm group.

It js required that the applicant's labour history for at least one year
prior to app'lication to the program, be available from the new form.

in the data about the labour status of former
trainees would be of little value due to the absence of reliable

Otherwise, improvements

informatíon about the norm group

4. It is suggested that consideratjon be given to reducing the
program's operating

costs. Training allowances

can be lowered providing

that the individual net present value remaíns larger than one. If this

js

done, however,

tra i nees

.

it js socially

desirable to increase the number of
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APPENDIX A

CHARACTTRISTICS OF THE INTERLAKE
¡lANPOÌ^IER CORPS TRAINEES

This appendix presents a

summary

of the characterjstícs of

the

trainees registered in the program during the period i968-!g75, which
were introduced

in Chapter 2.

The informatíon presented

append'ix was taken from computer

tion recorded'in the "Client

in this

printouts which sumrnarized the Ínforma-

Record and Referral Form" shown below.
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Table 4.2

Duration of Training Projects accord'ing to
Labour Status prior to Training and Sex
( 1e6B- 1e75 )
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and
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e
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Table 4.4

Educational Level of Registered Trainees
by Race and Sex
( 1e68- 1e75 )
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Table 4.6

of Registered Trainees
according to Race and Sex
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Duration of Individual Projects
according to Sex, per Year
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Duration of Training Projects
according to Age Groups and Sex
(

Durati

on

A week or
less

2I-29 Years

Less than
21 Years

Age

Mal

e

igog- 1e75

Female

Male

Female

)

30-39 Years

Mal

e

40

Femal e

Mal

e

Total

and More

Femal e

Mal

e

Femal e

70

72

47

37

47

20r

i6

r20

2I

70

26

47

263

35

345

B3

205

160

902

103

37

1

59

46

184

1

572

TT7

381

,550

155

More than
one week

but

I ess

than

one

month

More than
one month

but I ess
than

6

months

5

92

11

More than

6 months

Total

Source:

11

Manpower Corps Form A03FB1-526J, I976.

269

42

I

28

1B

1

N)
N)
CN

ïable A.9

for Ending the Project according to
Length of the Project and Sex
( rg6s- re75)

Reason

Reasons

for

Durati

on

Failed Due to
Academic Reasons

Comp'leted

the Project

Endi ng

Mal e

A week or less
More than one
week but less
than one month
More than one
month but less

Femal e

Ma'le

Femal e

Failed Due to
Non-Academi

Mal e

c

Reasons

Femal e

Tota I

155

217

774

than 6 months

722

i80

15

1,005

129

55

1

185

478

42

More than

six months

Total

Note:

1

,071

LI2

1

1

,705

include: failure of one or two subjects and inabiìity to cope academ'ica11y.
reasons include: illness or health problems (including pregnancy), chronic absenteeism,
alcoholism, jai'1, transportation problems and financial difficulties.

Academic Reasons
Non-academic

Source:

Manpower Corps Form A03FB1-526J

,

I976.
f\)
N)
Or

Tabl

e 4.10

for Ending the Project
according to Age and Sex

Reason

(

\

Less than
21 Years

Ase

.:Beaso\

for

\

Ending

\

the Project
Compl

Mal

e

rgoe- reTs)

2L-29 Years

Femal e

Male

30-39 Years

Female

Mal

e

eted

Satisfactorily
Failed for

377

79

i89

265

40

Femal e

I

Mal

and More

e

240

Femal e

Total

Male

16

I,077

18

478
1,550

Female

IL?

Academi c
Reasons

Failed for
Non-academi c
Reasons

Total

Source:

r94
572

37

r17

116
381

2

BO

il

269

882
328

42

i55

Manpower Corps Form A03FB1-526J, I976.

l\)

f\)
\¡

Tabl

e A.11

Nominal and Real
b1, Age before Training
ly.fugg Wage Rate
(males emp'loyed in non-agËiculiurar
actîviii.s-u.rore

training)

( 1e68-1e73 )

Total observations =
Year

Nomi

and

Earn i nqs

Age

($/rrouñ

nal
)

Defl ator
1968=100

Real

($/rrouñ

i96B
<2r
2L-29
30-39
40-+

i.

1.40
1 .65

100.0

r.v5

1. 10

<2r

1.40

2r-29

1. 65

30-39
40-+

r.75

llomi nal
Earni nqs
(

Real

Defl ator
i968=100

Earninqs
( $/houñ
)

111.1

2.40

1 .66
2.74
2.25
2.16

1 .88
2.50
2.50
2.60

115. 4

1 .63
2.77
2.17
2.25

r24.2

1 .45
2.77
2.77

$/houË

)

1 .85
2.83

2. 50

1972
1. 83

2.r3
1.90
2.00

r04.6

r.7s

<2L

2.03
7.82

2r-29

1. 91

1,970

30-39
40-+
1973

<2r

1".67

2r-29

2.08

30-39
40-+

2.09

Note:

)

and
Age

I97T
10

1969

<2r
27-29
30-39
40-+

Year

Earn i nqs

1gB

2.r9

108.0

1.55

<2L

r.92

2I-29

2.03
1 .93

30-39
40-+

1.80
2.70
2.70
2.70

2.r7

Nominal earnings were obtained.from Manpower cgrps Form
A03FB1-526J, 1976. The
Price Index was used as deflactor. jüi- statirli.r-ðunã¿u,
priðÀi'añã'Èrrce

canadiunì**

Indexes, r4onthry.

t\);

N)1
æ)

Tabl

Average Hour'ly Earnings

e A. 12

of Trainees before Training compared wjth

in the Construction

Average Earnings
and Manufacturing Sectôrs, l4anitoba
( 1e6B-1e73 )

(Number

Trai nee' s Average

of

Observations = 188)

Before Training

Average Earnings
Constructi on
Sector-Mani toba

Year

(1)

(2)

1968

1.40

2.91

2.22

48.

L969

1.96

3. 30

2.37

59

.4

82.7

r970

2.00

3.58

2.61.

55

.9

76.6

T97T

2.23

3.90

2.84

57

.2

78.

1972

2.28

4.26

3.03

53.2

75.2

r973

2.56

4.88

3.27

52.4

78. 3

Earni ngs

Average Earnings
Manufacturi ng
Sector-Mani toba
( $/hour )
(3)

E-

100

(4)
1

ft]

x

ioo

(5)
63.

1

5

Notes: Information under column (t) was obta'ined from Manpower Corps Form A03FB1-526J, Ig76.
Columns (2) and (3) were obtained from, Statistics Canada, i'Employment.Earnjngé and Hours,
Cata j

ogue 72-002, pub'l i shed month'ly

N)

N)

(o

APPENDIX

B

CHARACTERiSTICS OF THE NORM AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

AND TESTS OF RESPONSE BIAS

In this Appendix, the principal characteristics of the norm and
experimentaì groups are presented. Statist'ical tests are performed in

order to show the bjas jn questionnaire response and to indicate its
possible effects on the estimated results.
Bias

in QuestÍonnaire

Response

Questionnaires used
were sent

to all

members

males had answered

jn this study

it

for

determin'ing the

after-trajning situation

of the basic group but only 136 out of

by the tir'¡e the information was collected

1,550

for

use

of the total). 0f the 136 questionnaires, only 116
(7.5%) were selected for the experimental group. The difference is due
(8.8%

part'ly to insufficient information in

that jn other cases individuals
manpower

ìs

some cases and

partìy to the fact

who responded had received additional

servíces after the Manpower Corps program. The questionnaire

shown below.

In order to investigate whether any response bias exists
thebasic and experimental groups

in

terms

of specific characteristics,

tests related to differences in education, project duration
between these two groups are presented

tional statistical techniques for

here.

These

mean

and age

tests follow

comparing mean values

1groups.'
Here X denotes calculated

between

for

means

conven-

independent

values, s represents unbiased

lDavid Huntsberger
and Patrick Bilìingsley, Elements of
Inference,
3rd. edition (Boston: Atlyn &-EãõñlTrrc., 1973),
lLatistical

ffi
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yÂllITûBA
II.I'IERIÂI{E

DIiPA.P.Tl'i

MAI'IPO},IER

ü\¡T OF AGRICIIL1UIì¡

CORPS

POST PROGRAM DATA

FÐTü"I

IEcoRD NUMBEn

tltltltltltl

1.

NAME ilnnt]t]nnililnililililil[]nilnnilnnilililnnililnilntl

2.

ADDRESS

3"

soclÀL

4.

PTEASE GI\TE

tltltltltltltltltltltltltltltlt.ltltltltltltltliltltltltltliltltltltl

INSURANCE NiJMBffi,

ME

FOLLOUTTTTG TNFORMATÏON

:ltl
_lt l
l

:lt

-l

if correct) tltltl-tltltl-tltltl
}OR TTIE C,AI.M{DAR ÏE,A8 1IITI)

NO. OF
FttLL PART
TXffi TIME SASONÂf Um(S

OCCUPATION

_tr

(please check

TRATNING/SGHOOL

TOTAI IIAGE/ÏNCOME
( Before taxes )

n

n

n

ilil

$Ünilniltltl

tl
tl
tl
tl

rl

tl
tl
tl

iltl
iltl

$

tl
tl
tl

- $ ilnililnUtl

iltl

nililnniltl
$ tlilrlrlnntl

ntl

$

ntl

UNEMPLO]rÐ

nililnilntl

$

tlilnrInt]t]

;.

I^IHAT

.

ïJHAT OTTIm, TRATNTNG/COURSES HA\rE YOU TAltüV SINCE LEAUTNG MANPOWER COFfS?

.

}¡HAT

IS TOIIR PRESÐIT OCCUPATICN

ÏS

THE NÆ.M OF YOUR PRESENT mæl¡nn/co},PÄNï?

PLEASE ESflMATE TITE NUI"fBER OF JOBS YOU I:AVE HAD SINCE LEArr¡-Iì,E ì4.ANPO}IIR, CORPS
PIIBASE IJST

.

WAS

YOIIR

ALt

THE ffPBS OF JOBS YOU HLVE HÄD SINCE LEAIÆNG I'fÀNrìC'trrm CORPS

M.A,}TPOWM,

YEs

tl

CORPS TR.AINING

No

tl

HEI,Pfi.rI TÐ YOU

IN

D()N|T. r0rot{

STGNEI)

[]

YOUR JOBS?

tlt]t]
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of the population standard deviatjon, n is the size of

estimators

each

group under consideration and u represents the population mean values.
The information about the experimentar group appears

in Tables 8.5 to

8.8 in this Appendix. The inforrnation about the basic group was presented in Append'ix A.

Education. The information concerning this varjable
ed below

is

present-

for both groups.

Group

Experimental

Xr=7.2

-Xr=7.8
n, = 116
2

Basic Group

n, = 1,550

- -.

,.tî=6'64,
sitn,
= 0.057

?
sl=5'7
' = 0.0037
siln,

null hypotheses is:
Hot ue = Ëb
The

and the

alternative hypothesis is:

Hlr uu I ub.
The calculated t statistic, t*, is equaì to:

it-xe

0.6
= 0.247

=

2.43

of t at the 5% level of sígnificance on a two-tailed
t distribution with 115 degrees of freedom is equal to 1.658, this value
The val ue

is smaller than t*,

and

consequently, the nuìl hypothesis

is

rejected

233
beca

u

equaì

se

there

is

4gg.

The information about age

to believe that mean values are statjstical'ly

no reason

.

for both groups is:

Experimental Group

Basic Group

X.I" = 33 vears

xr=

n.I = 116

n, = 1,550

,l = ss.za

2

siI = 156.0
2
si/n, = 1.34

t*

=

tltn,

L

zi,l

=

is

= r.zB

r.52

In this case the nulì hypothesis, Ho, that the
both groups are equaì

29

accepted

at

the

5%

mean values

for

level of confidence, and the

alternative hypothesis, Hr, that the mean for the experimental group is
larger than the

mean

value

for the basic

groupo

is

rejected.

Project Duration. The Ínformation about the duration of

training projects for the two groups is as follows:
Experimenta'l Group

Basic Group

X, = 21.7 weeks

X, =

nt = 116

n, = 1,550

si2 = 527.62
2,
sj/n,
= 4.55

ü =?+t

'î

tltn,

72.3

= nz 'gt
=

o. o8

= 4.37

t* is ìarger than

accepted and the hypothesis that average

null hypothesis is
duration of projects for

indjviduals in the experimentaì group

larger than for those in the

Agaín,

1

.658, so the

is

not
those

234

of the experimentaì group
are, on the averagé, more educated than members of the basic group and
have participated in the program for longer periods of time.

basíc group'is accepteC. In summary, members

Educatíon Differences between the Norm Group
and the Experimental Group

In order to justify the educationa'¡.adjustment made to the
group's earnings,

it is

necessary

to

show

that the differences in

tionaì levels are statisticalìy significant. This is
procedure

norm

educa-

done by using

a

similar to the one used in the previous section. The follow-

ing information is

used:

Experimental Group

Norm Group

= 7'8

-x' = 6'8

n, = 116

n, = 396

,f

rl

i,

= o.o+

tltnr=

= s.+

tltnr=

0.057

0.021

r*= -rlh-=3.58
t* r t0.05, at the 5% level of confidence, the hypothesis
that the mean values for these groups is equal is rejected. Therefore,
Because

the hypothesis that the average education for

members

of the experimental

is significant'ly higher than the average education for members of
the norm group, is accepted.
group

Educational Differences between the Norm Group and the Basic Group

to the average earnings of norm group
account for the difference in education betvreen thi s

Adjustments have been
members

in order to

made

235

group and the experimenta'l group (see Chapters 5 and

it

section

was shown

7). In the previous

that this difference is statistically significant.

In this section, the hypothesis to be examined is that the djfference
in average educatíon between the norm group and the basic group is not

statistical'ly significant, so that the adjustments made to the norm group
earníngs can be extended to the basic group. The relevant information
for both groups is:

Group
b.ö
..1= 6.8
X"
n, = 396
^si2 = 8.4
2, = 0.021
sl/n,
l,lorrn

The value

of t* is

Bas

jc Group
xr=7.2
n, = 1,5b0
2

si

= 5.7

2

si/n, = 0.0037

equaì to:

'4
t*
L'wtr
=2
" = 0.157
This value

is ìarger than 1.658, and therefore it is accepted at

level of significance that the
higher than that
adjustment

average education

S%

group Ís

of the norm group. This impfies that the educat'ional

to the earnings without training

opportunity costs aìso greater)
extended

of the basic

the

to the basic

if

shouìd be greater (and the

inferences from the analysis are

group.

Characteristics of the norm Grou and the

Ex

rimental

Grou

to 8.4 present a summary of the inforrnation regarding
labour status, âgê, education and racial status for members of the norm
Tabl

es

B.

L

group, while Tables 8.5 to 8.8 present

of the experimenta'l

group.

this

same

ínformation for

members
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Average education and age are higher

for the experimental

(7.8 and 33 years, respectiveìy) than for the
years respectively). The percentage

norm group

(6.8 and

group
31

of treaty indians in the norm group
(4r.2%) is'larger than the percentage in the experimental group (34.5%).
However, this informatjon is presented soìe'ly for descriptive purposes,
because the issue of racial discrimination was not extensively considered
in this study for reasons given in Chapter 5.

Tabl

e 8.1-

Basic Information about the Norm Group
(n = 396 rnales)
1968- 1975

Number

of

Dependants per Househoid

(n =

191)

Average

Standard
Devi

ati

on

31 Years

Average

Standard
Devi

Educati on

ati

on

Average

12.1 Years

6.8

Years

9

Years

Standard
Devi

Source: Interlake

ati

on

2.

Manpower Corps Form A03FB1-526J, I976.

l\)

\¡

C^)

Table 8.2
Norm Group Popu'lation Divided by Age
and Labour Force Status before applying to the program

Les s

Labour

Status

than

21 Years

2I-29

30-39

Empl oyed

11

Unempì oyed

42

Seasonal ly
Empl oyed

5

40-49

S0-+

Total

58

Source: Interlake

Manpower Corps Form A03FB1-526J, I976.

N)
C^)

co

Table 8.3
Norm Group Population divided by Education and
Labour Force Status.before applying to the Program
(

1e68- 1e75 )

Educati on
Labour

No

Education 1-4 Years 5-7 Years 8-9 years L}-rz

Status
Empl oyed

Unempl oyed

Seasonal 1y
Empl oyed

Source:

years

Total

1

7

20

t6

7

51

L6

35

104

96

56

307

10

17

2

38

Manpower Corps Form A03FB1-S26J, I976.

l\)

(^)

\o

Table 8.4
Norm Group Popu'lation

divided by

and Racial Status
(

al
Status

Age

rgoe- 1e7s )

Raci

Age Groups

Less than

2L

Treaty
Indians

Non-treaty
Indians

Total

34

60

94

21-29 years

65

7I

i36

30-39 years

36

22

5B

40-49 years

15

38

53

50 years and more

13

42

55

Source:

[.4anpower

Corps Form A03FBi-b26J, I976.

N)

.Þ
O

Table 8.5
Basic Information about the Experimental Group

(n =

Number of Dependants
Househol d
(n = 63)

116)

per male

Age in 1975
llal es

(¡ = 116)
ti on
(n = 116)

Educa

Average

3.3

Standard
Deviati on

2.3

Average

33 yrs

Standard
Dev'iati on

12.6 yrs

Average

7.8 yrs

Standard

2.6 yrs

Deviation

Last Occupat'ion before training
(ma'les

)

Agricu'ltural

28

Non-agri cul

60

No Answer

Source: Interlake

Manpower Corps

tural

28

Questionnaires, Summer 1976.

f\)
Þ

Tabl

Composition

\Ase

Labour

Status

\

\

Less than
21 years

Unempl oyed
Empl oyed

e 8.6

of the Experimental

Group accordjng
and Labour Status before' Tra'ining
(t'lales , I}TS)

2L.-

29

30-39

29

10

7

4

4

40-49

to

Age

50

- more
10

Total
63
14

Seasonal'ly
Emp'loyed

1

5

Student

5

9

T4

3

3

No Answer

Total

source: Interlake

11

53

1B

5

1,7

7

17

22

116

Manpower corps Questionnaires, Summer 1976.
N)
è
N)

Table 8.7
Composition of the Experimentaì Group according to
Education and Labour Status before Training
( 1e75 )

Educati on
Labour
ta tus

S

before
Training

No

Educati on

1-4 Years

5-7

Years

8-9

Years

I0-I2

Years

Total

Unemp'loyed

2

i5

23

15

63

Emp'loyed

1

5

3

5

I4

I

Seasona'lly
Empl oyed

10

4

22

Student

7

7

14

llo Answer

3

Total

Source:

3

8

28

46

3
31

116

l4anpower Corps Questionnaires, Summer 1976.

f\)

Þ
ûJ

Table 8.8
Experimenta'l Group divided according to
Age and Racial Status
(t4al

es,

1975)

al
Status

Raci

Treaty
Indian

Age

Groups

Less than

21

I'lo n-Treaty

Indi

an

Total

4

7

11

2I-29 years

15

38

53

30-39 years

i0

I

18

40-49 years

7

10

T7

50 and more

4

i3

17

40

76

116

Total

Source:

Manpower Corps

Questionnaires, Summer, 7976,

N)l
-Þ.
Þl
;

i
1
I

APPENDIX

C

RACIAL ORIGIN AND TRAINEES' EARNINGS:
SOME ADDiTIONAL EVIDTNCE

of policy-makers in the field of training programs
for particular segments of the population is the extent towhich racíal
A deep concern

discrimination does exíst and therefore the potentíaì benefits of training
are erased by social distortions. It is argued in this AppendÍx that the
evidence points

to that direction

and

that a more detailed analysis should

in the future.
A common argument in explaining wage differentials at a given point
jn time is that they are closeìy related to characteristics such as
age,
be advanced

education' experience on the job,

etc.

and

that individuals differ

in the level and quality of these characteristics. Consequently, observed differences in earnings are due basicaliy to rvhat
from each other

may be cal I ed "endowment.,'

in a broader framework,

endowment

includes two

(education, experience) or natural (age, sex,
endowment

is

shown

to

race).

types:

acquired

As long as acquired

be more significant than natural endownent, policy-

effectiveìy influence those differentia'ls by concentrating
their policy decisjons on the relevant variables by increasing or redirectmakers can

ing investments in schooling and training. The ana'lysis of the influence

of acquired endownent on earnings
Cap'ita1 approach,

to the realm of the Hu¡nan
aìthough naturaì endowments aìso enters in the specifibeìongs

cation of earnings functions.
The study

of the influence of sex and racial
245

background on earnings

246

has been

left to a body of concepts,

known as Economics

of

Discrimjn-

ation, aiso in the neo-classical tradition, but a step forward to
inclusjon of non-economic behaviour
The

the

in the study of earnÍngs differences.l

effect of education on white-black differentials in receipts'in

the

United States has been stud'ied by l^lelch2 who showed that the qua'lity of

to reduce them. Reid presented some evidence in the
sense that institutional train'ing programs tend to reduce, although in
education tends

relatively smaìl amounts, the bTack-white earnings gap, a'lso for

the

Unit,ed States.3

far as Indian-nonlndian (or Treaty Indian-non Treaty Indíah)
wage differentials analysis in Canada is concerned, the literature is
As

scarce and the evidence less

explicit.

been produced by Kuo.4 He shows
District, using .l969-.l970 census

by the

Human

that

The more important

wage

findings

differentials in the

have

MacKenzie

figures, are expìa'ined reasonably well

Capital approach: those with lower acquired

endowments

earn, in average, less income than those with higher acquired

endowment,

as shown in Table C.l.

t
'Ray Marshall, "The Economics
Journal of Economic Literature, XII,

of Racial Discrimination:

3 (1974) pp.

2Finis l,Ielch,
Returns to
"Bl ack-l^lhite Differences in.l973

{merican Econonic Review, 63:893-907, December,

3Clifford E. Reid,

A Surveyr"

849-871.
School

ing,"

"Sone Evidence on the Effect of l,lanpower Training
Programs on the. Black-white wage D'ifferentials," Joúrnal of Human Resources,
XI, 3 fsummer 1976), p. 408.
4chrn-Yan
Kuo, op. cit., pp . 396-397.
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TABLE C. I

Earnrlngs and Acquired Endov¿ment by Race
in the MacKenzie District

Racial

Group

Average Years

of

School i no

%

of

Average

Samp'le

with Hiqh

School

Earn i ngs

I ndi an

2.81

6.09

1213.80

ki

4.l t

lt.6l

2622.96

5.95

19.06

3564. 55

l0

24.80

7726.91

Es

mo

Meti s
l^Jhi

te

:

Earni ngs

9.

fi gures are i n I 970 dol I ars .
Source: Chun-Yan Kuo, 0o. Cit., p. 398.
Note

This information hides, holever,

some important issues:

explìcit test for the exjstence of racial discrimination, presumably because the variables included in the model, l3
in total, explained around 70% of the variance of earnings.
2. The model itself prevented the test of hypothesis of discrim-

t.

There was no

of its linear specification. In fact, Kuo uses Y as
earnings, S as the ratÍo of white to totat population in the community
fopenness to southern influence according to his ìnterpretation), and E
as the educational level of the natiye indiyidual. By assumption, then:
ination

because

ôY
õsiE = o

which means

that the effect of education on income when S is

changed

neglected from the very outset, because the model did not intend to

is
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study educational discrímination.

3.

The

relativeìy high correlation coefficjent obtained

70%)' was produced by the incTusjon

(about

of l,l, the number of hours worked by

the individual. Again, by assumption of the

model

ôY -6-M _^
"
although it would have been interesting to investigate

the effect of

S

upon Y through l,l.

Kuo's conclusion

is thatn

given the objectives and the specifi=

cation of the model, formal education

is

important

in terms of

improving

for Indians, but not for Metis; s is significant for every
group, but of little monetary impact, and that institutional training
earnings

(vocatjonal as well as Manpower Corps type)

is worthwhile for

natives,

especially Indian, but of no effects for whites. Age, on the other hand,
presents iffegular effects, smaìler in money terms than trainíng and

particuìarly strong for Metis, as shown in Figure C.'1.
These

results have to be compared with the fÍndings by Mo'lgat

and

in relation to the fact that, in spite of a'large
dropout rate by Indian students (27% in elementary school accordjng to
Kuo), the effect of additional education is larger for them than for
MacMiìlan especially

Metis, Eskimos and Whites. They found that there
between

the proportion of Indian and lvletis in the

is

a negative relation

community and the

school dropout rate, although the opposite might be expected.S
5Paul

Molgat and J.A. MacMillan, op.

cìt., p. 71.
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Canada

J96.

possible source of conflict

difficult for

llcKeusle Dfetrlo

wast suggested

surveyed school principals

by the authors:

it

to determine the racial

of their students. S'imilarly, Kuo's dropout figure corresponds only to Indians and not to Metis, whom he pooied together wjth

background

Whites when he presented

his dropout rates (about 8% for the combined

grou p )

An

initial

attempt in the Interlake Area using data from the

experimental group was shown

in equation (5.4),

Chapter

attempt with different data provides tentative support

of discriminatjon.

An equation

Y=bo+ xbiZi+u

of the type:

j = lr5

5.

Another

for the hypothes'is

?50

was estimated using ordìnary
Manpower Corps

ìeast squares and data obtajned

traínees surveyed by Carl l,rfall, for

whom

from

earnîngs

sjtuation was obtained for the period 1970-l g73.6

In the prev'ious equation:
Y represents the present value

of future

income

for

each trainee

in the sampìe (N=18), djscounted at 10% per year, usjng as rate
of increase in earnings, the computed rate for the three years
period, and assuming 55 years as the end of the active

Ll represents the highest

life.

formal education, in years, attained by

the trainee.
Zt

measures
ma

rket

the previous experience of the trainee in the labor

.

Z, is a dunrmy variable with value zero if the trainee is of
origin and I if he is not.

Indian

ZO

is the age of trainee, in years.

ZU

ís a dummy varjable with value zero if the person h,as unemployed
in the year previous to training and one if he was not.

u

is the random term originated

The

by the estimation.

linear form of the equat'ion suggests that:

ôY
ô2,64 =0

for a'lì j and k' which impìies that the marginaì change in income due to,
for exampìe, higher education is independent of age, experience, etc.
6questionnai

res

collected by Carl Wall, 0p. Cit.
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This assumption

is

equations produced

a weakness

of

the speci

fi cati on, al though

1

ogari thmi

c

inferior results.
solution to the estimation is:
3.5 71 + 2.7 Z2 + 64.8 7s - 4.2

The numerical

Y=

121

(l

.34

+

(1.22)

(.45)

. e7 )

+

(2.15)

(2.62)

(the vaìues in parentheses are the estimated

Z4

t

values

for

12.5 75

(.43)
the

coefficrìents).

*t:0.555,

of the usual estÍmation prob'lems in ordinary
least squares method were present. Variables Z., and Zu were found not
significantly different from zero at the 5% level of confidence using a
one

tai'led

t-test.

and none

However,

Z, the proxy for discriml'nation,

was

significant; bo appears with negative sign, opposite to the hypothesized
sign, due perhaps to the linear specification of the equation.

of racial discrimination poses additional problems
respect to the philosophy of the Program: to what extent its structure
The presence

helps perpetuating the dualism by concentrating the training on these

skills

which are presumabìy demanded by the secondary sector

of

the

discriminating market?
Unfortunate'ly, the dual-market approach to study racial discrimination still lacks a consistent theoretical framework in v¿hich to build

testable hypotheses about the efficiency effects of the existence of
dual labour markets.T
TRay

Marsha'l I

,

op. ci t.

, p. g56.

APPENDIX

D

INTERSECTORAL MOBILITY OF TRAiNTES

AND ITS EFFECTS ON EARNINGS

In this

Appendix a discussion

of the 'importance of

seJection on the amount of monetary earnings

occupational

is made and some evidence

of its influence is provided using figures from the experimental group
of trainees from Interlake Manpower corps. The use of individual
earnrìngs as a measure

in the case in

of training benefits

hand, the

more productive one

may be misleading when, as

mobility of labour from one occupation to

is difficult to achieve for reasons

a

suggested beJow.

This lack of intersectoral mobility prevents the trainee from obtaining

a ìarger

wage

rate and consequently,

it

tends

to

produce, ûeteris paribus,

a lower rate of return to investment in training than if this mobility
had existed.

Define "original occupation" as the one in which the trainee
engaged, as emp'loyee

or as unemployed, before starting the Program,

was

and

"destination occupation" as the one in which he engages or seeks to

after finishing his training, whatever the reason he might have
had for finishing it. In this Appendix, a particular pattern of origin-

engage

destination mobiiity

is

studied, namely, that betleen occupations

related to the primary activity sector (hereafter, primary occupations),
basically farming and fishrlng, and occupations reJated to the secondary
and

try,

tertiary sectors (hereafter,

secondary occupations), such as carpen_

painting and similar structural work activities.
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The reason

for this division is

exp'lained by the number of

trainees whose experience have had to do with either of these categories:

of those individuals in the experimental group who reported experience
in any original activìty,97 in total, zT or zl.g% had it in fishing
or farming, and 5l or 52.6% had it in carpentry, etc. . The rest, l9
or 19.6%

had experience as

services. At the

clerical

and sales vrorkers and

in personal

time, 25 individuals reported farming or fishing
experience in the destination activity during i975r )êâF for which
same

the fol'low-up questionnaire recorded complete information, and 79 reporte.d
experience

in secondary occupations.

appeared during the

when more than one occupation

year, as it was the case with 36 individuals,

movement was considered as an independent

who reported both origrln and

each

observation. 0n1y male workers

destination experience were selected for

this analysis.
[.Iith two sets of occupations, four alternative paths can be

devised: from primary to primary

(I),

to secondary (II),
from secondary to primary (III), and from secondary to secondary (IV).
The total number of individuals in each path, the average annual
wage corresponding to each one of them acuordint to the l4anpower Corps
survey, and these wages'standard deviations are shown in Table D.l.
In order to anaìyze the effect of occupational choice on average
wages, the impact of yariables such as sex, age and education should be
isolated. Because only the ma'le popuìation was included in the class-

ification'

from primary

sex differences have no influence, and age and education

values differences

for

group under scrutiny.

each group were found

not signifrlcant for the

mean
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TABLE D. I

Average l,Jages of 0rig'in-Destination
Mobility Paths for.the Experimental Group
($ tezs¡

Al

ternati

Total

ve

of

I'lumber

Observations

Average Ìdage
(Annual Rate)

lnlage Rate

Standard
Devi

ati

I

22

6,0gl

3,449

ii
III

ll

9,707

4,704

3

8,3.l6

I ,056

IV

41

0,969

4

I

Source: Interlake Manpower Corps Questionnaires, 1916.
Two tests of differences of means are presented here:

on

,530

one,

considering the hypothesis that the average yearly wages for alternative I
are

statjstically different

from those

produced by pooling together

in alternative IV; the other, is

alternatives

I

and

III

on one side, namely,

those indivjduals with equal primary destination occupation, and alter-

natives

II

and

IV, it is, those individuals with secondary destination

It is hypothesized that the mean earnings, in dollars per
year, of the first group is different ftrom that of the second group.
It can be argued, however, that the comparison of earnings of
occupation.

in 1975 can be misleading in the sense
that the magnitude which determines the mobility of labour is the expected
those who were actual'ly working

average earning; name'ly, monetary earnings adjusted by

of

unemployment

al one

.

in the specific activity,

and

the probabiìity

not the nominal earnings
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In order to include this dimension of the problêD, the own rate

of

for the experimental group has to be calculated for each
of the two groups of destinatjon occupations. The information available
unemployment

does

not specify the o..rpurion in whÍch the individual was seeking for

iob while unemployed. As a proxy for this variabÏe, although a defective

in the original actjvity was used, and it was
found that, out of l8 cases where original primary activities were
reported, l4 of them registered unemployment status (about 77%); for 50
cases were original secondary activities appeared, 39 or 78%, were cases
one, the unemp'loyment rate

of

unemp'l oyment.

It is
of

assumed,

then, that the use of monetary earnings instead

expected earnings would not modify the nature

First Test:

0n differences

alternative
The

I

of the results.

of means between earnings
and

alternative

under

IV.

nul'l hypothesis is:

Hot ul = uz
and the alternative hypothesis Ís:

Hlr ul )
where u., and

uz

u, are the true mean values of the year'ly

earnings

for all

trainees after the courses.
Following conventional statilstical techniques

t statistic is 7.62 and that the t

it is found that

of a one-tailed
distribution at the 95% of confidence and 6l degrees of freedom is 'l.67,
so the null hypothesis is reiected and it is concluded that ul)u2.
Second Test: 0n difference of means betv¡een earnings under
the computed

alternatives

II

value

and IV and under alternatives

I

and

III.
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Again the

hypothesis

is

null

H.,: ul>

hypothesis

u2.

is

Ho: u., =

u,

The calculated mean

and the alternative

for the first

group Ís

for the second group, $6,35g.20. The test concluded
that, with 95% of confidence, the null hypothesis is again rejected,
$10,701.50 and

and u.,

is accepted to be greater than ur.

for the previous ana'lysis is based on
earnings reported by members of the experimental group for a particular
The information used

year' 1975.

It

to determine if the pattern appears
also when data for different periods for the same group are used. In
order to do so, information taken from the questionnaires prepared by
walll is used, in which a three year follow-up (.l970-1973) of former
would be interesting

trainees from the selkirk plant under the

Manpower corps program was

made.

Figure D.ì shows the average earnings for each group every six
months, approximately, on a yearìy basis. For those re'lated to

agricultural-type of activities, the pattern of earnings Ís imegular,
while for those on secondary occupations they tend to increase steadiìy
over time, and
values

their

for the first

average values'over time were always above the
group.

Unfortunately, the number of cases (12 for each one of the
categories) proved to be small

in

terms

of the multivariate anaìysis

required to consider more than one variable at the time

lCarì l,lall, 0p. Cit.

in regards to

?57

Con:parlson of Averag'* E=rn¡n'gs

rrom pl¡-ury und'
secondary occupations for Graduaies f rom selkirk plant tnterlake
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their rejation to earnings,

and therefore no

30

36

definitive results

obtained from the previous observations. The presentation so

can

far

be

does

not explaìn why this pattern of mobility exists and what is the

rationality, if any, behind it. Two reasons can be aì'leged for the
behaviour of those who return to primary occupations having been trained
for secondary occupations, in spite of the fact that the average expected
receipt for the first seems to be lower than the average expected receipt
for the second group.
The
where most

first

reason deals

with the nature of the fishery activity,

of the trainees returning to primary actiyities engaged: on

one hand, seasonality permits the
when

the fishing season is

off,

individual to attend training

and return back when it

courses

is on, in order

to increase his overall yearìy income: in addition to that,

fishermen
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valuate not only monetary receipts but also:

the fresh

boss. '¿

non-financial amenities such as working outside in
comradery of other fishermen, and beiñg ,one,s

air,

Also'the attraction of a potentia'l "big catch" reduces fishermen's incentive to leave this activity,3 namely, they behave as,,risk
Iovers" and not as "risk aversors.',
The second reason, and perhaps the more important,

is

the social,

culturaì relation ïndians possess with their land, the Reserves,
with the type of activities developed there, with the style of living
existing in them and with the reJative working control they exert upon
and

All this tends to disappear in urban-oriented activities.4
For all these reasons, it can be concluded that the measurement

themselves.

of social profitability of training Programs in cases where the population involved in them might have a utitity function somewhat different
from the one

lar

of

those who evaluate them, shouìd be analyzed

with particu-

caution.

2^
-Gordon

S. Gislason, J.A. MacMillan and N.J.R. l,lard,,'An

Over_

of the Manitoba Freshwater Fishery" hJinnipeg: Department of
Agricultural Economics, university of i,lanÍtoba, óecemuär, 'lg7s (Þreliminary Draft), p. 117.
view

3S.H.

,
the Fishery,"

Gordon, "The Economic Theory of A Cornnon property Resoúrce:
political Econom!, 62: 1?4-1¿2, nþrii, 1954.

Journal of

4Jut., Burke,

pp. 48-49.

Paper Tonahau¡ks (l^linnipeg: Queenston House, l976),

APPENDIX

E

METHODOLOGY FOR SEPARATING
PRODUCTION COSTS FROM
HUMAN DEVELOPMTNT COSTS

In this appendix the

methodology

costs frorn training costs (or

for differentiating

production

costs) .is ¿lscussed.

human development

is based on documents prepared by a Manpower corps Task
Force during the period June 1974 - September 7974. Preliminary results

This appendix

this methodology were used in Chapters 6 and 7.
One of the objectives of the Task Force was to produce a model

obtaÍned from

to

segment

the costs incurred by the

categories.

The

first

Manpower

corps program

into two

category includes "training costs", defined

those costs attributed

to the trajnjng period.

The

as

training period

was

defined as the time rvhich the workers were not considered to be índepend-

ent, that is, able to

produce

at

an acceptable

level without a super-

vision level in excess over the normal supervisÍon requirements.
second

The

cost category includes "production costs", or those costs which

could be attributed to actual production
The

of

goods and services.

allocation of production versus training time was estimated

project. This allocation invoìves the
Figure E.1). Phase one, in which the

using data on the Ashern housing

definition of four
trainee receives
allowances are

phases (see

initial

upgrading and classroom

attributed to training).

instruction

Phase Two

(tOO%

is the initial

of

phase

of on-the-job training proper. At the beginning of this phase,80% of
allowances are attributed to traìning, but at the end of it (after
259

F'i

gure

Proposed Tra'ini ng Phases

E.

1

for Construction

Projects

Trai ned

4

Ca rpenter

3a

1. Initial upgrading and
cl assroom instruction.
2. Laborer trainees.
2a. Production laborers.
3. Carpenter helper's
probat'ionary peri od
3a. Production carpenter hel pers.
3b. Carpenter heìper trainees.
4. Apprenticeship program.
.

N)
Ol
O
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approximate'ly two months),

on]

y

20%

of allowances are'attributed to

training costs.

After this phase, the trainee either moves to phase three or
reverts to phase 2a, according to his progress. If he is reverted to
phase

2a, he is called a "production laborer", and the training/pro-

ratio is increased, according to the foremen's evaluatjon of
the individual. If the jndivjdual advances to phase 3, called the
duction

"probationary period" (about five months), the training/production

ratio varies from 80%/20% at the beginning of the phase to s0%/50% at
the end of the phase. It is at this stage that the indívidual is
placed either on the training scheduìe proper (phase 3b) or classified
as a carpenter he'lper (phase 3a). Final'ly,

after a period of

six months, the índjvidual is evaluated and the decision is

about

made

as to

is capable of entering the apprenticeship program (þhase
four) or whether he is to stay as a carpenter helper (phase 3b).

whether he

This system of rating individuaì trainees requires a detailed
follow-up of the progress of each trainee. This evaluation should be
made

by the foreman or the acting supervisor. This system has not

fully

implemented by the Manpower corps, and consequentìy there

enough information

to assess the training/production ratio for

is

been

not

each

individual 'in the experimenta'l group of this thesis.
The separation

of training

and production costs can be done

using a "learning curvel' which shows the average individual's progression

to high productivity in the latter stage of his
apprenticeship. Figures E.2 and E.3 show these curves for the probationary period (phase 3) and for the carpenter he'lper training period (phase
from low productivity
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Fi

gure E.2

Carpenter Helper Trajnee's Learnjng Curve
(Phase 3)

Trai ni ng
(%)

Production

(%)

Source: lJorking paper prepared by G. T. Boychuk and R.
September

3,

1974.

Id. Di ì

ay,
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Figure E.3
Carpenter Helper Trajnees Learn.ing Curve
(Phase 3b)

Trai ni ng
(%)

4o
Producti on

Source: l^lorking paper prepared by G. T.
Septernber

3,

Lgl4

.

60
(%)

Bo¡rchuck and

R. l^l. Dilay,
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3b).

in the constructjon of the
"learning curves", âlready noted in Chapter 6, these curves only appiied
to

Besides the problems encountered

some

pro.jects such as the Selkirk Plant or housing construction.

They are not appljcable

either to short term projects or to projects

where services and not a physical
Corps program concentrates on

output'is produced.

if

the

l{anpower

the projects where these curves can be

it is important that this methodology for separating training
costs from production costs is implemented, so that more detailed
appìied,

evaluatÍons could be undertaken.

APPENDIX F

OPTIMAL DURATION OF TRAINING

It ís possible to estimate the optimal socjal
program usjng jnformation presented

so, it is

in

duration of the

chapters 5 and 7. In order to

to calculate the margina] socjal costs and benefits of trainees postponing their entrance ínto the labour force by one
do

necessary

week.

The marginal

is

benefit of remaining in the program one additional

to the present value of the increase in real output induced
by that additional week of trainíng. The marginal cost is equaì to the

week

eoual

social opportunity cost of the resources diverted during that
other activities in the
The marginal

economy.

social cost

the labour force by one week
weeks

week from

(FISC)

of

postponing the entrance into

(i.e., of continuing training) after k

of traíning is, therefore:
MSC=($g+.so

+$l.o2k)+R

(F.t)

Here, $g+.SO is the average rea'l opportun'ity cost per vreek without train-

ing (see chapter 7), $1.02 is the íncrease in rear productíon per r^reek
associated with one additional week of training, and R is the resource
cost of operatìng the program.
The marginal
MSB

= gl.o2

social benefit

(MSB)

is

* ¡ (l*t)n-26-lt
rl

equaì to:
(F.2)

r(l +r)

where: 1.02 is the increase in real product per additional
ing and n

is

the

assumed

duration of
265

benefit

from training

week

in

of train-

vreeks.

?66

Therefore, the social optìma'l duration of trajning appears at

the value of k, kü, for

which MSB

= MSC. This

is

found by equation (F.l)

ro (F.2):

94.30+1.02k+R= 1.02 t (l*.)n-26 -r
r(l-r)n
r.02 [

(t+¡1n-26 -,

k*=
s

F.l

shows

(F.3)

the sociaì1y optimal duration of traininq in

weeks, which corresponds

r,

R

1.02

Table

discount,

I - g+.30 -

r(l+r)n

to three assumptions about the social rate of

(8%,10% and l2% per

year) and two assumptions about the

duration of benefits, n, (8 years and'10 years). The values of R are
taken from Tables 7..l and 7.3.
Table

F.

l

Socially 0ptimal Duration of Training
(Ín weeks)
Durati

Social Opportunity Cost of Capital

on

of
Benefi ts
B years

l0

years

Source:

10%

8%

I18.2

92.8

68.4

68.9

135. I

'l03.8

I

Equatí on (F.3)

It

can be seen

12%

.

that the social]y optimal training period is

shorter than the optimal duration of training from an individual view-

point.

This

is

found by applying a procedure

calculate the figures in Table

F.1.

similar to the one used to

However, frorn

a trainee's vie¡point,

of remaining in the program for one additional
week after for k weeks of training is equal to the weekly expected
the margìnal cost

(MCT)

'267

in the economy after k weeks of training:
(r.+)
MCT=$81.21+$0.e2k
where $8.l.2ì is the value of average expected earníngs caìculated in
Chapter 5, and $O.gZ is the increase in earnings due to one additional
earnjngs eìsewhere

week

of trainÍng (equation 5.4).
The marginaì

benefit from an individual viewpoint (Ngf) includes

the value of average training aìlowances and the present val ue of future
earnings attributable
MBT

to the program:

= $90.q+ + $0.92 t

(

t+r)n-26-t
r(t+r¡n

( F.s)

is the value of average weekìy allowances per trainee.
The optimal vaìue of k from a trainee's viewpoint, kf, is found

where $90.++

where marginal

cost = marginaì benefit, or

sl .21 + o.gz k =

k*f,
Tabl e

96.44

96

- 8l .2t

.44 +

0.g2, ('t*')n-26-t
r( l+r¡n
I

+ 0-92

(

n-26-,¿
t+r)
'r,

r(1+r)n

.'

t

I
r

(F.6)

0:92

F.2 shows the values of k{ for the various rates of

personaì time preference and duration of benefits used

in

Chapter 5.

Table F.2

Individuaì Optimaì Duration of Training

(in

ti
of

Dura

on

Benefi

ts

weeks)

Rates

of

Time Preference

8 years

321 .1

258.4

211.9

176.7

10 years

38t .7

293.

232.6

I88.9

Source: Equation G'.6).

B
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indivjdual duration of traíning is'longer than the
social optimal. The majn reason is that the jndjvidual cost of quitting
The optima'l

the program includes the value of weekìy allowances as well as the
present value

of future benefits.

Individuals finish their courses before the optimal time
as was noted

in

Chapter

2, the length of projects is in

because,

most cases not

trainees. Project 'length is determined by the officials of
the program, according to the nature of the demand for trainees by
pubìic agencies. The impìication of these results is that it is
socialìy desirable to extend the duration of training beyond the
historical average of l3 weeks.
decided by

